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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT A THIS WEEK.

The officers and employes of
this bank strive to see that
lllCrO
patrons always find here a

Bldly

A C H « gcrthy--Notice of foreclosure.
K P Gilpatrtck—Hay for sale.
David Friend—Salts cleaned.
New England Tel A Tel Co.
C W & F L Mason—Insurance A Real Estate.
F H Jell Ison—Land for sale.

Holt—Baker.
Dost—Watch.
H W Da nn—Glasses lost.

©sphere.

oing us a good

John A Kodick—Notice of foreclosure.
Burrill national bank.
James F Farmer—Green Lake Inn.
Bangor:
Benson A Miller.
Hbrson:
Hebron academy.
Cambridge, Mass:
Mrs Mary Cainane—Hay for iale.

turn when

yon bring
We apprecmy nature to this bank.
rant you to feel at home here, and
to

isure

gj

come.

,

away because your transaction is a
It’s the sum of small things that
small one.
makes this bank great.
l >on t stay

gj
p
p Burrill National Bank, of Ellsworth.

In

TORTOTRICE.

tfftel June 24, 1912.
MAILS RECEIVED.

From

Wbat-*6.85, jll.tt a m (11.4®am Monday only); 4.21, |6.l8 p m.
From Ea»t-i?.M, ft.85 and 11.07 p m.
MAIL CLOSES AT KMTOmCI

Going West 11.45 » Hi; ts.45, *5 and 5 pm.
Going East—6.30 a m; 8.45 and 3*45 p a.

Registered mail should be at postofflee half

an

will pile op more dollar* for you day and uight Jf j
holidays and Sundays. if deposited in tbe 8*v- V j

bank. Yon can’t get better
iqti Dept, of
■11 round safety and banking advantages than
Ibis institution oilers—and our banking-by-mail
system makes it easy for you to do business with
os from a distance. Ask lor particulars.

tb^i

Miss Dorothy McUown it the gaett of
Mrs. Harry Rice at Calais.
»

j
j

v

Mrs. H. L. Rowe, of Brewer, Is visiting
her daughter, Mrs. J. T. City.
Miss Lucy Monaghan is visiting
sunt, Mrs. Edmon Bno, in Bear,port.

EASTERN TRUST & BANKIN6 CO.,

bere.

Telephone.

0. W. Tapley,

F'RE INSURANCE,
ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

NAVAJO
Just

;

few left. Will

a

only

RUGS
be*on sale

a

Auto and

short time.

JSXT’to

Topographical Maps

yacht Pennants.

THOMPSON, Main St.

J. A.

Ellsworth, and will open a
the O. K. Bcrnbam buildgeneral
ing on upper Slate street. The family
will occupy the rooms over the store.

c.

home

tonight.

Walter P. Warren and Mias Lucre tie A.
Pettengill, both of Ellsworth, weye married by Kev. P. A. A. Killam at the Baptist parsonage Saturday evening. Friends
of the young couple extend congratulations.

insurance,

MASON

ELLSWORTH■

Property

owners

wl be protected from fire by ptacieg their

Fire

Insurance

with E. J.

WALSH, ELLSWORTH._

Everybody
can save a

little

at a

time.

Financial

success is simply a
matter of sticking to your sav-

Percy E. Higgins,
agent for Maryland Casualty Co.

Surety Bonds
All kinds of state, county and
municipal officials’ bonds.
This company is on approved
list of i'ue Insurance Commissioners of Maine.

ing plan—making your
Character stronger than
any

Temptation
to§spend.

Hancock Co. Savings
==8ank==
Cll»v»orth,

Mafn*

Commenced Business
Hey 1. 1873.

Offlca

ever

Burrlll Nat. Bank.

3 ACRES FOR SALE
If you boy it now you get the benefit
of this year's grass. Cuts 3 tons.
Fine location, fronting High street
"Twill make 3 desirable house lots.
F.

H.

to

store in

Think these vital (acts over. Don’t think too
long. You may have cause to regret it tomorrow
fire reached

J ELLISON.

ELLSWORTH.

tion at Dover and Foicroft. Mr. Fields
was accompanied by bis wife land
daughJ
ter Ruth.

After next Sunday services at the Conchurch will be discontinued
until tbeArst Sunday in September. The
church’s centennial anniversary will be
observed on Thun day, Bept. 12, elaborate
preparations for which are being made.
The plan for an informal concert and
dancing and card party in place of the
formal reunion and banquet heretofore
held by the
Ellsworth high school
alumni association, seems to meet with
popular approval by the alumni. There is
every indication that the party to-morrow
evening at Hancock hall will bring together more of the alumni ot the school
than have the banquets of previous years.

CAPITAL..
SURPLUS and PROFITS,
STOCKHOLDERS’ LIABILITY,
ASSETS,

Absolute security, absolute permanency, conservative management and
service—these (our form tbe foundation upon which this bank
erected. These four we guarantee to you in connection with any
and all business which you may puce in our bands.
Your account is respectfully eolicited. We are empowered by law to
act as trustees for the estates of persons deceased. The reasons why its
services are more desirable tbanAhoee of indi\ iduals are many.
Our experience is more extended, and oar investment opportunities are
better. Our relations with clients are confidential always. Trust funds
and secuTttiea in Its charge are kept absolutely apart from its commercial
banking assets. An additional guarantee of perfect security lies in the fact
that the transactions of this bank are under tbe constant supervision of tbe
State banking department.
Your business will be welcomed whether it be smell, or large snd every
possible accommodation will be accorded to you that is consistent with
sound

banking.

WEST ELLSWORTH.

DROWNED IN RIVER.

Sherman Cunningham to haying (or Albert Gray, of Ortond.

Eddington.
laforrest

body of

Ellsworth’s celebration ol the Fourth
"sale and sane” all right, though the
local dealers in fireworks cleaned out their
itoclc early In the day, reporting better
isles than when there is a formal celebration. Mo accidents are reported, however.
Ellsworth sent a large delegation to Bar

FOUND

was

ME.

Frank D. Rowe and wife, of Warren,
who have been here for a week or more,
have returned—Mrs. Howe to her home in
Warren; Mr. Rowe to Castine to attend
the educat onal meeting being held there
this week.

Hoyt A. Moore, of New York, Joined
Mra. Moore here on the morning of the
Fourth, remaining until Monday. He
will return for a longer vacation later In
the summer. James E. Parsons, of Lobec,
was also here for the Fourth.
Ellsworth friends extend congratulations to Franklin E. Gregory and wife, of
Phillipe Beach, Maas., on the advent of a
daughter, born Saturday. Mra. Gregory
was Miss Muriel Davis, daughter of Henry
E. Davis and wlje, of this city.
C. E. Bellatty, wife and two children,
Leslie Beckwith, wife and little daughter,
and Misa Margaret Franklin, of Boston,
are at the Bellatty cottage at Contention
Cove. Mrs. C. A. Bellatty and Mra. Nancy
Beckwith, of Ellsworth, are alao at the
cottage.

aub-grainmar;

SUPPOSED TO

cousins

H. P. Carter and wife were here Sunday.
Their aon Ralph to ill of measlee.
Arthur Gilea was the guest of his aon
Martin at Ellsworth Fails Sunday.
Katie Astbnry, who haa been the guest of
Eva Carlisle recently, has returned to
Bluehill.

MONDAY.

BE THAT OF

A

STRAN-

GER, AND NOT IDENTIFIED UNTIL

Austin O. Conary and wife, of Ellsworth, visited her mother, Mu. Rowena
Carter, Sunday.
Mrs. John N. Higgins spent the Fourth
with her daughter, Mrs. Madison Garland, at Lakewood.
George M. Cunningham and wife visited
his mother, Mrs. Emeline Cunningham, at
West Surry Sunday.
Annie Maud Garland, of Lakewood, is
spending the summer with her grandparents, John N. Higgins and wife.
Mrs. Rowena Carter has arrived home,
after several weeks’ visit with relatives and
friends at Bluehill and North Sedgwick.

l=-w-,

the

coroner

AT THE

Blood

|

ELLSWORTH.

I

Fifty (60) women and girls wanted;
average wages, after Irom 3 to 4 weeks’
instruction, from $1 to $1.75 per day.

|

Apply to Mr. John Blood at the
office of the company, cor. Church and
School Streets.

Mixture,
Sulphur,
Arsenate of Lead,
Pyrox Copperas,
Paris Green,
Blue Vitirol,
White Hellebore,
Prepared Lime,
Bisulphide Carbon,
Moth Balls,
Sheep Dipping Powder,
Lambert’s Death to Lice,

Bordeaux

Lime and

FOR SaLE at

Parcher’s Drug Store.

|

FIRES.

Bayside

&

Co. He went to Bar Harbor on the
on the late train.
It is
Largest is on Townships 21 and 22 Fourth, returning
supposed that instead of going home, be
—Others Small.
The fire which hss been horning on went to the tug little Round Top, tied up
the wharf, to sleep, and fell into the
townships 21 and 22 for s week past, has at
water. His cap, found on board the tug
burned Over something like 1,500 acres, several days ago, was identified
yesterday
between Spectacle and Rocky ponds and morning by hiB brother.
The body was turned over to the family
north to within two miles of the Air Line
for interment at Beechland
road, mostly on land of Whitcomb, yesterday
cemetery.
Haynes A Co.
Coroner Austin and Mayor Cunningham
A short shower which passed over that have been investigating Cousins’ movesection Friday night served to check the ments after his arrival home from Bar
Harbor on the night of the Fourth, and
Sre snfflciently tor the crew of thirty-five have interviewed those companions known
or more fire-fighters to get it under conto have been with him. They are satisfied
that there is no foundation for suspicion
trol, and it has since been held.
of foul play, but are still Investigating.
On township 21 the fire was largely in
yonng black growth, while on 22 it was
COMING EVENTS.
over an old born, bat on which there was
a good stand of yonng hardwood.
Thursday evening, July 11, at Hancock
There are several small fires in the hall—Party and dance of Ellsworth
high
county. One near Mariavllle and Otis, school alumni association.
north of Beech Hill pond, has been burnCOUNTY.
ing several days. There is another small
lire near Rebel hill, and one near Great
Tuesday,! Wednesday and Thursday,
Works, north of Amherst.
Sept. 3,4 and 5—Bluehill fair.

Mrs. Rubie McGown Dorr,
graduate of the Beacon Toilet school,
Boston, Mass. Shampooing, manicuring, facial, scalp and body massage. Scalp treatment and chiropody.

■

Elected to'ilew Position.
Frank E. HcOonldrick, tor several years
superintendent of the Bluehlll, Brook lin

Wednesday and Thursday, Sept.' 11

Reliable Hair Goode and
Toilet Suppliee.
Residential
Prices

Reesonabl*.
Ellsworth, Maine.

Money to Loan
ON

Improved, Productive Real Estate;
Collateral and Commercial Paper
ALSO

and

of
2C

The State fish and game commissioners and Sedgwick school district, was on —Amherst fair.
FAMILY REUNIONS.
have appointed a hearing at the Hancock Tuesday elected superintendent of tbe
Friday, Aug. 2-Salisbury family at Salhouse at 7.30 p. m., Tuesday, July 18, on union composed of the towns of Fort
isbury’s point, Beech Hill pond, Otis.
the petition of Charles E. Googins and Fairfield and Easton.

Appointments.

—

12—Eden fair.

Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 24 and

Knitting

Mills,

to the tomb and viewed the

ooy
empioyea
of Whitcomb, Haynes

=—-

Help Wanted

| body, making the identification positive.
| How the Cousins boy came into posses-

mill

■

atrorrttsnnnna.

No. 19 (Shore road)—L.vda A. True.
sion of the note-book of Clarence N.
The teachers of the high school, reelected at the close of the term, have not j Clark, supposed to be in North Carolina,
yet been heard from as to whether or not | the book bearing entries as late as June 3,
they will accept the positions tor another is unexplained.
year.
wee
me coueina
at me
FOREST

70.000

100,000
1,400,000

painstaking
has been

MureUo Arebetto, one of the Italians
held for breaking into a house'‘at Hull’s
Cove a few weeks ago, while employed
about the jailhouse grounds last Saturday, took French leave. He made his
way toward Bangor by way of Mariaville and Otis. Sheriff Jellison and
Deputy-Sheriff Stuart soon organized a
pursuit, and after rounding up the Italian
in the woods near Rebel hill Sunday,
captured him late Monday night, near

grammar; Sylvia Hurley,
Olive W. Davis, primary.

100,000

$

.......

*»•

moine

m case

D. L. Fields, A. W. Curtis and Roacoe
Taylor left yesterday to attend the reunion of the Ath Maine regitnent associa-

__

Lowest Rates.

iupt Adjustments.

year,.;

Ueorge Monaghan, a former resident
LATE MONDAY NIGHT.
now living in Massachusetts, is in
the city.
Harbor, including many Knights Templar,
The body of Laforrest, the twenty-yearThe Ellsworth band will give a concert who were the -guests there ol the Bar old son of J.
Winthrop Cousins, was
Harbor
Sir
on
the library
Knights. Family plcinio found floating in Union river near the
Friday evening, probably
at
and
took
more
parties
bay
camp
grounds.
many
coal wharf Monday shortly before node.
of towD for the day.
1 .inwood f. Beckwith, wile and infant out
Though the boy’s fatheraaw the body soon
At the Maine dental convention at Bar after it was taken from the water, he did
son, of Gloucester City, N. J., are visiting
Harbor in June, Dr. Harvard Grady,-of not recognize it as that of his son, and it
relatives here.
this city, was congratulated by a number was late Monday night before identity
Little Anna Torrens, who has been the
of prominent Mew England dentists for was established.
guest of Mrs. F. L. Kent, has returned to
Coroner Harry C. Austin took charge of
having the meat interesting case of the
her home in Bangor.
session. Some years ago a woman of this the body, and Medical-Examiner Elmer J.
Mrs. A. P. McFarland, of Pittafleld, is
place had all bpr upper teeth extracted, Morrison performed an autopsy Monday
with her mother, Mrs. Otis W. Kent, who
and Boon after a tumor developed, neces- afternoon. Death was due to drowning,
is quite ill at her borne on Bridge hill.
sitating a severe surgical operation, caus- and there was no evidence of foul play.
C. W. Hopkina, ol Boston, who has ing the removal of half of the jaw. She
The only thing found in the pockets
six
relathe
weeks
here
among
was able only with difficulty to eat, drink
spent
pest
was a note* book, bearing on the fly-leaf
tives and friends, has returned home.
or talk, and was greatly disfigured by the
the name, “Clarence N. Clark, SkowGeorge L. Brooks, of Hudson, Maas., is falling in of the face. She was in tbia hegan,” and in the back of the book the
visiting his father, W. W. Brooks. He is condition for seven years, everyone think- address, “Mrs. Clarence N. Clark, 8kowMayor Cunningham got in
accompanied by Harold Brace, of Hudson. ing it impossible to do anything for her hegan.”
Mrs. Ruby Gurney Livingston, of Provi- relief. At the end of that time Dr. Greely touch with the authorities at Skowbegan,
N. Clark, answerdence, It. I., is expected to-day, and will undertook the case, not having much ex- learning that Clarence
of success, however. He made \ ing the description of the body found, had
spend the summer with her mother, MrB. apectation
and
vulcanite
much
to
gold
plate, and,
; lived there, but left about a year ago.
H. W. Dunn.
his surprise, it kept in place in the mouth,
Later in the evening Charles Alley, emFred W. Joy, Postmaster J. VV.’Nealley, lu a few weeks the patient was eating,
and talking as well as ever. ployed at the foundry, called at Mr. AusFrank S. Lord and E. G. Moore left Friday drinking
That was live years ago. Mo case just like tin’s undertaking-rooms and said be bad
for a cruise of s week or ten days in the it has ever been reported in any dental
worked with Mr. Clark in Vermont, and
work.
yatch Lorelei.
knew him well. His description tallied
Misses Christina Doyle, Helen Sbute and
with that of the body, which had previELLSWORTH TEACHERS.
Hazel Giles spent Tuesday at Bbady Nook,
ously been moved to the tomb at Woodguests of Mrs. F. C. Burrill at her cot- School Board Elects Corps for Com- bine cemetery. Mr. Alley gave the adtage, “Rest-a- while.”
dress of Clark’s father at Frankfort, and
ing School Year.
with
him
communication
William W. March, of South Boston,
The Ellsworth school board last Wed- | telephone
has bought the Cook house on High street nesday elected teachers for the common brought the'* information that Clarence
for a summer home. His family is already schools for the next school year. There are "Clark was supposed to be in North Carohere and Mr. March is expected Saturday.
fewfchanges and vacancies. The teachers lina, though his exact whereabouts was
unknown.
Abie L. Friend, of Fallen Timber, Pa., elected are:
Coroner Austin and Mayor Cunningham
is spending a few days with bis parents, Mo. 2 (Brimmer’s bridge)—Martin A. Garbad arrived at the conclusion that there
land.
David Friend and wife, in Ellsworth. He
doubt that the body was that of
is in Maine for a month or more on busi- jSo. 3 (city (—State street, Catherine Hur- was little
about 8 o’clock in the evenness.
ley; School street, Ella M. Jude, gram- Clark, w'hen,
Mr. Cousins and his son made an apmar; Alice Malian, sub-grammar; Ida ing,
The schooner Nellie Grant jailed yesterM. fovich, assistant. Pine street, Mar- pearance.
day for Salem with Capt. Leroy R. Flye, of
Mrs. Cousins, anxious because of the
garet G. Drummey, intermediate; Mary
Brooklin, In command in place of Capt. A.
H. Black, primary. Water street, Nel- absence of her son Laforest, missing since
L. Beilatty, who will remain at home lor a
''the Fourth, and learning that the clothlie M. Treworgy.
while.
Mo. 4 (Morrison)— Marion S. Mattocks, ing on the body answered to that of her
Viuanca
a uiiuj™,
son, sent/them to make fdrther inquiry.
North Sullivan.
ployed In Auburn the past few years, baa No. 5
! Young Cousins examined the clothing,
(Surry road)- Harold F. Hawkea.
returned to Ellsworth with his wife >nd
and declared it to be that of his brother.
No. 6 (Infant street)—Nina Franklin.
little daughter. He will be employed in
He described scars on his brother which
No. 8 fNicolin)—Kuth G. Maddocka.
the new shoe factory.
corresponded with those found on the
No. 9 (North Ellsworth)—Vera B. Seeds.
moth
In the fight against the brown-tail
body, one distinguishing mark being a
No. 11 (West Ellsworth)—(vacancy).
|
scar across two fingers, where they had
and tent caterpillar, G. F. Newman baa No. 13
(Bayside)—Alioe B. Moore.
down
all
wild
been nearly cut off on a saw at the Baybeen employed to cut
No. 14 (Beechland)—Minerva 3. Jordan.
cherry and apple tseea within the limits of No. IS (west side)—Mary A. Gaynor, Hath side mill a few weeks ago.
With Dr. J. T. McDonald, who had
the highways of Ellsworth.
Fields.
Cousins went with
0. P. Torrence has moved back from La- No. 18 (Ellsworth Falls)—Julia Barron, dressed this wound,

Branches at Old Town, Machine and Dexter

j

her

Herbert Buckley, of Summit, N. J.,iathe
guest of Dr. H. L, D. Woodruff and wife.

Bancor. Maine.

Correspondence Solicited.

hour before mail closes..

*
Daily, Sunday included. tDaily, except
Monday. ‘Dally, except Saturday, fDally,
except Sunday; Sunday at 6.40.
No mail dispatched to or received from the
east Sundays.

Your Savings Will Grow;

ifra«tt»*mtnti.

gregational

HCHKDULB OP MAILS
AT ELLSWORTH

^

eleven others, residents ot North Hancock, asking that Kilkenny stream and
its tributaries be closed lor at least three

as

DEALERS IN

Municipal aad Other Bonds
approved- legality and ascertained
strength.

C. C. Burrill & Son
1

16

STATE blKEET,

ELLSWORTH,

ME

morning. But there is to be preaching at the
first named at 3 p. m. I feel that I mast attend service thte morning and listen to a message from my Heavenly Father. So I a troll
through the fields and walk along the shore. I
see a bumble bee busy gathering sweets from
1 bear melodious songs
wild rose-blooms.
coming from throats of pretty warblers,
Church bells are ringing in Pigby. and" their
music floats to my ear from over tbe calm
waters of the basin. Tide is out. Fish weirs,
9ki(fs and
except their pounds, are dry.
There is music
dories lie upon the flats.
coming np from the beach—f.ora mud and
rocks—sort of a creeping, muffled music.
Every object in Nature seems to bs a pulpit

Mutual Benttit €otnmn.

I

EDITED

MADGE”

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

It• Motto:

The purposes of this column are succlnctlj
stated In tho title and motto—His for the mutua
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful
Kelng for the common good. U is f»r the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and lissucoee* depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by pern Isson
Communications will be subject to approval or
reiectlon by the editor of the column, out none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
Tub American,
Ellsworth, Me.

Prayer Meeting Topic For Week Beginning July 14, 1912.
much should a Christian
think of personal appearance?—I Cor. lx,
19-27. (Consecration meeting.) Edited by
Rev. Sherman H. Doyle, D. D.

Tople.—How

A

BT "AUNT

proper regard for persona] appearIs not ^consistent with a true

ance

Our God
profession of Christianity.
Is the god of beauty, and all about us
nature Is clothed with garuienta of
glory and beauty, and. this being the
case, surely God's most beautiful work

THH QUESTION.

Were the whole world good as you—not
atom better—
Were it Just as pure and true.
Just as pure and true as you;
Just as strong in faith and works;
Just as free from crafty quirks.
All extortion, all deceit.
Schemes its neighbor to defeat,
Schemes its neighbors to defraud,
Schemes some culprit to applaud—
Would this world be better?

In nature, the human frame. Is to be
fitly appareled. To this day art knows
uo higher subject than the human face
and form. It Is not reasonable to sup
pose therefore that God Intended that
His highest workmanship of beauty
should be marred or despised. It was
the personal beauty of the child Moses
that led his mother to hide him from
Pharaoh, and her action was commended by future history. The beauty
of Absalom was renowned, and his
personal appearance and becoming apparel are nowhere condemned. Had b«
been as beautiful In character be
would have been one of God’s noble

an

If this Whole world followed you—followed to
the letter
Would it be a nobler world,
All deceit and falsehood hurled
From it altogether;
Malice, selfishness, and lust
Hanished from beneath the crust
Covering human hearts from view—
Tell me, if it followed you.
Would the world be better?
—Selected by B. £. 8.
—

men.

Many Christians even who have nc
personal beauty and no taste for dress
go to the foolish extreme of condemn
lng outright all attention to appear- Dear M. B. Friend»:
But
ance and purposely disregard It.
Here, in the poem, a new standard is
this Is supreme folly.
Rags are no given for the measurement of the world’s
badge of religion, and slovenliness In average good and evil. It is the individual
appearance Is more discreditable to a rating that affects the average. “HoChristian than to any one else. More
over, such contempt for personal appearance Is usually the sign of a mean
er and falser spirit of pride than that
possessed by one who ts Inordinately
vain and extravagant in dress ana
adornment
Stamping "his feet upon
the floor, a beggarly dressed philosopher once exclaimed to a fastidious
epicure, “Thus I stamp upon youi
pride." And with still greater pride
quietly answered the other, “1 see it
through your rngs." He spoke the
It is a
truth, nnd it is true today.
false pride that leads any one to condemn becoming dress by going to the

opposite extreme.
The Christian should never give ofPaul
fense by personal appearance.
made himself “all things to ail men
that (he) might by all means save
some." He sacrificed no principle, bnt
he paid decent regard for the opinions
of others where no vital principles
were concerned. If the eating of meat
offended he would eat no meat, and no
doubt if the manner of his dress had
been offensive he would have changed
it Many Christians are poor nnd humble, and when they must mingle with
those w ho can afford to wear luxurious
apparel and costly adornments their
feelings are not to be hurt by an overdisplay of this ability. Nor should we
even allow our manner of dress to
cause our religion to be evilly spoken
of. Extravagant display of outward
adornment often does this. Hence
Timothy urged women to "adorn them•
•
•
selves with modest apparel.
not with braided hair or gold or
pearls or costly array." This is characteristic of the people of the world
jjnd to be avoided by Christians. But
he does not condemn adornment itself.
“I will therefore • • • that women
adorn themselves,” but “with modest
apparel." An immodest display of
physical charms is not to be thought of
by the Christian. It is inordinately
vain nnd positively sinful. But in personal appearance even the world Is to
be considered. We are here to save
the world. Worldly people give special attention to appearance. Let us
admit that they overdo it I'et it can

apt to draw their inferences of
the general trend of society and life in
general by a comparison of their best
mental and moral qualities with the lack
or lower
degree of those qualities in
mans'1

are

But answering “The Question”
from

an

bonest

standpoint,

above

which takes

side of the naof its strongest virtues, on
which side of the balance will the weight
of character fall? That is the individual
question, and it is not a bad one to pro-

reckoning
ture

of the weaker

well

as

as

The column is not an advertising medium, but when we know of a good and
reliable article which will be a benefit in
a household, we want to let others know
about it. Perhaps I have mentioned this !
in the past, but 1 recommend for use !
“Hand-cleaner”, put out by a well-known j
tea company for the large sum of one
dime a box. It is a sure remover of wheel

j

remove from their hands.
It is not advertised for use on any kind
of fabrics, but the results are wonderful
J
w-fcen used in that way. Several good- !
sired patches of what looked to be wheel j

find hard to

greace
muslin

were

withe

easily

removed

from

light

affecting the color at all ;
j just a clean, w hite cloth moistened and
rubbed on the “cleaner”, and then ap- ;
plied to the places.
To the housekeepers who know how j
shirt sleeves are stained when the farmer
holds the scythe beneath hit arm to whet
! it. this cleaner will be a great help. I
i never tried it on ink stains, but it does,
seem

by its

t

anything

else black

can

be removed

use.

One long-lost sister heard from at last,
We’ll forgive the delay if you will come
j to tbe reunion:

i
l

j Dear SiUern of the M. B. C.:

Well, here it is almost the Fourth of July.
and I have been promising myself ever since
Christmas, when I received a card from Aunt
i Madge, that 1 would respond at once. But,
oh, the time goes on only too quickly, and
! I have many ways to go.
And
someI times I think I am too dilatory to have even
! a name in this column. But 1 am ever interested in it, and almost the first thing when I
get the paper I turn to the grange column and
the M. B.
De easily seen mat mose wno give so
We are having beautiful weather here ne w*
much attention to appearance could
and the late rains have made everything
not tolerate absolute disregard of apfresh and beautiful. I have taken some long
pearance. and their optuions must be
rides out in the country lately which I have
considered if we have any hopes of enjoyed much. I
suppose you all saw acwinning them for Christ. Not that we counts of the big carnival we had here, and I
are to Imitate them.
But not to do so assure you it was a sight well worth seeing,
does not demand a manner of dress and, with the aviator in the air every day, we
that is repulsive and that discredits all had plenty to do to watch proceedings. I
have not seen anything yet about the annual
the very religion that we profess.
meeting, but am hoping I may be able to be
Christians should remember that per- there this
year.
sonal appearance fs an index of charAnd please remember, Aunt Madge, my inacter.
We recognize this fact in con- vitation still holds good to you all. Q. called
nection with the vain and snobbish at- on me this winter, and although I had never
tire of the worldling. Such attire Is met her before, 1 enjojed her call very much.
conceded to usually cover vain and silly Must close. Will do better In the future.
Yonrs as ever,
aDd shallow characters. All dress Is
Aunt Jana.
Just as symbolic. The absence of care
Dear Aunt'Madge and M. B. Sitter*:
In personal appearahce portrays an un
attractive and usually an Ignoble dis- j I greet you one and all, and I so hope you
are
June—lovely June. Isn't it good
position. Nor Is there any excuse foi to beenjoying
alive and well? I'm so sorry for all the
It Attractiveness and neatness in ap sick ones and all
the shut-ins.
pearance are possible to all. even the
I wish you could see my Jerusalem cherryis
It
not so much what wt
poorest
tree; 'tis as pretty a house-plant as I ever
wear that determines our dispositions
saw; *tis quite a large bush and has ripe and
and characters as the condition of the green cherries and blossoms all together. If
garments worn. We should never dress any of the sisters would like to raise one I'll
save seeds for them and carry them to the reabove onr means or simply for vnlgai
j union—or I’ll send them by mall.
display.
My garden seeds didn't com? up well and
Christians should remember that per I’ve sown them over, so
my asters will be late
sonal appearance adds to or detracts and few. Never mind; we have lettuce, pea
from self respect It la not necessary pods and potato blossoms, and my John thinks
to be ultra fashionably dressed, bnt we they are more important than many flowers.
We are done planting and have in more
all know how much proper attire, be it
than four acres of potatoes, and they all look
ever so modest'or inexpensive, adds to
well.
self confidence.
A sack suit among
Well, this is just good morning and good
evening clothes is worse than a Osh out day. for I’ve company coming, and must cook
of water, and nothing more quickly and make ready. Here’s health and
happidispels our self confidence than to ness to all from
Aunt Maria.

j

|

j

know in the presence of others that
Thanks for this^herry greeting. Won’t
onr appearance Is shabby and slovenly. others come and do
likewise—give us •
Our religion demands that we pay bright good
morning.
proper respect to our appearance and
SUSAN’S TRIP.
above all. that we adorn ourselves with
I am still resting in, and rovinig from
beautiful Christian graces and with Smith’s cove. It is Sunday morningI~July 16’
1911. I had planned to attend church, but
good works.
iearn that there will be no service in either of
the two churches, Baptist or Methodist, this

Right in your busiest season when you
have the least time to spare you are most
likely to take diarrhoea and lose several
days* time, unless yon have Chamberlain’s
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy at
hand and take a dose on the first
appearance
of the disease. For sale
by ail
dealers.

j

j

j

]

be signed, but name* will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be *nb]ect to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good reason.
_

DATHBv

of
Friday, Aug 23-Field day meeting
Hancock Pomona grange at Bluehiil mineral apring.
Meeting ot HanThursday. Aug. 29
cock
Pomona with Rainbow at North
Brooksville.

:

___

ARB ITTft, 460. SURKT.
MBMoaitl aaaoLCTlONa.
truer**.. The silent messenger, death, ha*
again entered onr ranks and removed from
Milonr midst onr beloved brother. Hoary J.
liken, be it
Resolved. That in tbv loos of onr brother.
Arbutus grange No. *»■ has lost a respected
member.
Resolved. That white w» bow ia homble
submission to the will of the Supreme Baler
of the univerae, we extend to the widow and
other members of th» family oar fraternal

heartfelt sympathy.
Resolved, That our charter be draped tn
mourning, our badges reversed for thirty
days in memory of Brother Milliken: a copy
of these resolutions spread upon oar records:
a copy sent to the widow of the deceased:
and

j
j

also one sesrt to Thu Euswosctw American
Mauy Bilunoton,
for publication.
Mira Loud,
Frances Crane.
Committee.
_

HIGHLAND,

Sl’NSET.

t*

384,

Chrlci* Lazo, of New York, U it "Xb
Fir»”.
Fourteen boys for the camp arrived Sat-

urday.
Mia. Clara Hamblen be. been visiting
aunt, Mrs. Mabel Power*.
Mr*. S. B. Knowlton and four eon* arrived last week at "The Fir*’’.
her

Mr*. Gertrude Moaley «nd two children,
Lillian and Ruth, arrived Friday.
Percy Thompson la spending a few day.
with hi. sister, Mr*. Ethel Eaton.
Mr*. Daniel Conary 1* visit Ing her parents, AJphonto Stinson and wife.
Mise Enol* Eaton ha* gone to Marblehead, Maas., where tbe has employment.
Mrs. J. R. Johneon went to Rockland
Tueeday to visit her niece, Mr*. C. Garland.
Small has

Fred

gone to

Mill island

employment with the Brace

where he has

aommer.

Wood It ,
much liked
by ,ht
Mit, Alma Stewart bat
gm* to
cock Point, where abe it
'mP'«yed at
I he Tarratine hotel.
Mlaa Maude Stewart ha.
„,tot ,
Harbor, where the it employed a.
***
at the St. Sauvenr hotel.
Mre. Hattie Lufkin, of

Knowlton baa gone to North
Berwick to vieit her sister, Mr*. Cheater

own. a

Miss Lillian Knowlton if home from
Acuahnet, Mas*., where she has been

teaching.
Mr*. Walter Wilaon and three children
have moved to North Casting, where her
hatband bas employment.
John

Threlfall and bride

Wesley

hoarding with
Threlfall is

Mrs.

Lirrie Seller*.

are

Mr.

Bangor thelomcal semisupply the pulpit here this

from

nary, and will
summer.

Sadie.

June 29.

NORTH PENOBSCOT.

_

Se.r,p)rt

hoc

wh “

here, haa come ,o
<
She ... accompany
b.. i*
W
Mia.
Ethel
Mater,
Dodge.

tp*^

turnmer.

JUl/8-

8.

__

MARLBORO.
A Kin wet born to Melvin L,
Wilbur..,,“
wife July 5-Kobcrt Letlie.
Mr. White, wife and two
daughter*, °
Mr. Stover, of Sullivan, were
Mr*. W hita’e etetar, Mr*. Pearl

Sunday.

strtttoJ

*

Dr. Howe’a family came
Saturday to oc
cupy their cottage. Rev. Freden
p,llt
dino came laat week. Mrt. Fly it
bavin*
a new cottage built.
Rev. Mr Hide
pent* to begin hie cottage this week
*•
__

Mise Edna

Haynes.

J[°“D«

einplov^^

Jo‘y

family.

Mr.

preacher, and ]»

\8*.

BUCKSPORT.
Rev. Henry W. Webb, who he*
miT
been callfd to the pa.tor.te o| the
Conchurch
gregational
here, bat trrtv- i with
hit

family.

Mrt. Lucy E. Nye died at Ba
r Friday. Mr*. Nye bad been t retid- Qt h(re
up to about eight month* ego,
,he
went to Bangor to reelde with her .on
William W. Nye, et wbow home the
She bad been in poor health befor- -he
left
here, and her death wa* not une.x;, ted.

d^d

The higher the opinion you have t0
youraelf the better it would be for you if
tome

of it

were

deeerved.

DISTRICT TEN RECNIOS.

memorial axooLcrioas.

iraerens. The Great Master of the universe
has seen fit to call home our beloved sister.
Lowena Wardwell, ia the prime of life, there-

More than

one

_

pound.

grease, or any black stains such as machinists and other workmen of that kind

j

COUNTY NEWS.

hundred met at the town
ELLSWORTH MARKETS.
hall, Tuesday, July 2, and participated in
GOLDBX THOUGHT.
reunion
of
the
teachers
annual
the third
Be resolutely and faithfully what you arc:
The quotation* below give the rang, of
fore.
and pupils of district No. 10.
be humbly what you aspire to be.
Man’s
retail prior* in Elltworth:
Resolved, That In the early death of our
in
over
forenoon
was
noblest gift to man la his sincerity, for It emThe
talking
spent
sister, Penobscot grange has loot a promising
Onaltr PrMirr.
braces bis integrity also.—Henry D. Thorean.
old achool days. At noon a picnic dinner natter.
nod useful young member, and,
bereaved
Tbe townhouse was pretwas enjoyed.
Resolved, That we Under her
p*1- *.
»»•
Sa***"*
i**11?.
am
family onr deepest sympathy In this their tily decorated with flag*, ferns and wild
SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
amt*.
H
Lrm.mri*uP,
J.
sorrow.
flower*. At 2 p. m., there was an election
great
Frank Herrick, photographer, has gone
Fresh 1 ski. per dot--...
Masy Vassiix,
of officers, the only change of importance
to lslesboro lor the summer.
Nilirf.
Livttu Snowman,
being tbe election of Jonathan Bridges ss
Fowl......a..
Committee.
*2*24
Mrs. Herbert Grindle and little daugh- !
president. The different committees are
ter Dorothy have returned from a visit in
364.
LAMOINK,
the same as last year.
Beet loose, per ton.............
u ,1$
Camden.
Baled.....
The July meeting was a small one.
,83M
Immediately following the election of
straw.
and
transacted
a
was
o*
is
business
Some
Guy Condon, graduate
officer* there was an interesting entertainCoburn,
The neat ment a* follows: Welcome song, by ail
home for the summer. His mother, Mrs. a short program rendered.
Baled.
5
Braioard Condon, attended graduation meeting will be the first Tuesday in Au- present; reading by Susie Friend; poem
exercises.
*5 Onions. %
,qb
gust.
composed in 1820 by a Mr. Carter and read Potatoes, pk
New potatoes, pk, 45 Tomato**. I.
2$
Miss Margaret Snow, who has been
by Misa liannah Ober; song by Mrs. Earl Lettuce,
bead
19 Hunch carrot
H AR\ RHT HOME, 403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
(9
09 Rhubarb, >•
Jonathan
Cucumber*.
Oft
Hanscomb;
story
by
Bridges;
teaching at West Penobscot, and Miss
met
Harvest Home grange
July 6; thirtyIS New Cabha*«
Misses Cole and Mr. He*Id; String beans.
Lida Perkins, who has been teaching at
Bunch beet*,
09 Radishes, bn:, n
attendance. The third and singing by tbe
in
05
seven
50 Bunch onto:.
remarks by Frank Perkins; story by H. | Green peas, pk
North Penobscot, are home.
10
candidate.
one
were
given
fourth degrees
bruit.
A. Staples; remark* by Clarence Hooper;
recess.
of
at
Hoy Grindle,
Brockton, Mass., spent One application was received
do*
Lemons,
dor
Oranges,
35gto
110
a week with bis parents, Norris Grindle
ice-cream. recitation by little Carlton Staples; song Peaches, dot.
and
cake
All
26 930 Strawberrit-o
it
enjoyed
IS Pineapples.
:8*2&
and wife. Mr. Grindle has accepted a The lecturer presented a short program. by Florence Allen; reading by Mias Lucy Gaatalope.
SO
S.
Cherries,
recitation
Miss
Dority;
by
Lucy
Carter;
in
The
St.
wnere
he
will It was amost profitable meeting.
Louis, Mo.,
position
Groceries.
singing by Kay Tburston; letter from
go the first of July.
neat regular meeting will be on Aug. 17,
•?
Coffee— per B
Rice, per a
Mrs. Lydia Gower, read by Mrs. Julia
Rio,
JO§29 Vinegar, g*.
:v§23
Mrs. Arthur Grindle and Miss Nan J.
SB Cracked wheat.
Mocha.
es»
Wilson.
RASTBHOOE.
GREENWOOD, 363,
Grindle have returned from Waterville,
SS Oaime.i.. ;•*:
Java,
M
The day was much enjoyed by all, the
30
Greenwood grange met July 6, with
Tea-per A—
Buckwheat,; ..'
where they went to attend Colby com43 <*63 Graham,
-4*05
weather
ideal.
Much
credit
is
due
Japan.
Sc
hoodie
being
from
visitors
and
mencement. Mrs. Grindle'* son, Thomas sixty members
mea!.
Rye
Oolong,
Gran meal, l>
03
and Mariaville granges present. The first tbe decorative committee and entertain- j Sugar-per %
Grindle, was graduated.
Granulated,
96*e Oil—persaiand second degrees were worked on one roent committee. A vote of thanks wa«
G.
to*a
Unwed
115
July 1.
C
Yellow,
19
12
Keros*-.-.
candidate and the third and fourth on extended to Jonathan Bridges and wife
Powdered,
*5 #60
Molasses, gal,
S. B. Condon has anew automobile.
three. One application for membership and Misa Hannah Ober for generous asMeats and Provisions
It was voted to build a sistance. It is hoped and expected that
was received.
A crew is at work repairing the Sidney
Pork. B:
this organization will grow In numbers Beef, 9:
were
14 JO
29 9*0
grange stable. Cake and coffee
Steak,
Chop,
Gray house.
.4 j»
and
and
a better time is expected
Ham. per a
interest,
Roasts.
153*3
served.
Fred Roberts is home from Portland,
22 15
Sbonlier.
Corned,
CdlglS
each
succeeding
year.
*
2i
Bacon.
Veal:
where he has been fishing.
RAINBOW, 3U3, NORTH BROOK8V1LLB.
U
23
Halt.
Steak,
II
13 s
Rainbow grange met July 4, with a large
Lard.
Miss Margaret Snow has opened an iceRoasts.
OBITUARY.
*
Lamb;
balwere
cream saloon for the summer.
attendance. Five applications
Mrs. Eliza A. Small died at her home in
Lamb,
17**5
Vrveti Pish.
Wade Grindle, Bates, ’13, came home loted on, and three applications presented. Gloucester, Mas*., July 6, aged seventybe
will
con»
IS Cod.
nine years. She was the wife of Walter Mackerel. *>,
last week. He was a delegate to the The first and second degrees
#J40
to Shad.each
Haddock.
Plans are being made for H.
ferred July 11.
Northfleld conference.
Small, formerly of Sunset, and a Halibut.
14*20 Clam*, it.
»
the purchase of a new piano.
brother of A. T. Small, of this place. She Salmon, %.
*0**5 Sword fish, a
G.
July 8.
14
BlueOab, »
had been ill several mouths.
Peed
and
Grain
Hoar,
NORTH
BCCKSPORT.
FLORAL, 156,
NORTH FRANKLIN.
She was tbe daughter of Joseph and !
Oats, bo
Floor—per bbl—
Floral grange held its regular session
9 99*7 30 Shorts-bag
Nancy Marian. She was twice married, i
Walter Murch, who came from Bar
with
After
I 75 Mi* feed, bag
thirty-two present.
£
her first husband being Benjamin Doug- Corn, 1009 bag
Harbor to spend the Fourth, has returned July 2,
»*•
175 .M id d lings, bw
Corn meai.hag
the regular business, a recess was de- lass. Her second husband survives
her. Cracked corn,
1 73
to his work.
was
member
clared. A
delegated to notify
She was a member of the Methodist
Miss Grace Woodworth has gone to
uv iiHaiDisa viiain *»t> * *
R*f*
Mrs. Maria W. Lowell her presence was church at
.fh«
A bus hr of Liverpool salt sb*
Gloucester, greatly interested in
Hullivan, where she has employment for ! wanted at the ball, she being detained by
Is*
the work of the Sunday school, being su- pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s
the summer.
shall
70
weigh
pounds.
guests. The patrons and many friends perintendent many years. She was for
The standard weight of abushe.
Misses Verna and Sadie Lawrie and who had come in were gathered to exand flt for shipping* l» w
many year* a member of tbe choir, and Id good oforder
have
pounds;
to
Machias
apples. 44 pounds.
to
Carolyn Hooper
gone
*ns la
press their good wishes, she being eighty president of the ladies’ aid society. She
The standard weight of a bushel of
•-> ind#,
attend summer school.
years young the day before.
good order and flit for shipping- i*
was greatly interested in the 250th annia >*»«.
of
beets,
turnip*
ruta-baga
wrheat,
Mrs. Lowell was one of the charter memFrank Bragdon suffered a severe strain
n#*
versary celebration of tbe settlement of 90 pounds; of corn. 89 pounds; of
>r
of the ligaments of his shoulder while ! bers of this grange, and has always had its the town of Gloucester.
of carrots, Kugflsh turnip'
She was at one
IU“*»
»
dlau
parsnips.
meal.50pounds;of
interest at heart, and it was thought fit- time a
0M*
leading a heifer July 4.
compositor in tbe office of the of barley and buckwheat. 49 pout.
a* by
»*:• ajeou
Harvey Bunker and wife, accompanied ting that some notice should be taken of Gloucester Telegraph, and in 1874 and for >* pound*. or even measure
-——by Mrs. Bunker’s sister. Miss Flossie her birthday. The ball was prettily deco- twenty years was a school teacher.
arnimiBcmnuh
Besides her husband, she leaves one sisBragdon, and Reuben Rankin and wife, of rated witirferns and flowers. A guest of
Brewer, were at their farm here one day Mrs. Lowell gave some pleading recita- ter—Mr*. Medors Burnham, and several
tions, and music and a social time filled nephew* and niece*.
last week.
the evening.
Ice-cream and cake were
T.
July 8.
July 8. __Sadie.
|
served. A handsomely decorated birthday cake, given Mrs. Lowell by a friend,
CASTINE.
KITIKKY TO UAK1HOT.
was cut.
Mrs. Joseph Peterson and children ara
At a late hour all left for their Lome*
The garage of the 8. L. Crosby Co., at
hoping many more years were in store for spending several days in Kockland.
Bangor, was burned Saturday, with about oar worthy chaplain.
pwple an sick pwple. They
Julian Webber returned borne Saturday
automobiles.
forty
lack
from a visit among relatives in
vitality aad motive power.
Searsport.
Aunt Mary called one day on the village
Benjamin B. Collins, a well-known and
Miss Susie Norton is
in
the
assisting
prosperous farmer, was instantly killed by lawyer. “Well, old lady,” he said, “what store of
H. N. Urindle daring the sumlightning, while sitting opon the piazza can 1 do for you?” “Ah wants to divorce mer.
“Diof his house in Linneus, near Houlton, mah husband,” said Aunt Mary.
Imp saw fife to tack peopi'Miss Amy Perkins, who has been teachSaturday afternoon. He had come from voroe Uncle Bill,” -cried the lawyer.
it gives viger aad viulitv to
in
sontfaern California the paat year,
“Because he’s ing
his work to svoid the shower, and was “(Joed gracious? Why?”
■iad aad kady. AO Drug, •<*
returned
home
last week.
holding one of his children in bis lap. He done got religion, dat’s why,” said Aunt
aeon
a aw. bv»q«6'K1 n
A. H. Folsom and wife, of
pas killed instantly, while the child was Mary, “an* we ain’t had a chicken on de
Itoxbury,
uninjured. There were no markfc upon table fo’ six weeks.”
Mass., are spending the summer In the
___________

oi ners.

devoted to the Orange, especially to thje grange* c*f Hancock county.
The column it open to all granger* for the
discuMionof topics of general interest, and
for report* of grange meeting*. Make letter*
abort and concise. All communication* must
ThU column

containing a preacher.
I pick my way over many

stones to an old
fish-house, and ait down on the butt of a big
but
oot about
its
in
foundation,
sticking
log
ten feet beyond, toward the water, and a very
long arm of a weir. And here I sit, and rest,
and think, and meditate on the preaching
that I am listening to, and I feel to bs at peace
with all the world.
I attended service at the Baptist church this
afternoon. I was pleased wttn tbs sermon.
"Come gracious
The first hymn sung was:
Lord, desceno and dwell,"
etc., and it
brought to my mind old times. The Second
hymn, “Soldiers of Christ, arise," was
familiar, and also the third, “My faith looks
up to Thee." How many times I bad heard
that hymn sung in tbe old Baptist church
near my old home in Maine!
And it is this
faith that keeps our courage up.
Now is the height of cherry season, and of
is ripe and sweet. The
course this fruit
children on the farm where i am stopping
have to-day climbed the trees many times;
snd the new-comers, those who came yeeterflay, seem to be very cherr.v-bnngry; and
there is a plenty of cherries for ail, and free
to all.
It is easy to see that Nova Scotia la rapidly
coming to tbe front as a place of resort*
Tourists are seeking it out and are delighted
with the prospecta.
And it certainly furnishes great attractions in the beauty of its
healthfulnees of its summer
scenery, the
climate and opportunity it affords for boating
nud fishing.
Susan.

Slmong tt)e ©rangers.

|

__

_

_

Bunds;

Scott’s Emulsion

his

body,

and the house

was

not

damaged.

Mr. Collins was about forty-five years
old. He leaves his wife and eight chil-

home of

Mis* Ida Crawford.

“Doan's Ointment cured me of eczema that
bad annoyed me a long time. Tbe cure was
permanent.” Hon. S. W. Matthews, Commissioner Labor Statistics, Augusta, Me.—AdW.

Capt. Charles Devereux returned to hie
•learner in New York
Monday, after
dren.
•pending a few days here with his family.
Hugh J. Chisholm, for forty years a
Tbe body of Mrs. Hezekiah Moore, a
resident of Portland, and prominently
Never leave home on a journey without native of Outine, was brought here for
identified with the development of the a bottle of Chamberlain’s
Colic, Cholera interment Sunday, accompanied by her Scalp Itch Vanishes an<l Hair Quickly
wood-pulp iudustry in Maine, died Mon- and Diarrhoea Remedy. It is almost cer- three children
Frederic and Charles
Stops Kalllug.
to be needed and cannot be obtained
day at his home in New York, aged seven- tain
Moore and Mrs. Susan
when on board the cars or
remember the
Stanley, all of
PARISIAN Sage
steamships.
ty-five years.
ti"
For sale by all dealers.
Massachusetts. Mrs. Moore was
eighty- name when you want a good pure anu
two years of age.
Her home before leav- tonic free from dangerous lend
ing Caatice about thirty years ago was in
tbe old Witherle
Sage is not a (lye run °
house, which used to
are

DANDRUFF

DISAPPEARS

—

—

0tpAR?l!AN

stand above the borne of Miss Anna
Witherle on Main street. Her latter
years
were spent in
Waltham, Mass.

J“Jy8._

G

uM1} J

COKEA.
There
4.

was a

large

crowd at

dinner Jnly

Proceeds, f75.
Kev. C. F, Wood, of
Woburn, Maas.,
will supply the
Baptist church here this
The Choice of

m Ha*band
*"•*** *>' * woman to be
bad blood or fool
^ t*bio* Dr.
New Ntreoffth. floe com-

hi£KTPf,d.S3!
Kioe’i' u.V. £mh'Mv.‘m-hop'*
fh»t i'nPmenbl,fVih' "?*«*•»°«spirits—thiog.
«

;«e^:^Tdo4o^o,:.tbtir

tonics ..hat dye the hair
poison and are dangetous to usedcdrtV
PARISIAN Sage is a clean
tn
ful hair dressing that nourishes
“*
hair roots and besides killing the
ruff germs imparts life and
m
to the hair. Your hair will took
and brilliant after applying IAh'
ISIAN Sage and you can quickly
stop
rid of dandruff and scalp itch und
nniw
the hair from falling. Avoid
girl
tions—get the genuine. Thebottle
the Auburn hair is on every
»*
cents
50
carton. Large bottles
A. Parcher’s and dealers everywhere

a.

‘J TV C5.

(]()Lu>iI
BLUEHUX

„„

an

extended

lJIDkl.

Theodore Nuvln, of Pitta burg, Pa., has
»t “Fsgerheim" forth*
joined his fttnily
*u tnmer.

of Bsltiroor*. hss
judge John C. Hose,
his Ura!!y at “The Oaks" for his

joined

relation.
gamnet Bernstein, Bones Jscobson, »nd

the talented young musician.
geo Hrtskln,
in town for the season.
„! N * York, are

Winfield Brooks, of Orange, N. J., apent
with HU parents, E.
the week end In town
J. Brooks and wife.
Mr*. L. A. Faulkner and daughter. Miss
g. i' Faulkner, of Kdgartown, Mass., are
visit.
in town (or a short
*

Mrs. George .Marker and son Stephen, ol
Brockton, Mase., are at their home on
Beech hill lor a short stay.
FOURTH OF JULY.
enjoyed a sate and sane

Blueblll
year.

winners:
Horn t>les—John Chase, 1; Harold Packer. 2; Grman Austin, jr., 3.
100-yards dash— Warren Kane, 1; Basil
Barrett, i; Cecil Osgood, 3. Time, 12 secondjin

vara

1: Alex

u»»a

iW

wjt-nurrj

u>whf,

Time, 13 3-4,seconds.
for boy*. 12 years
1; Hof us Oriudle, 2.

Davidson, 2.
dash

Fifty-yard
Harold Osgood,

is

'4bbfrti0fntfnt0.

cried a sweet, mocking voice from the
rear, and then tbo vvuite shadow vanished, lenvlng me to stare helplessly at
the seller of scarfs.
‘She Is a heartless jade.’ he muttered bitterly, turning tbe sen-f In tils
browu fingers.
‘is that the Princess Aneni?’ I asked j

Ik

I THE ROSE!
j SCARF

|

bluntly.

Flour for

Every
Baking Need

“He shook his head.
‘Nay. ibat is
my graceless daughter Leila. She was
•
i promised this scarf for her marriage If ;
she chose wisely; but, alas, she Is
WINTER HARBOH.
breaking my heart and bringing my 1
l
MACKIF
CLARISSA
By
5 gray
He [
hairs to the grave’s edge!'
Steamer Scboodic now makes regular
•MM..S forgot the bargaining instinct that usuBread, cake and pastry better than ever
Sunday trips.
"I believe Mrs. Hanford has a tale to ally overpowers all other sentiment in
i Nathan Noonan, of Nashua, N. H., is
before,reward
the Egyptian bazaars and beat bis bead
: anfold," observed that lady's husband
visiting relatives here,
v\ the cook
against tbe low stone table.
»s he placed a chair for her.
‘I am very sorry.’ I murmured. ‘Are
j Mrs. A. B. Frotbingham, who bas spent
who uses
I]
the winter in-Boaton, is in town.
“Good!" exclaimed I’rofeaaor Trayle
you quite sure your daughter has not
William
Urindstone Inn opened June 28, with heartily. “Now. Alex, spread the car- chosen wisely? Does she love?’
Tell
Flour.
i
of
and
pet
truth
on
deck
let
Mrs.
the
every indication for a prosperous season.
’Aye, she loves the wrong man, even
as did the Princess Anein, who was
Mrs. Sarah Crane and children arc nanford begin at once.”
Milled from Ohio
A little laugh ran around- the group never a greater coquette than my saucy
spending a few weeks with relatives in
rf seven friends touring the world on Leila.
Leila believes she is in love
Red Winter Wheat by our
Brooktin.
«
tlie steamer Neptune.
Each one had with Fedar, the water carrier, when
own special process, it is richest
Pendleton Bros, have recently been
I
had a story to relate concerning gome my neighbor here, Hashoor, tbe silk
catching some big cod fish in their nets,
in
nutritive qualities and goes
adventure encountered In quaint street. merchant, is impatiently waiting to
j Fish weighing sround sixty pounds each !
farther than most flours.
: noisy bazaar or primitive environs of carry her off as his bride.’
have been taken.
”1 peeped into the next bazaar and
foreign cities. Every night after dlnI July 1.
8.
was rewarded with a glimpse of the
More loaves to the barrel means
ner the seven had gathered on deck
|
Mrs. I>. B. Flint has opened her cottage, and In the
moonlight had told stories desirable Ilnshour, an enormously fat
big' economy. Remember and order
man
i “The Rocks," for the season.
as
old
as
Leila’s father and very
and exchanged opinions on many mata barrel today.
ds)
ugly of feature. He was asleep and
[ Durrell Noyes is serving as chauffeur for ters of mutual Interest
i Edwin Doyle, East Sullivan.
The carpet of truth to which the snoring audibly.
“’You want her to marry that?' I alA son was born to Dr. J. S. Bragg and I professor had referred was a precious
bit of oriental carpet that Alexander most shrieked at him. and as I spoke
wife on the evening of July 4.
Felton had brought from a remote 1 was conscious that the white shadow
Ralph Moore and wife, of Prospect Har- ;
had returned to the shop. It paused
j Turkish province, and the Neptune sto- behind the seller of scarfs
bor, spent Sunday with relatives here.
as If waiting
i ry tellers had each told his tale sitting
Misses Marion and Olive Tracy, who
for his answer.
; upon Its breadth of silken richness,
have
been
xne oki man nouaea.
lie is ncn,
VHITCOMB, HAYNES & CO.C. W. GR1NDAL
away visiting relatives and
|
Now Mrs. Hanford removed her chair
he said briefly. ‘She could have had :
so that she sat upon the carpet, aijd
| friends, have returned borne,
the scarf of the Princess Anem for a !
j Mrs. Myra Smith Earle, of Cambridge, the six listeners composed themselves
if she had been obedient. But she
I Maas., is spending a few days with her ! for an hour’s
gift
enjoyment.
Is saucy and will not wait upon her
i parents, Charles Smith and wife.
any tsiuiy is auuui iu>a ruaw vviuivu
stepmother as she should, and, worst
tyrs. Ida Eliott and daughter Marcia, of 1 scarf,” began Mrs. Hanford, opening of
all, phe swears she will marry the
Dorchester, Mass., are guests of Mrs. one plump hand to display a crumpled
or disgrace me by
reEliott’s parents, N. A. Bickford and wife. ball of pink silk and silver tissue. She water carrier
maining single. I am afflicted Indeed—
Capt. A. J. Uuptill made a trip to New I shook out the airy fabric, and It float- but madame has not chosen to buy the
York last week, returning with the speed ed a shimmering length that seemed
scarf? It is the choicest of my
woven of sunset and moonbeams.
The rose
boat Hornet, owned by 8. C. Davis, of
stock.'
His voice changed magically
Grindstone.
I airy scarf undulated like a thing alive, to a bargaining whine.
leaped at Arthur Clayton’s eager. InA halibut weighing 239 pounds attracted
You
‘You cannof want to sell it
For
terested face and clung to it with a
much attention at D. W. Joy’s market last
better forgive your daughter, let her
him
and
left
to
then
caressing motion
week. It was caught on a trawl by John
rose
scarf,’
Fedar and wear the
brush Mr. Hanford's bronzed cheek, marry
I blundered.
Bridges, of Corea, off Moulton ledges.
to tweak the golden eyeglasses from
smo
“He dashed the scarf impatiently
| Steamer Mascot, owned by Conners Professor Trayle’s dignified nose and
not
If
madame
does
'Never!
down.
Bros., Bar Harbor, which has been moored
finally to rumple Alexander Felton’s
No other
sell It to the next comer,
here since last fall, has received a coat of
hair Into untidiness. Then It settled buy it I will
of
[ paint and been taken to Bar Harbor tor down in Mrs. Hanford’s lap and was and I will soon have a customer for
the summer business.
it,’ he ended craftily, and I lifted my
natural flavor and
quiet
and looked behind me to see a
8.
July 8.
“The darling!" cried Arthur Clayton head
ture like Sickle Plug, because
of American women coming
enthusiastically, with a dizzy look at group
HANCOCK POINT.
the plug keep* the tobacco from dryhaste toward the bazaar.
post
the pink scarf.
I paid
was enough for me.
"That
Capt. J. U. Martin has bought an autoing out.
“Why, did you see her, too?” demobile.
an absurd price for the scarf.
James,
manded the other three men In bewilAs I tucked it
And it’s convenient—no package to crowd your
you shall never know.
A. W. Gordon and wife are visiting at A. dered chorus.
other purchases I had
with
the
away
I- Young's.
pocket—nothing to spill.
“Yes—you don’t mean—I say, Mrs. made I heard a
long drawn sigh from
8. C. Penney, of Bangor, spent Sunday
nanford, what sort of a Juggling game
the white shadow as it vanished.
you get more for your
Economical, too
with his parents.
Is this?”
Young Clayton stared first
"Tt was In the next street that a
monev—there’s no
Alton Parritt and wife, of Bar Harbor, at the rose silk scarf and then at Mrs.
came flying up to me and lightly
Hanford’s
motherly face girl
sensible,
spent Sunday at Henry Ball’s.
A pair of dark
touched my arm.
above it.
Edith McKusick, of Calais, was the
flashing eyes shone above the gauze
to explain it Mary," as“You
ought
guest of Miss Katherine Hale recently.
that veiled her face, and—well, any
sured her husband with some concern.
Mrs. Arthur Young and children, of
girl with a pair of eyes like those
"What is It all about?" demanded
Portmouth, N. H., are spending a few Miss Emetine Gray, the strong minded must have been exquisitely beautiful.
ounces
I knew at once that it was the emweeks at their old borne.
“What has'
aunt of Arthur Clayton.
had
shadow
that
of
the
bodiment
E.
8.
July
happened to turn all of their heads? lurked behind the seller of scarfs, and
Mrs. O. P. Dutton and her daughter, I’m sure I saw nothing save a pretty
1 guessed that It was his daughter
All dealers
Miss Louise, are at the Point for the sumpink silk scarf. What did you see, Leila, she who loved Fedar the water
Madeline?”
mer.
carrier.
"I see an enstem city, a beautiful
A. P. Lasher and wife arrived last week
me in a low, mu»ne aaaressea
a
her
on
with
a
scarf
head,
hourl
pink
and
in their handsome new steam yacht,
sical voice, a mixture of broken
a la
for
trousers
left
the
eyes,
space
for
the
their cottage at the Point is open
French and fluent Arabic. She thankTurk and gold coins hanging over her
season.
ed me for the words I had spoken to
forehead.”
her father concerning her marriage.
The cottagers at the Point will regret to
“We are missing the story.
Pray, She
learn that Judge and Mrs. Emerys will
giggled with delight over my horMiss
Mrs.
Hanford,”
urged
begin,
ror at the fatness of Hashour, the silk
not be at their cottage, Crosby lodge, this
I
practically.
Gray
^
merchant and her despised suitor.
summer, but will remain at their home In
Mrs. Hanford rowed ner nanas over
Then she made an appeal. She wantEllsworth. Others of the family, however,
In
her
and
silver
the
thing
lap
pink
ed to come with me as my maid and
will spend the season here as usual.
and fixed her eyes on the molten silver
as far as
The J. T. Maxwells, of Saugerties, N. track that led across the Mediterra- traveling companion, only
Alexandria, where her water carrier
Y.t arrived at their cottage Saturday, after nean to the rising moon.
had gone to work on the new wharfs
same
or
a month or more at Grand Lake Stream.
“This is the only secret I ever kept as a sort of foreman.”
They have as guests Mrs. Van Dyke, of from
at
not
she
looking
James,”
said,
Mrs. Hanford stopped abruptly. The
Princeton; Mise May Elting. of Sauger“When we
her surprised husband.
ties; Miss Katherine Hose, of Princeton.
great vessel was drawing near to the
was
he
bunting
White Lead. Your neighbors’
busy
were in Cairo
Egyptian city, lying like a Jeweled
Oi^ply SPECIFY PORTLAND Liquid Paint and
for scarabs to carry home to souvenir necklace along the blue Mediterranean.
neighbors will assure you that it ia
j
GOULDS BORO.
loving friends. I was seeking gauze In the roadstead the great anchors
Mrs. Edith Hovey, who was oat of town
home.
at
the
and
girls
scarfs to take to
rattled down Into the moonlit water,
a tew days last week, is %t home.
The dealer in scarfs had sold me myriads of little boats surrounded the
A PAINT FOR EVERY PURPOSE—INDOORS and OUT;
to
week
last
went
Kolfe
In
each
woven
Mrs. Margaret
several beauties, and
ocean liner, and a steam tug bustled
who own. property to know what we
R.
E.
Mrs.
her
that
the
visit
daughter,
W« want eyery paraon in the State of Maine
Sorrento, to
All was confusion
one was some romantic story
from the shore.
ere in a cl«» by thenwelyee.
know, that PORTLAND LIQUID PAINTS
Conners.
wily old fellow invented as he went below on the Neptune.
“Well?” Inquired Mr. Hanford, breakThey are through sawing staves at along.
"One of the scarfs had belonged to ing the silence that bad fallen upon the
Chicken mill and the mill is shut down
found
while the change from the stave machines that daughter of Pharaoh who
group.
made.
We offer the coupon becauae we thoroughly believe you will become a steady
“Let us see If all Is well,” murmured
young Moses among the bulrushes;
to the long-lumber saws is being
seed
and
customer after this trial.
pearls his wife, and so the seven, half underof apple green
another
and
lna,
Kolfe
daughter
Mrs. Cynthia
had been the gift of Antony to Cleo- standing the real romance they had
week with Mrs.
spent a tew days last
TO DEALERS
reYoung.
Frank
patra; a third one of black and gold been listening to, followed her to the
They
s
Holie brother,
crimson had Jealousy and murder ship’s rail.
Point
and
at
home
Stanley’s
their
to
Wffin, oor Kn«
of PORTLAND LIQUID
turned
will honor thi. coupon a. 10
You
PAINTS.
for Its setting.
As they leaned over, watching a small
of the
Wednesday.
cent, in part payment of a half Pint can
of
dream
one
"When he brought out this
J*Nboat whose single oarsman was espeabove, if presented to you not later than On©
July 1.
advertisement
appears.
thia
I
week
after
bis
at
pink and Bilver I was skeptical
cially Insistent in getting close to the
coupon only to © customer.
have
ol
In
Illinois,
handling Neptune's landing stairs, Mrs. Hanford
air of exaggerated concern
Caspar Cole and wife,
Portland. M#.
PURGBSS. POBES C0„
been visiting relatives here.
4
It, at his respectful tone when speak- uttered an exclamation of delight, and
Paint Manufacturers over 50 year*.
j|
in
his
fear
Harbor to- ing of it, at the almost
they all turned to see such a vision of
Myrtle Young will go to Bar
lor the season.
voice.
beauty as is seldom vouchsafed to
day to be employed there
‘Madame, this is the wedding scarf western eyes.
has purchased
Ira Guptill, mail carrier,
he
murmured,
0f me Princess Anem,'
It was Leila, daughter of the seller
first to be owned in
an automobile, the
looking over his shoulder at the dark of scarfs. Her exquisite face was unthis part of the town.
‘She
had
veiled and shone a vision of rose and
interior of his little shop.
July 8.
__
a lover, Fedar by name, a handsome,
ivory and melting onyx eyes from the
WEST SULLIVAN.
worthless scamp, of whom her respectbackground of a long hooded black
visited ed father strongly disapproved. Thero cloak. "Madame, It Is farewell!” she
John Patten, of East Franklin,
half wept, holding out little white
was another lover, a prince of royal
friends here last week.
hand of the bands to Mrs. Hanford.
includes thoroughly made' f
of Boston, is blood, who sought the
Miss Minnie Gordon,
who
Mrs. Hanford tossed the rose scarf j
Princess Anem. and It was he
her vacation with her parents,
cooking and heating conspending
brought to her this royally beautiful over the lovely head and then lmpul- j
wile.
structions of every descripHoward Jordan and
slvely kissed the Ups of Leila. “Go to
Mrs. Paulina scarf.
Miss Vera Smith and
much enhances the beauty of all thy Fednr, Leila, and be happy forever !
“It
tion; all best adapted to the
from Pomlret,
Smith returned Sunday
who wear It tenfold, but the Princess after," she whispered, and. with a Joyrequirements cf our Maine
evening.
Saturday
Later they
Conn.,
ous laugh, the girl went
Anem would have none of its magic,
Miss Lena
climate.
and
sister,
Frank Hooper
for she was beautiful herself beyond saw her enter the boat with the single
Abel, wife and son
Clarion quality cf materials
and the two disappeared
oarsman,
so she flung the prince’s gift
Hooper, and Arthur
compare,
Hallowell to visit
Stuart, have gone to
back in his face, and—and tradition ! down a silvery track of water.
and manufacture insures
“Tours is the only story that has had
frieuds.
aays that the scarf turned to a lovely
economy of operation, conbride. a real ending," murmured Madeline
Bradbury Smith, the retiring proprietor woman who became the prince’s
venience and long life.
and Fred K. Wheeler, As for the foolish Princess Anem’— Trayle as they went back to their
hotel,
Granite
ot
an informal supthe seller of scarfs turned his vener- chairs.
the new proprietor, gave
Descriptive circulars
was
“All stories have a real ending If one
thirty guests. The supper
able bead and Inclined a listening ear
per to about
I
the
>ent for the asking.
the ideal clarion for wood
which
alter
toward the rear of his shop. I looked only waits long enough,” laughed Mrs.
all that could be desired,
where cigars
make out a dim, Hanford.
veranda,
the
could
to
I
and
retired
thought
1839
E.t*bu.hed
narty
Me.
WOOD & BISHOP
a social chat enjoyed.
“I wonder—I wonder what was In
were lighted and
shadowy whiteness, like the form of a
Dirioo.
ME.
In a flowing robe.
that scarf?” mused Arthur Clayton SOLD BY J P.
clad
8.
girl
young
July
_
‘As for the foolish Princess Anem,' I aloud.
are you
howdear
sir,
’The spirit of the east,” returned
Doctor- Well, my
1 prompted.
seem to
"
'She married the handsome Fedar j Professor Trayle promptly, and nobody !
feeling to-dayT Aged patient-I
Docbreath.
my
have trouble in getting
and was happy forever afterwardP contradicted him.
that.
tor-Well, I’ll soon stop
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Fourth

The committee in charge is to
be congratulated on the success ol the
celebration and the tine way in which the
evcn'.s were carried off. Prises were offered for all events. Following are the
tin*

vruo

tractive

HissN

mother, Mrs. N.J.Bweet.
he* returned from
Mrs. Alfred Staples
visit in Hocklsnd «nd Port-

ijOcke,

Postmaster E. W. Ober hss isaued atcards annonncing the arrangement for mails from June 24
foBept. 2P.
Mails arrive from tne west by boat at 10.15
a. m., 2.30 p.
m., fexeept Monday),and 7.45
p. m. Mails close for tbe west by boat,
daily, except Sunday at 8.35 a. m., 1.10 p.
in., and 7.10 p. in. Sunday mails arrive at
10.16 and 2.30 p. m., and close at 7.10
p. m.
July 8.
X.

1'slmer *nd wife, of Boston,
for « short visit.
,rf in town
Josephine Sweet is the guest of
A.

Chsrlcs

n,

spending the summer at Scat Harbor,
acting as organist at the union churcb.

—

second*.
: yards dash-Baaif Barrett. 1; WarTime 23 3-4 aeconda.
ren Kane, 2.
Broad jump
Percy Haandera, 16 feet 2
inches; Everett Cbaae, 14 feet 7 inches.
Blinding broad Jump— Harry Blxby,
8 feet S inches; W. W. Weacott, 8 feet 6
Time

—

inches.

Big rice—Harold Osgood, 1; Bert Snow,

||

|
j

f

j

1

|
|

Slice it
as

you
use it

1

real,

1

Bicycle race—Clifton Neville, 1; Percy
Saunders, 2.
Bicycle race for boys, sixteen years—
Harry Towns, 1; John Rom, 2.
Bicycle race for boys, twelve years—
Harold Osgood, 1; Ruin* Urindle, 2.

race—Percy Banndera,

Potato

Oeoree, 2.
Boys' potato
Bert 3now, 2.

1; Roy

St.

race—

Hutu* Grindle, 1;

Shot put —Ralph Mayo, 38 fMt 7 Inches;
Louis Mas*. 36 fMt 4 inches.
Race for motor boat* 20 fMt or under—
Norman Gray, 1; B. Bowden, 2; Karl
Fernstrom, 3.
Fi r motor boats 30 feet—Conary, 1;
Candage, 2; Bowden, 3.
Rowing race —E. E. Myriclc, 1; Ralph
Tow nsend 2.
Ward W. Weacott acted as announcer in
his usual fine way, and i.ave entire aatisfaiiion. The Judge* were:
Parade, N. P.
Merrill, L. C. Curtis, F. 8. Hinckley.
Athletic conteet, John Jordan, N. P. Merrill, Ralph Mayo. Aquatic sport*, Lonia
Mass, F. B. 8now, A. P. Townsend. Committee in charge, F. B. Bnow, Harry
Hinckley, A. 8. Witham, R. 3. Oagood,
A. F. Townsend.
The tireworka were very fine, and were
looted after by L. Mass and K. Fernstrom.
The day was brought to a dose by a
grand ball in the town hall. Music waa
furnished by Atherton's orchestra, of
twelve piecea. The grand march was led
iy Miss Abby Partridge and Harry
Hinckley, followed by eighty couples.
All hoi* that the fire company will feel
ready to take up the celebration lor 1913.
July 8.
H.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
James liuuktr Is employed at Bain’a.
The Neighborhood house was closed

July

4.

William E. Phillips, of Sorry, called
upon friends hare Bnnday.
*

Miss Gladys Higgins, of Indian Point, Is
irking for Mrs. Alice Branscomb.

special service

A

wee held et St. Maryamorning of July 4.
Clarence Joy is employed at the tennis

by-the-8ra

on

the

clnb (or the summer.
The Downing Stock Co.

nights’engagement

et

Gspt. Charles Southard arrived from
Beverly, Mass., last week, having spent
the winter with his daughter. He will
summer

here.

Cbtrlee E. Lord hae e position in Ober's
market for the season. Mr. Lord will resume his duties as principal of Gilman
high school next tall.
"The Millionaire’s Wife” will be the
attraction at the Neighborhood house next

Monday evening.
U. A. Joy, of Bar Harbor, held his opening ball at the Neighborhood house July
3. An orchestra of eight
pieces tarnished
music.
Rev. Samuel A. Eliot, D. D., occupied
pulpit of the Union church Sunday
morning. Rev. Charles A. Moore, D. D.,
of All Souls'
church, Bangor, will preach
the

abbtrUstnunU.

Women Must Have
help at times, if they would avoid

headaches,

backaches, lassitude,
The really
superior remedy for them—
known the world over and tested
through three generations—is

extreme

nervousness.
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Shine—it’s all the
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property is coated with this Quality Paint
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The Coupon below is Worth 10 cents to yon.
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house this evening.
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LOCAL AND POLITICAL

JOURNAL

PUBLISHED

tCVRRY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

In railway and financial
circles in Boston, and the pall* bearers
were men with whom during the past
twenty five years Mr. Laffin had been
associated, and who knew and

Languished

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
BY THE

HANCOCK BOUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
f. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.
Wf H. Titus, Associate Editor.
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IS

closely

his great worth.
From driver of a horse-car to a
position among the leading experts of
the world on street railways is a

recognized

▲T

MAINE’S MUSIC FESTIVAL

of which those of his kin who
left may well be proud.

career
are

IKK.

ARRAY

Of

ARTISTS

ANNOUNCED.

KORDICA THE BRIGHT PARTCCl?—A FINE PROGRAM.

the sixteenth

annual

Maine

music

75 and 38 cento
Single copies 5 cents. All, arreckoned at the rate of #*«. pei

atrlctlv Ir advance.

$l 50,

estival. wbicjp will be held in R*rigor and
Hon. William T. Haines, republican
Mr. Chapman
'ortland next October.
of Maine,
nomine-* for
governor
▼ear.
tromised sometime ago that the big artists
that he has
Advertising Kate-—A'e reasonable and trill be writes from Philadelphia
or the 1912 testival were to be stars ol the
•
made known or. application.
the trouble :
so far recovered from
irst magnitude, and singers who would
Business communications should be addressed with bis eyes, which made it neces'take'’ immensely among music-lovers
vo. and ail checks and money orders made pay
sary for him to go to that city for | rout all over the State; to read his list ot
Able to Thi Hancock County Publishing
*
Maine.
Ellsworth,
read
OO.,
, rtists secured for Ibis
treatment, that he is able to
triumphal sixnewspapers. His doctor tells him i eenth festival is to find abundant eviThe
of
edition
This week’s
lence tbit this indefatigable impresario
that he has nearly complete recovery
promise most
American is 2,475 copies.
of the eye which was affected when he l ias “made good” his
with < lecidedly. The artists scheduled to spleft home. The other eye,
2,352 which Mr. Haines has not been able ] ear are Mme. Lillian Nordics, Mme.
Average for the year of 1911,
ilarie Kappoltf, Miss Elena Kermis, Mise
to see for eleven years, was operated
ulie Lindsay, Mme. Carrie Bridewell,
Haines
can
Mr.
and
WEDNESDAY, JULY 10, 1912.
last
week,
upon
iarold Meek, Frank Ornisby, 8lg. Salvsand
exnow use it to some extent,
j ore Giordano. Franklin Holding.
Add to this list a superb orchestra compects a still further improvement in
it. He will remain in Philadelphia : >osed of members from the Boston opera
ilmse, and a finely drilled chorus of 600
about a week longer to complete
NATIONAL ELECTION, NOV. 5, 1912. the treatment of his
■oices, and you have as magnificent a
eyes. He then
estival offering as Maine music lovers
intends to return to Maine and take
and that is saying a
tave ever known
FOR PRESIDENT,
up the active work of the political
treat deal.
campaign.
William H.
Portland will make special plans on
iccount ot holding its concerts in the new
OF OHIO.
Sheriff.
Harbor
Lost
Bar
Deputy
Why
:ity hall, but Director Chapman guaran[From the Bar Harbor flecord.j
ees that every feature for Portland will
In the Bar Harbor uews of the Bangor
FOR VICE-PRESIDENT,
x given in Bangor
and since Bangor
Commercial of last
Thursday night
tets them first, the voices here will be
James S. Sherman,
the
following:
appeared
freshest and the artists in best condition
OF NEW YORK.
William Puffer tendered his resignation a*
;o “do tbeir prettiest”.
it
has
been
and
sheriff
W’ednesday,
deputy
Mme. Nordics has been alretdy anaccepted. It is understood that there will be
nounced, and needs no introduction to
STATE ELECTION, SEPT. 9, 1912.
no new appointment in the near future.
Maine music lovers.
Deputy Sheriff Puffer came into the
The coming of Mme. Nordics to Bangor
For Governor,
Record office early Friday morning and
to the festival next October wilt be hailed
WILLIAM T. HAINES, ol W.terville.
item
the
Commercial’s
“Don’t
said,
copy
with Joy by the musical people of Bangor
For State Auditor,
Have it corrected.
ab it stands.
Say he and eastern
Maine, for they will vividly
TIMOTHY F. CALLAHAN, of Lewiston. was “chucked out”.
recall the occasion of her appearance at
The discrepancy between the CommerFor Representmtive to Congress,
the first testival, fifteen years ago, when
cial’s Ber Harbor news column and Mr.
Third District)
the auditorium. Just built and its fine
Puffer’s statement interested ns. We find
FORREST GOODWIN, of Show began.
acoustic properties being tested, rang to
about it. Deputy
the following facts
to the root with the magnificent tones ot
COUNTY TICKET.
Sheriff Puffer on June 26 received his disthis great singer in the high C of the “inwith
sheriff
in
as
charge
writing,
For Senators:
deputy
fUmmatas”, and with the plaudits ot the
Otha
Jettia
seal
attached,
legal
signed by
ALEXANDER C. HAGERTHY,
great audience who heard her. Wbat an
reason
for
his
no
of Ellsworth.
son, sheriff,
being given
occasion that was in the early days ot the
of
dismissal
from
the
office
summary
J. HERBERT PATTEN, of Eden.
festival t The big building was filled to
sheriff.
deputy
its capacity, the enthusiasm was tremenFor Sheriff,
I he day before, June 25, l>eputy snerux
FORREST O. S11SBY, of Amherst.
dous, the chorus had not yet attained to
Puffer warned eight saloon-keepers in Bar
the execution of the works of the masters
For Register of Probate,
w
were
“wide
hose
saloons
open*’
Harbor,
TIMOTHY F. MAHONEY, of Ellsworth. in every sense of the word, that they must of music they afterwards accomplished,
but sang their little part songs delightFor County Commissioner,
not sell Sundays or after 10 p. m. Mr.
fully, nevertheless; and there was nothing
HENRY J. JOY, of Ellsworth.
Puffer thought that in doing this he was
to distract the attention from life great
not only within the law, which is perFor County Attorney,
singer who completely filled the audithe
he
believed
that
but
fectly obvious,
FRED L. MASON, of Ellsworth.
torium with her splendid voice.
him
back
would
sheriff of the county
up
For County Treasurer,
No one who heard her on that eventful
in this action.
BOYD A. BEAI8DELL, of Franklin.
will ever forget the impression she
Sheriff night
respectively
rearages

arc

REPUBLICAN NOMINEES.

—

Taft,

—

The

FOR REPRESENTATIVES.

Class 1—E. J. Morrison, Bar Harbor.
2— W. A. Ricker, Castine.
3— J. A. Peterf, Ellsworth.
Babson, Sedgwick.
Bragdon, East Sullivan.
6—J. M. Hutchins, Penobscot.
7— A. K. McBride, Northeast Harbor.

saloon-keepers

defied

Deputy

Puffer and warned him that he would lose
his

job.

day he lost it. Mr.
that he lost his job because

The next

Puffer claims
he

was

objectionable

to the

liquor

men

of

4— C. L.

the town.

5— E-E.

men
control Sheriff Jellison and that
Sheriff Jellison will appoint or discharge

whosoever the
fice of

A

Degree

divinity. Mr. Hinckley is
doing the noblest kind of work for
boys. The story of how he, with only
doctor of

old set of farm buildings, has made
an institution which has not an equal
in the United States is always interesting. Since 1889 he has built a home
with nearly twenty buildings for educational training of over 160 boys and
girls. The homes are situated in
Fairfield at Hinckley on the banks of
the Kennebec river. It was in Conan

necticut when Mr. Hinckley was a
boy that he saw a small boy, the son
of a widow, sentenced to the state reform school, charged with stealing
food from a workingman’s dinnerpail. The Hinckley institution may
be traced as the direct outcome of
this incident. The homes provide for
all the training that the boys in the
best of homes receive. There is a

Carnegie

training

school

deputy

liquor

men

liquor

wish in the of-

sheriff.

Deserved.

One of the gracious incidents of the
recent commencement season was the
conferring of the degree of master of
arts upon of Eev. George W. Hinckley, of Goodwill Farm, after he had
declined to receive the degree of

large

He also claims that the

library,
and

a

industrial
beautiful

church.
Mr. Hinckley of this institution is
about fifty-eight years of age, and has
a
remarkable
personality which
makes him beloved by all who have

Normal School.
The total attendance during the past
year at Castine normal school, according
to figures given in the annual report, just
issued, has been 391. The total attendance j
for 1901-11, 323; for 1909-10, 331; for 1907-8,
293; 1906-7, 337; 1905-6 and 1904-5, 312.
The number of different pupils attending during the year has been 228; number
entering during the year, 128; number attending daring the fail term, 123; number
attending during the winter, 145; number
attending daring the spring term, 123;
number entering the fall term, 74; number entering the winter term, 30; number
entering the spring term, 24.
The new dormitory, erected under the
supervision of Hon. W. A. Walker, is now
finished and was used the past year. The
building is situated on the corner of
Pleasant street and Battle avenue, commands a fine view of the hay and islands,
and has an outlook not surpassed in
beauty by any other school building. It
was erected at a coat of f45,000.
It contains
roops for 100 persons, a fine dining-room,
parlor and reception-room and matron's
room.
The lighting is modern.
Castine

Superintendents and Teachers.
The final program for the conference of
superintendents and secondary school

principals at Castine, July 8-12, was made
public Thursday. One of the features of
the conference of principals, Wednesday
morning, July 10, will be a paper upon:

“The Upper and Lower High School Plan.
Its Advantages and Disadvantages/' by
Prin. H. Stuart, of Cony high school, Augusta.
ever seen him.
He receives no salary
The conference of the teachers of agrifor his labors, and has never used a
culture of the Secondary schools will be a
«ent of the contributions for his own feature of the
program. Among the matpersonal needs. His support comes ters discussed at this conference will be;
from the sale of the GodHwill
Record, The course in agriculture; equipment;
a little monthly magazine edited
by class work; library reference material and
him setting forth the needs of Good- text-books;
mechanical
and
manual
will Farm and containing other in- work expressed in carpentry, forging,
care and
of
handling
teresting matter.
machinery, engines,
Goodwill Farm never ought to lack etc., cement work and plumbing; employment of practical artisans outside
of
for anything that is needed to
carry school to teach students in these
on its splendid
subjects;
work, and its head de- extensive work of the
agricultural course,
serves more than the
£,rl8’ clubs, getting a hearing
meagre profits
of the monthly publication on which with the farmers; relations with the agricultural college; to what extent
may
he is forced to depend.
teachers of agriculture be
employed to
teach other subjects of the course
without
detriment to their special work?
The Late Richard T. Laffin.
It is to be doubted if many in this
the place of his
birth, boyhood and early manhood, realize the

Vicinity,

high place held in the railway
by the late Richard T. Laffin,

death in Seattle
week’s paper.

was

world
whose
noted in last

In reporting
the funeral
last
Wednesday at the home of his sister,
Mrs. H. L. Mayo, at East Somerville,
Mass., the Boston Herald refers to
Mr. Laffin as one of the world’s leadon street railways.
The
funeral was attended by many dis-

ing experts

PIANQsl

a

very

VICTOR and EDISON Talking Machines

1

striking

...»

SMALL INSTRUMENTS OF ALL KINDS

personality.

The newspaper critics have often referred to him as the John Drew of the
concert platform. His voice is s baritone,
of unusual beauty and depth. His range
Is Urge, and the quality of bit upper
notes is particularly pleasing, and often
referred to

3.). CLEMENT, MUSIC STORE, .SST

having the sweetness and

as

_

HIGHLAND.

carefully trained
voices, including delegation* from all^ecchorua will number 600

Maine.

N A REAM 1881C. 224, O ELAND.
Narratmssic grange met Saturday evening, July 6, with a larger attendance than
usual. There were visitor* from Springfield, Mass., and Alamoosook, East Or*

orchestra, which won so
praise from critica and apdience
last season, will he s targe factor in the
coming festival, and will be increased in
Mr. Chapman has
number over Ust year.
many orchestral noveltie* to present,
which will be beard for the first time.
festival

MAINE WILL

land.

The date of the Orland fair was voted to
W. 8. Hutchings waa cboaen
be Sept. 25.
superintendent.
It wa* voted to take a
last Saturday in August.

BE RKPCBLICAN.

Gubernatorial Candidate Prophecies
Victory for Taft and State
Ticket.

tions.

Medioo-Chirurgical
operation which reMr.
stored bis sight was performed,
Haines said : 44We were for Roosevelt by
a large majority a) the recent primaries.
I cannot say anything concerning a third

adopted by Pa-

Responding to the living call of the Orand
Master of the Universe, the spirit of oar esteemed brother, John P. Walker, passed from
the duties of this life to the higher and better life beyood the grsve: therefore, he it
Mtmired. That Pamela grange loses a respected past master, who lived his Ilfs quietly
but well, who was worthy of our warmest
friendship and highest esteem, always active
and zealous in our work, ever ready to advance the Interest of the order and to encourage the officer* and members la the per-

Haines, republican candidate for governor of Maine, who has been
in this city for several weeks for an operation which, be declares, hss restored the
sight of his right eye, which wss for
eleven yesrs virtually blind, declared Sunj day that his State is still republican, and
; will stand by the doctrine of protection
in the coming State and national elec-

seen* at

13.

HANCOCK POMONA,

William T.

When

until the

receaa

Memorial resolutions
mola grange.
#

j Prom the Philadelphia Ledger.)

hospital,

session

5, with a good attendance. The lecturer furnished the following program:
$ong, grange; remark.*, J. B. Wilson;
reading, Caro Lowell; music, J. A. Kay;
recitation, Alice Leach; clipping, Mary
Orindle; story, E. E. Grows; story, Joseph
Ray. It was decided to hold the annual
fair on Sept. 18.

Chapman will preaent a male chorus
of twenty soloists, whose names will be
announced lat*r. This will prove a delightful innovation at the festival. The

The
much

regnlar

July

Mr.

tions of eastern

met in

formance of their duties.
Jteeolrerf. That his years of efficient
vice as master will long be remembered.

the

where the

j

“Softly his breath went

as a

ser-

sigh

Of south winds from some isie of rest.
he died, as stars that die
Behind the gray hill* of the west.
Like some great ship through life he bore.
Conveying love and human weal,
While every bark along the shore
Felt the wide impulse of his keel.**

Calmly

party movement in the State of Maine for
the reason that 1 have oot been in communication with the people and knoar
Rfwalved. That this testimonial of our renothing of present conditions there. In
made, and will welcome her just as enspect and sympathy be sent the bereaved
i fact, 1 have not been able to even read the
as
did
fifteen years '•
family, a copy placed upon our records and
they
thusiastically
newspapers until yesterday.
one sent to Tun Eluvozth Aviziriv for
ago, when the festival was new. She is
Is
a
“Maine, however,
republican state, publication, sni in token of our loss our
also a daughter of Maine, and Maine is
and will stand by the principle of pro- charter be draped in mourning for thirty
proud of her, as a woman, as a singer and tection as taught by Blaine and other
Cstasma W. Stsattok.
days.
as a product of the old Pine Tree State.
•
Lcla F. Cbastbbs,
leaders of the party./ The people of
great
{
The three other sopranos are all great
Claba F. Joussok.
Maine were against President Taft at the
solo artists. Mme. Marie Rappoid is alCommittee.
recent primaries because of his reciprocity
ready ~a festival favorite, and adds each [ treaty, the provisions of which reduced
year to her popularity. Her voice is ex- ! the tariff on lumber to the extent of
-‘You are charged,” Mid the policeman
1,000 feet. We live on the border
ceptionally beautiful, and easily distin- fl.SOper
am
line and see the difference in the stand- “with having voted twice.” “Charged,
guished on the stage of the opera by ! ard of living of the
of both coun- I?” muttered the prisoner. “That’* odd.
people
reason of its parity of tone and sweetness.
The State is a large lumber-pro- 1 expected to be paid for it.”
tries.
Mme. Rappoid receives an ovation when- ducing district, aud is engaged in agricultural
industries, and the treaty, if conever she appears in Slew York.
Stats or Ohio, City or Toledo,
{
firmed, would have seriously \ interfered
Lee as Cocxty.
(
Mias Julie Lindsay is better known in | with the
of the State.
r
Frank J. Cheat? make* oath that hr is
prosperity
“Maine will stand by her principles, and senior partner of the firm of P. J. Cbenney A
Paris, where she was for several years a
the doctrine of protection w ill be an im- Co., doing bustdess in the dtp of Toledo,
member of the grand
opera company.
issue of the coming campaigns, County and State aforesaid, and that said
She is now singing in concerts alone. In
firm will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
th State and national.
“I am a candidate for governor on the DOLLARS for each and every ease of Catarrh
many ways she reminds one of Mme.
that cannot be cu;ed by the use of Hall's
and
1
can
tell
you now Catarrh Cure.
Rappoid.* Her voioe is -dear and sweet, republican ticket,
FRANK J. CHENEY.
be elected to that ofSworn to before me and subscribed in nuy
her enunciation perfect, and her song that I am going to
fice on September 9.
this 6th day of December, A. D IMS.
presence,
singing a delight. She is truly a lyric
A. W. OLE ARON,
“In addition to the question of protecNotaey Ptiuc.
(Seal.)
soprano.
tion, the voters will have a few local isHall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
sues
in
to
meet
the
State
eleccoming
Miss Elena Kermis has a brilliant voice
acts directly on the blood and mucous surtion. The chief of these will be the
wip- faces of the system. Bend for testimonial
of remarkable power and compass. She
ing oat of the democratic machine In free.
has sung with the Aborn opera company the State, which is controlled by the
F. J. CHENEY A CO Toledo, O.
Sold by druggists, ?5c.
brewers' league, of Chicago, and the
and is a favorite everywhere.
Tske Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
trust."
whisky
Mme. Carrie Bridewell, who for four
years has been absent from musical circles
The New Green I«ake Inn.
ftrlp ESantrb.
and is known as Mrs. Benedict, has at last
It is to be doubted if the public of this
yielded to the persuasions of her many
friends and returned to the concert stage. vicinity Is aware that at Maddocks land- \J one or two young women to learn the
trade of typesetting.
Apply at Amhhicah
Her glorious contralto voice is well re- ing, so-called, at the foot of Green lake, a office.
coin
mod
well-built
and
wellions,
membered, bat it is more powerful and large,
I RL—Capable girl for general housework.
Good home; good wages. Address Box
beautiful than ever, and will prove one ol appointed summer hotel has been erected
Ellsworth.
and is open.
the treats of the festival.
RL
Competent girl to do houseworx.
The proprietor ia James F. Fanner, of
rr»DK
urmsoy wme# vo vuc M«iue
Apply to Mas. A W Kino. Ellsworth.
festivals for the first time. He is the sole Massachusetts, an experienced hotel man,
To learn printer's trade. Apply at
American office.
tenor in John D. Rockefeller’s choir, and who, impressed with the natural beauty
it is said that Mr. Rockefeller pays him the of the location, baa bid the temerity to
handsome sum of |5,000 a year for his erect s building large enough for his own
EHantife.
work there. Harry Rowe Shelley,
the accommodation, and also for others who
hastier, lot Ellsworth and viorganist of the church, says he has no may wish to share the attracttvenees of
cinity. to sell lubricating oils and
equal in this country. Mr. Ormsby pos- the place with him.
greases on big commission.
Write w. H.
Green lake has long been fa moos for its Thomas, if Masonic street. Rockland, Me.
sesses a most beautiful and powerful tenor
EMETERY LOTS
Those wishing their
voice, a magnificent personality and ii fishing; here is located one of the finest
cemetery lots at Woodbine cared for,
sure to win instant favor.
He is in con- of the United States fish hatcheries; along

I
|

Point, In Trenton. lOmiii
below Ellsworth, with good-sited
fine location for summer residence
Appi*
Kuxwobth Loan & Building Ass jT *11?
worth,

nOUAE—AtGMk

Y-On the Jerry 1 alnsne farm at IwT.
land.
Address Mm. Maey Causae*.
94 Ascramento at., Cambridge. Mass.

HA

—

Nine

AGENT—A
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—

and

South,

and is

singing

tenor

Erown

ol

in the world,

greatest
Caruso,
and it is sufficient to say that he thinki
this young Wn h“ * ,ature ,s lar*e "
himself. One thingw-L'®; th® writer hai
*° com'
seldom seen a New York SUdtsi.J"

^Utely carried away and ehthiiMaa...
o\r a new artist in many years. He hail

fine personality, and a voice of great
power. In other words, a
real Italian voice, like the great tenor
Caruso. He will indeed be a real sensation at the festival.
Harold Meek, the
Canadian baritone,
was chosen from
many others by .Mme
Tetrazzini for her last American
coniv®1
tour, and bis success has been so great
he
that
has fairly shared honors with
Chance to Become a Soldier
that
Boy.
Senator Gardner has the appointment of great artist on her recent tour, and it is
wtlb a great deal of pleasure that
a
cadet to the United States
military
academy at WAt Point vice Cadet Arthur Mr. Chapman presents this wonderful
artist to the music lovers or Maine.
D. Newman.
Mr. Meek was born of French-Canadian
To fill the vacancy thus created he will
nominate a principal and two alternates to parentage in Port Stanley,
Ontario,
Of a musical
twenty-five years ago.
take the examination to be held at
Fort
Slocum. N. Y., on the last Tuesday in family, bia musical education was begun
«t a very early age. He showed talent for
1913, and the succesaful candidate
April,
wjil be admitted to the
academy on June the piano when a mere boy, and his atten14, 1913.
tion was given to that instrument until
The senator wishes to give
any ot our lis seventeenth year, when his voice was
young men who care to a chance to apply
sonsidered settled enough to begin Its defor this poeition. and he will
appoint as
principal and alternates thoee whose rec- velopment.
ommendations are the most satisfactory.
Mr. Meek then came to New York
city,
a

sweetness and

should notify C. C.
Parches, Ellsworth.

He krill

or

Qsokoe A.

which

was

a

revelation

to them.

On

Tuesday two auto [pads of devotees of
bridge passed the afternoon and evening
there, and returned loud in the praises of

ride,

•

the

^H as

scenery,

the

/
CIOW

Appiv~to

—

thf?3?E>l».

f
R
*

Zo Art

cloth*.

over C. L. Morang's
ing-store. Main at. Suitable for doctor’s, lawyer’s or luauranoe office
Inquire of
C. L. Moeanu. Ellsworth.

OFFICES—Butts

/YPPlOM over Moore’s drug store. Juat vs1 / cated be B. T. Bowie; hot wale best aod
toilet. Inquire of E. G. Moork. Ellsworth.

legal Notice*.
KE.~

NOTICE or POKBCLOSI
ATATE OP MAINE.
Countt or Hancock as.
of Hancock, in the county of
npo O. B. Joy,and
Atate of Maine, owner of
X Hancock,
4 04 of the schooner or vessel called the Winchester”.
Whereas G. B. Joy. of Hancock, in the
county of Baqcock. and Atate of Maine, owner
schooner or vessel called
of 4 64 of the
the twenty-fourth
the ••Winchester”, on
day of June a. d. IfPb, mortgage-! to John
A. Rodtck. of F.den. in said count} and
sistv-fourth*
Atate, 4 64
o\ the
(four
schooner or vessel called the ••Winchester”, of the harden of two hundred forty-one
tons or thereabout*, together with the
(9U)
4-44 (four sixty-fourths^ part of the mast*,
bowsprit, sails, boats, anchors, cable-, tackle,
furniture, and all other ueceasarir* thereunto appertaining and belonging, to secure
the payment of two hundred dollar#, which
mortgage is recorded in the Custom house.
Ellsworth. Me.. July 1, 1006. in book 3i K R.
; page 06; and whereas the conditions of said
mortgage have been broken.
Now therefore notice is hereby given of my
intention to foreclose said mortgage for
breach of Its condition*.
John A. Rome*.
Chas. H. Wood, Attorney.
Dated June 2*. a. d 1913.
*•

NOTICE or rOKELLOHiRE
TVTHEREAA Jamea T. Grant, of Lamoine,
Hancock county. Maioe, by hi* mortff
gage deed, dated the thirtieth day of Juue a.
d. 1011. aod recorded in the Hancock registry
of deeds, book 486, page 386. conveyrd to me.
the undersigned, certain real estate situated in

said county of Hancock and described as follows: All my real estate and all my right, title
and interest in and to any and all res- exists
which I may own or be entitled to et her at
law or in equity, whether such title to »aid
real estate ia recorded or not ami especially
meaning to convey by this deed all real estate
within the county of Hancock now owned by
me or to which I may be entitled aa above wi
out aa appears by the records at the registry
of deeda for M e said county of Hancock to
which deeds and the records thereof reference la hsieby made for a more particular description of the premises meaning hereby to
be conveyed; and whereas the condition of
said mortgage has been broken, now therefore by reason of the breach of the condition
thereof 1 claim a foreclosure of aald mortgage.
A. C. Haukethy
By R. E. Mason, his ait y.
Ellsworth. Me., July 6. 1912.

aWjrrUsfuuiut
READERS.

CHANCE FOR OCR

Coupon Worth SAe If I’rnfnlnl at
CJ. A. Parcher’s Store.
In order to test The Ellsworth Araericen's creel clrculntton end its superior
advertising value, ere have nude arrangements with G. A. Parcber, the popular
druggist, to offer one of hie beat-selling
medicines et hsl! price to snyoue w ho wul
cut out the following coupon end j.resenl
it et his

store:___
» oninni

This coupon entitles the holder
to one 50c package of Dr. Howard’s specific lor tbs cure of constipation and dyspepaia at half
price, 28c. We will refund the
money to anyone dissatisfied.
Q. A. Pareher.

^___of
Howard’s specific for the

Dr.

cure

constipation and avsDepsia is not an unknown remedy, ft lias made many «•
in Ellsworth,
cures right hers
positive is Druggist G.

markable

A. lercber
caring dysana
headache
pepeis, constipation,
fiver troubles that he will, in ertdmon
me
refund
st
half
to selling it
price,
cure.
money to anyone whom it does not
out
cut
If you cannot call at their store,
ana
the coupon and mail It with 25 cents,
sent

and

so

of Its great

superioritysickin

60-cent boi of the

will

apecetle

be

rows.”
Pair double lens gold bowed
VI glasses in case. Return to H. W. Dunk,
Ellsworth, and receive reward.
—

XITATCH—On Surry road, small open-face
I?
gold watch. Monogram on back. Reward offered. Finder write to Box S16, Ellsworth, Me.

CARO OF THANKS.
wish id thank all oar neighbors and
friends for their acta of thoughtful
ktndneaa during our recent bereavement, and
for the kind and loving words of svmpathv ;
also for all the beautiful floral tributes.
Mrs. Albert Marks.
Mrs. John Marks and Family.
Brooklin, July 9, 1S;2.

'VKJ'E
▼▼

GREEN

LAKE

Bluehill Steam Laundry
Bluehill, Maine

FOR SALE

Special Notices,

Couuty Commissioners* Contest.
John £. Doyle, who on the face of the
*
‘Sober* isemenu
returns is five votes behind H. F. Madcka for the democratic nomination for
^
*v commissioner in the recent primahaving an inspection of ballots
The new summer hotel at Mad*
**.’
preliminary to demanding a rem*de
docks Landing, foot of Qreen
is found.
co“°t
Lake.
'i,WOrth have been inThe ballot, at K
c( Qne in fsvor 0f Ideally located; buildings and furnishing*
apected, and a chas*.
hy „ ,a<litioMj brand new; cuisine and service perfect.
Mr. Doyle was oftef
Boating, bathing, fishing. Easy of access,
leaving the from Qreen
Lake station by motor boat;
vote found for Mr. MaiMiSv
.rned, un. from Ellsworth by carriage or auto.
a.
far ..this city inSSSK.
result,
For a day’s outing: for a week or th«
tinned
changed. The inapectiou will b<?4».
season, no such spot in this vicinity.
nty
m other of the
larger towns of til?-eiv
*r
Rates 92.60 per Day.
Capt. Henry J. Joy, who*, majority k
the repnbllcaa nomination
Special rates by the week or month
for ddatife
Write for particular
commissioner war only nine, ha. re it ted »
notice of his nomination from *be
Acre- I
F. Farmer,
Proprietor
tary at state.
tAstaa

‘J

*

C

it
you by mail, charges paid. Do not put
off. ‘tone to-day is worth two to-mor-

lost.
/"'I LA88E8

inn—everything.

is within an hour or so of
otfe™ t« tto
Cy-D ***“
the Nicopublic ih tta attract. .~n8 »'bich
in
it. palmy
lin club, ot Lsopy memory,
days, offered to ft* member.. And who
. great
without
them
doe. not remember
longing to live them ove# and over again?
it

hayT

New milch cow.
Claee, R. F. D. 1, Sorry.

a

camps; at the

with all the

large societies and concerts as well.
Sig. Salvatore Giordano is a protege
the

many private
upper end of the lake a
good-sized summer colony has already
up, but until now no public house
as been established.
This new inn, therefore, would seem to
fill a long-felt want. Last Monday a
group of Ellsworth people visited the inn,
its shores have been erected

festivals in the West

of

tons

pressed
UAYGiLramtca. Lamoine,
Me.

—

—

Ellw

worth. t»s acres, with shore front,dtreU
1
ing and outbuildings: good well. Komar*
Uculars apply to F. L. Mason, Ellsworth.

MPOSn^R^-An'o^oortanUy^ls^offered

stant demand for

2?

T^LACE^Nso? month of Colon river, in

Krtant

GI
BOY

cfl'l,,?,*
*£*

Tn

MeL

3W, NORTH PKNOBSCOT.

Highland grange

boat weona-mr. ioo*
i». h«,ra. with t hor,«. 2
Kr»o* engine, cushion*
lights, anchor
road. elc. Hull and engine
ftrat-clud
ditton. Can be seen by applying to Fean**
* *•
Loed. Ellsworth.

Motor

MARIAVILLE, 441.

Mariaville grange met Saturday evening,
with the usual attendance. Two degree*
and
were conferred upon one candidate,
two application* were filed. The program
was omitted.

to hear him in his home state.

glad

jfor Salt.

among tlj* <&rangrr8.

purity of the tenor.
Prank Holding is, without doubt, the
greatest violinist Maine has produced to
He will be remembered some eight
date.
a member of the oryears ago, as being
chestra. Since then he has devoted bis
time to study with the greatest teachers
He returned to New York
of Enrope.
this season s full-fledged artist, and has
met with Instant fa tor from all critica and
musicians. Mr. Holding is sure of a warm
welcome from his many friends, who will
be

'ICurrtisrmnua

JRjfatrttantinU*

one

ising pupils v.
1 predict
Mr. Meek is gifted with

season.

Director-in-Chtef William R. Chapman
tae announced hie complete list of artiste

,

of the few prombo have come to me this
for him a greet future."

“Mr. Meek is

said:

l.AR STTAR—MME. RAPPOLD AGAIN

or

where be secured a position with the Edison Electric Co., »nd it wss not until hi*
twentieth year, that he decided to take up
music seriously.
He went to Enrope,
where be studied with Frank King Clark,
later going to Sig. Lombardi. In speaking of Mr. Meek's voice, Big. Lombardi

INN.

BUILDING

PULL

AND

Laundry Doing

a

EQUIPMENT

good paying Bumnes«

MUST BE SOLD AT ONCE
To Settle

an

Evtate.

Enquire of OOLBY QETOHELL
Waterville, Me.
Telephone 517-13,

Wm. O. EMERY
TITLES
ELLSWORTH,

af*IH«

aearchta made and abetracl*
and copies furnished on shor
notice, and at KMMUK'
OFFICE*

MORRISON, JOY & CO. BLOCK,
STATE

Tiii>>m. m-j.

STREET.
f- *■

,w

(J(J L
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MT. DESERT FERRY.
Ham. of Portland, is at F. L.

uuuv'fl

Prof. Van Moch, who
Henry’s point.

owns

lur

1,1,SWORTH

r.

K A 1,1,8.

cottage at

a

Percy 8. Moore and family were home
from Veasie to spend Thursday.

abbtrtiaramtis

hancwk point.
Mia« Beatrice Keeney, of Saugertiea, is
guest of the Maxwells at their cottage.

a
Maynard C. Gray, aged seventeen years,
West Brooksville, son of Mrs.
Leon G. Flood was home from Bangor
Douglas Milne, of Scarsdale, N. Y., R.
summer.
Lillian Gray, formerly of this town, was to spend the Fourth with his
8. and Theodore Appleby, of Asbury Park,
Colby'* lor the
parents.
Wilkinson, of Rockport, recently graduated from
N. J., are among the students at the
the manual
f eroy Haslarn and wife are
Mn Edith
spending the Inn who are
with her brother. £. ». Jellison, training school in New London, Conn., week at
preparing for Princeton.
M„« is
j
Hayside,
guests of O. L. Stuart
with high honors, having been awarded and
Carl Holmquist is at the Grant cottage. j
wife.
lor the summer.
j
Mrs. Laura the first prize of $10 for excellence in me- j
E. Hapwortb and
H
Eugene Whitaker and family have
ot Btr Harbor, were guests at chanical drawing and second prize of $5 j moved here from
LIST.
McFarland,
Brewer, where they have
for skill in electricity and magnetism. I
Sunday.
Carter’s
been
Augustus
living several years.
The manager of a Urge electric plant in I
and
daughter
Jellison
Beth,
Ernest i.yman, of Bargor, was down
Ellsworth Fort.
Mrs. Carrie
at V.. W. Jelliaon’a, Deep River, Conn., visited the school a fen f
v
Ar July 5, sch Melissa Trask, New York, [
who have been isiiing
days before the graduation, looking tor a I Sunday, spending the day with O. L. coal.C
W Grindal
lor
their
bume
Tuesday
leave
Stew8ft and wife at Bayaide.
aipeot to
Sid July 9. sch Nellie Grant, Salem, lumber, ^
young man, and before he left engaged j
Harbor.
,j
,t Tenant's
Maynard to work in the electrical depart ! Charles Fernaid and family, of Cherry- Whitcomb, Haynes A Co
here.
1. L. ment of
The Fourth passed quietly
his factory. Maynard has disfield, were here over the Fourth with Mr.
BORN.
wile entartained a lew of
Crabtree aud
played remarkable mechanical ability. In Fernald’s parents, William Fernald and
*
ami relatives at the shore

9. W.

Mrs.

native of

a

We’re

Cleaning Up

^MARINE

their friends

«‘bounteous dinner
time.
All report a good
July S.

was

where

served.
c-

_

CARTER-CARTER.
wedding of Vincent

M. Carter,
and Oarrrls Iformerly ot Ellsworib,
took place at the
Carter, of Bar Harbor,
Mr. and
„ome of the groom’s parents,
at Monnt Desert
Mrs. Augustin M. Cartsr,
The

times be constructed a handsome electric reading lamp with stained
glass dome
and all the
appurUnces,^hicb would cost
|2S in a store. He will get good pay and
a first-class chance to advance.
•*uly 8.
Tomson.
odd

Ferry, last Saturday evening.
The parlor was prettily decorated for
bowered in
the occasion, one corner being
a Hne setting for the
green and making
ceremony. The bride was neatly gowned
in s dress of white marquisette trimmed
with all-over embroidery, and carried a
was attended
bouquet of white roses. She
sister of the groom,
by Mrs. Joseph Tufts,
While Harvard Carter, a brother, did the

__

NORTH CASTINE.
Samuel Conner, of Auburn, is visiting
relatives here.
Leonard Coombs, of Bangor, is
Wescott homestead.

a

guest at

the

wife,

Kev. William Forsythe, of Bucksport,
occupied the pulpit here Sunday morning

and

in the absence of the

regular
enjoying

peat or. Rev. O. J. Guptil, who is
his vacation during
July.
F. H. Lowell, wife and son Erdman, of
Tarry tow n, N. Y., came Sunday morning
Mr. Lowell will stay for a
week, or while
his truck is undergoing an overhauling
in the
will

Capt. Charles Devereux and family, of
Cast me, were recent visitors here.
Mrs. Josephine Slipp, of Patten, is vis-

evening

repair shop.

stop

Mrs. Lowell and

son

for several weeks.

They went to
Monday to spfeud the

North Penobscot
Mr. Lowell’s parents.
The condition of Mrs. C. J. Treworgy,
who was stricken with an apoplectic
week with

iting her brother, Duncan Dunbar.
Capt. Bennett Dunbar, who was in Cas- shock ten days ago, is improving each day.
Mr. Treworgy and family deeply appretine last winter, is at his home here.
ciate the kindness of the younger eleMrs. Phebe Wilson, of Portland, is the
ment in their refraining this year from
guest of her nephew, Capt. M. W. Grindle.
honors as beat man.
the customary noise on the
night before
Miss Martha Wescott, of Boston, came the
The wedding march waa played by Mias
Fourth, out of rdspect for Mrs. TreEleanor Carter, violiniat, accompanied by Friday to spend the summer at her old worgy.
________
both sisters to the
Lounder,

Mrs.

groom.

The ceremony was performed by Rev. P.
A. A. KiUara, of Ellsworth, who used the
single ring service, and was witnessed by
relatives and a few intimate friends.
After the ceremony, refreshments were
served, aud the occasion was somewhat
vsriegated by the use of confetti.
Mr. Carter will be remembered by many
in Ellsworth, aa he was In the agriculture!
implement business where the movingpicture theatre is now located. He and
his wife will make their home In Hancock.

home.

Arthur P. Guilford came from Owl’s
Head W’ednesday fora few days with his

family.
David M. Dodge, who

to

spend the
Fourth, returned Friday to his work in
Brewer.
came

Miss Elsie Wardwell, of Brooksville, is
visiting her grandmother, Mrs. Emma
Wardwell.

$*orltand,

Mrs. Samuel L. Bates, of
and
children, are with her mother, Mrs.
A. A. Leach.
three

guests of Mr.

Mrs. Augustas Coombs, of Castine,
visited her mother, Mrs. Mary Dunbar
Conner, last week.

Miss Eva Gerry, ot Ellsworth, is visiting ber sunt, Mrs. B. M. Bartlett.

Walter Conner, of the Salisbury Beach
life-saving station, is visiting his auct,
Mrs. Alma Perkins.

SEDGWICK.
Miles and wile
Point.

Homer

Mosely

are

at tbe

Tbe VVshlgren family, ot Boston, is occupying tbe Phillips cottage at the Point.
F. A. Holme* has purchaahed of Eugene
Carter tbe piece of land opposite the old

place

Cain

Rev. A. W
the

Smith

Mass.,

chester.

are

and

family,

of

Harbor-

side, spent the Fourth with his parents,
Frank F. Wardwell and wife.

Arnos Perkins is recovering from severe
injuries sustained by a fall from a cart,
and family, ot Win- while working on the highway.
si H. O. Young's for
A. E. Cain and wife, of Month Penob-

scot, Mrs. J. M. Snow and

season.

Miss Edith Skillings, of Boston, with a
young protege, it visiting ber uncle,
Franklin Hall.
There

Kay Wardwell

vesper service at tbe church
was rendered by
Mrs. Haroid Winchester.

Buker, of Bluebill,
C. M. Leach's.
July

Mrs Nellie Swell, with little daughter,
ot Cambridge, Mass., is
mother, Mrs. J. A. Parker.

visiting

ber

Your correspondent, with others, took
dinner the Fourth at Hiverview. Mrs.
Brtcy served s delicious six-course dinner.
Rev. E. Sanderson and family are away

recent

Mrs. E. F.
visitors at

Ed, Richardson, of Bangor, spent the

Mrs. Fred Moore and infant daughter,
of Bar Harbor, spent Saturday here with
her

parents.
Delmont G. True wort by, of West Ellaworth, spent a few days last week at
Webster Higgins’.
Forrest Moore came home from Bar Harbor Thursday night to attend the dance,

returning Friday morning.
Simeon Mayo, of Southwest Harbor,

NORTH SEDGWICK.
Mrs. Fred L. Cole spent s few days last
week with her sister, Mrs. Roy Allen.
Roy Allen made a business trip to Rockland last Monday, returning Tuesday.
Walter Carter is at work for Fred Allen,
Leroy, his brother, at George H. Al-

and

len’s.

Lawson and Gilbert Carter are
at work for George M. Allen, laying a
hardwood floor.
Charles

dinner with Frank M. Moore and

took
wife

Tuesday.

mobi le from

He

was

en

route

by

auto-

Greenville.

MOUTH OF

^

THR

K1VKK.

Mrs. Mary Betts visited her sister, Mrs.
Etta Dorr, at Bar Harbor, last week.

Pray

Miss Caro

is

ith her uncle, Joe

spending

^ernick,

Friend.

BLUE HILL FALLS.

Guy Means

from Boaton Saturday,
accompanied by hia little son.
He return* to-day.
Master Horace will remain
for the summer.
came

The little house owned and
occupied by
Mr*. Caroline Butler was burned last
week »ith a part of the contents. There

insurance.

was no

Mrs. Gupi ill, who went to Bluehill last
week to do
cooking, way taken ill and returned nome. Frank Herrick and wife
have taken her
place.
July
H.

S._’
ASHVILLE.

toroy Tracy

has

employment

a

few

oubor.

John Carpenter baa bad hie chambers

plastered.
Beautiful fireworks
IwScbieffelin cottage

were

displayed

at

the Fourth.
John Tracy, who ia
employed at Bar
Hsrbor, spent Sunday with his family
sere.

Hsrry Hill, wife and daughter Louise,
‘pent Friday in
Prospect Harbor at Mrs.
Hill's former home.
Mrs. Jettison, ol
ot her

omatl,

the past week.

Mrs. Cora Pinkbam and
Harry Weeks,
Bangor, were guests of E. A. Hanna
*“<1 wile on the
Fourth.
Lewis Martin, ot
a short
“I

Belfast, paid

bis

old

home

bertrude Martin returned
him.

Jul>'

8‘

recently. Miss
Belfast with

to

Phoebe.

WEST BROOKSV1LLE.
Harry M. Tapley purchased a pair of
heavy team-horses in Belfast last week.
Mrs. HallieH.
Hawes, o{ West SornerVl

e.

Mass.,

is at

summer.

the Hawes house for the

Horace Mills snd wife, of Arlington,
»re visiting hiu
parents, E. E. Mills

»ad

wife.

Blodgett
uwnwith

Bros,
a

‘hade trees.

going through
machine spraying apple
are

the
and

J ;eorge McVey and family, of Nor-

t\eng

gueats of Capt.
and wife for the summer.

Mrs.

James

■

are

H. Jones, two

George

and
0( Hrookline,
Mass., arrived
8
busy to spend the summe. at the Jones
sons

as*6r’

homestead.
Lapt. Rand,

fitting horses tor nsra won increase
the grain ration but not the hay.
Horses sre very fond of variety, and fussing always pays in the better condition
and greater usefulness of the horse.
In

their master’s voice—
The sheep
ia
there is no doubt about that; but it
do
more important to know what they
in
when they hear it—whether they flee
tear or come with expectancy.
know

like other animala, are creatures
habit, and should always he handled by
move
the same attendant, who should
and give notice of his
among them gently
by speaking to the flock.

ghcep,

Sorrento, has been the
granddaughter, Mr«. C. O.

guest

L°

[From farm Journal.I

of

approach
Take

care

that

none

of the soapy water

Capt. F. N. Closson, with qiother and
Bartlett’s
family, enjoyed a fine ride
Island in his power-boat. At the island
they were guests of Irving Closson and

for

Southport, arrived

Wad-

pupils

sent out after

are

having had the most meagre instruction
from incompetent instructors, to nurse in
private families for money, eighty per
cent, of which is returned to the school
They

receive

no

bedside in-

treasury.
struction nor are they under the direction
of skilled and competent teachers.
The chief of the bureau of health, in his
report to the director of health and charities

of

that it is
allow

the
an

Philadelphia,
imposition on

this class of

profession,
connected

as

the

with

says: “1 feel
the pifblic to

nurses to practice their
following circumstances

these

cases

of

typhoid

prove conclusively to my mind that
these nurses are not properly trained to
be intrusted with the noble work of nursing the sick.”
fever

fed the
from the house gets into the milk
The graduates of this school are not
bowel
Almost sure to cause
hogs.
accepted by the American National Red
troubles.
Croas society, nor the nursing corps of the
GrountfOats, wheat bran and a little oil- army and navy; they are not admitted to
clover
or
alfalfa
the directory for nurses connected *with j
meal, together with some
from beoorn- the
college of physicians, Philadelphia,
hay, will keep the brood sowyi
nor are they recognised by the Pennsyling feverish.
take it vania state board of examiners for regisIf a young pig becomes chilled,
it in warn water tration ol^purses.
to the house and plunge
This Information is given for the reason
hand) several
(as hot a%you can bear your
warm flannel and
that poor and ambitious young women,
times, and then wrap in
attracted by the advantages set forth in
put in a warm place.
the free advertisements inserted in the
to
storms
the
in
out
Don’t let the cows
newspapers all over the country, with
doesn't
pay.
stsndaround. It
effort travel long distances to attend
great
It ia best to reduce the milk producing this school, in the hope of becoming
and
cow will dry
food, so that a mature
trained nurses, only to find, after entering,
before calvrest for a month to six weeks
that they are giving their time and work
ing.
to an institution which does not educate
cow is of a peculiar
and equip them for the profession of nursThe first milk of the
as a
character-called colostrum-acting
ing.
the bowels of the
purgative, and this pats
condition.
working
Fair Widow—Yes, I’ve made up my
young calf In perfect
miud that when I die I shall be cremated,
“would
Gallant Captain
as my husband was.
“Lady,” said Meandering Mike,“Do
you
of soap?”
Lady, please don’t talk so. Consider bow
you lend me a cake
“Yea m.
much better it would be, in your case, to
ioean to tell me you want soap?”
1 wlht
an
Me partner's got the hiccups,
er
cross out the C!”
|
to scare him.'
—

_

of

—

—

•

•
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great discounts

It will pay you well to

j

these offer-

j

investigate
ings.

Suits,

etc.

Ask

how you

expense, and

j

see

3

us

3

them—or trade with

by mail

■

3

at

Bangor

can come to
our

3

if it’s easier.

i

i

1

i

Benson & Miller,

:
t

H-H-m,ll,,Hlll"l M I 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 li

I

I I I I

Bangor,

Maine,

3

I 1 I | | .| 1

I I

I

j

:

Do Yhw Tmm

^FreckleZ

ANDREWS—At Salem, Mass, June 24, Fannie
3, wife of Augustus H Andrews.
BOYNTON—At Southwest Harbor, July 8,
Frederic G Boynton, aged 61
vears, 3
months, 15 days.
CLAY—At Bluehill, July 4, Mrs Eliza A Clav.
aged 64 years, 9 months n days.
COUSINS—Al. Ellsworth, July 4. Laforrest
Cousins, aged 20 years.
CUNNINGHAM-At Bluehill, July 8, Harvey
G Cunningham.
DARLING—At Franklin, June 27, Leta A, infant daughter of Mr and Mrs Julius A Darling, aged 27 days.
HALEY
At Bar Harbor, July 7, Patrick
Haley, aged 67 years.
HERSOM—At Bar Harbor, July 7, Thomas G
Hersom.
HIGGINS—At West Eden. July 7, Capt Nathan Higgins, aged SO years.
PAGE—At Eastbrook. July 7, Mrs Ralph Page.
At Swan’s Island, July 7, Mrs
STAPLES
Ellen Staples, aged 75 years, 6 months.
SMITH—At Swan’s Island, July 5, Mrs Doku
A Smith, aged 56 years, 8 months.
WATSON—At Sauk Rapids, Minn, June 20,
Judson W Watson, a native of Hancock,
aged 80 years.

one need
worry you.
Wilson's Freckle Cream, is a sure
and simple way to keep the beauty
a healthy shin.
f the sun's rays have already done the
Tak
off the tar,
mischief—never mind.
the freckles
soothe the sunburn, and **“""*'
with the beautifying

NEITHER

FRECKLE

Wilson’s

^

j.

Cream

Price 50c and fl .00 at all druggists, or direct,
postpaid from The Wilson Freckle Cream Company. of Charleston, S- C.
Wilson’s Freckle Cream is perfectly harm-1
less: will not grow hair, and Its faithful use.
In connection with Wilson’s Fair Skin Soap,
will make and keep your complexion pure,
soft and lovely.
If it fails we absolutely guarantee to
Ask for the
refund your money.
genuine—Wilson’s Freckle Cream.

—

acumisnnmta.

^
*?

It is no bleaching process—to t ike the life outof the skin, ^restores its health *fnd beauty,
giving to every complexion, dark or fa-r, a
S
transparent clearness and a natural glow.

—

E. Q. MOORE,

Druggist,

Ellsworth, Maine.

Roots

summer.

Mrs. Grace Fullerton and daughter Mildred spent the Fourth in Bar Harbor, the
guests of her brother, who is there in his
vessel, the schooner Winchester.

as

;

CARTER—CARTER—At Mt Desert Ferry,
July 6, by Rev P A A Killam, Mrs Carrie I
Carter, of Bar Harbor, to Vincent M Carter,
of Hancock, formerly of Ellsworth.
KING-RANDEL-At
Belfast, July 5, by
Rev Wm Vaughan. Miss Bertha M King, of
Franklin, to James A Handel, of Belfast.
MANN—BOARDMAN—At Bucksport, July 2,
by Rev Thomas Whiteside, Miss Nellie
Frances Mann, of Bucksport, to Harold
Sherburne Boardman, of Orono.
PETTINGILL-WARREN
At Ellsworth,
July 6, by Rev P A A Killam, Miss Lucretia
A Pettingill to Walter P Warren, both of
Ellsworth.
OSGOOD—ALLEY—At Dedham, June 29. by
H P Burrill, esq, Mrs Emma S Osgood, of
Dedham, to John N Alley, of Holden.

expects to leave for Bar Harbor this week

this school

Piece Goods

*j

weeks

schools for nurses, and as most of them
Angie Cfcndage was home Sunday.
pose as beneficent and charitable instituHarry Conary has moved to the D. P.« tions, these advertisements are inserted
free of charge.
Friend place.
The visitor of the Pennsylvania state
A. B. Conary is home from Bucksport,
board of charities in a report states conwhere he spent lsst week.
cerning one of these “schools”. “NothingMrs. Edith Candage and Rosetta Briggs
to be seen worth reporting. No indication
have opened ice-cream parlors for the
of lessons or instruction. Your visitor
summer.
cannot commend this institution;” and
Mrs. A. P. Nevins has a tine automobile. in a lelter sayrf: “This last places this
Russell Parker, of Ellsworth, is her this institution under the head of those
chauffeur.
we condemn absolutely in our printed reUhumbs.
J aly 8.
port.”
______
It is advisable that the public sbould
With The Live Stock.
know that the young women who enter

Bar

at

MARRIED.

at

wife.
Floyd Hamilton aud wife
sre keeping bouse
during their absence.
Melbourne A. Marks,
Melbourne A.
A WORD OF CAUTION.
R. h. Sargern and family, of Washington, D. L\, are gueala of Mr. Sargent'a Marks, jr., wife acd family and a friend
arri%'ed at Frank Marks’ for a short visit All Tralnlug Schools for Nurses are
aunt, Mrs. Emerson, at Twin Oaks cottage.
Not to be Relied Upon.
Friday, coming from Boston in an autoMrs. Lillie Soper and
ot
Wbitfamily,
mobile.
The newspapers of the smaller towns
mtn, Mass., are spending a fnw weeks
A.
throughout the country are frequently
July 8.
Sith .Mrs. Soper’s mother, Mrs. M. E.
solicited to insert reading advertisements
vacation.

on >

J

«jJ

;

below real value.

■

Bayside.
Mrs. Susie Pray, with daughter Doris,

for the

Woolens

Spring

DIED.

Maddocks spent the Fourth at Bar
Harbor with h?r sisters, Mrs. Moore and
Mrs. Perry.
Rath

Quality goodg going
now at

•,
phonzo.i
OKAY—At8outh Brooksville, July 5, to Mr J
and Mrs Jasper S Gray, a daughter.
%
GREGORY—At Phillips Beach, Mass, July 6,
to Mr and Mrs Franklin Edward
Gregory, a
daughter.
TAYLOR—At Sedgwick, June 27, to Mr and
Mrs Howard Taylor, a daughter. [Bernice
Eva.]
THOMPSON—At Stonington, July 2, to Mr
and Mrs Michael L Thompson, a son.

week-end at home.'

w

«■_L.

was t

Snndsy evening. A solo

were

NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Mrs. Inez Smith spent Sunday at West
Ellsworth.

BILLINGS—At Deer Isle, June 26, to Mr and
Mrs Arthur Billings, a daughter.
DAVIS—At Deer Isle, June SO, to Mr and Mrs
J R Davis, a daughter.
FRAZIER—At Trenton, July 8, to Mr and Mrs
Alphonzo Frazier, a son. [Harold Al-

j Summer Goods

:

Barks Herbs
That have great medicinal power, are
raised to their highest efficiency, for
purifyipg and enriching the blood, as
they are combined in Hood’s Sarsa-

parilla.
40.366 testimonials received by actual

Hood’s

;
l

Sarsaparilla

!

Be

sure

Get ft today In usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs.

[

all requirements
of the pure food law.
Call and see the “Thorobred”
mixer in operation.

X
V

500

off

on

$4.

New Location Manning Blk.
Office Day : FRIDAY
Bangor Office : 12 Grove St.

ELECTRICAL
Ful

WIRINC.

Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Estimates

on

AND FIXTURES.
Wlrisf uu4 Supplies Cheerfully

ANDREW M.
Estey Building. State S

Gttcu

MOOR.
Ellsworth

..

Suit

in shape to wear?
clean and press it.

me

All

Kinds

of

If not. let

Repairing.

DAVID FRIEND.
Mato Street,.Ellsworth

Hebron Academy
Founded

Hebron,
For girls ami

boys.

1804.

Main©.
Semi for

catalogue

T

proportion

T

Ellsworth.

?

THE—
k ON YOUR

I EYES

CLARION.

It is wisdom to consult an optomexist of experience and standing,
[t will save your eyes and prevent
From
your making a bad bargain.

glasses,

are

hi

a

J. P. ELDRIDGE,

very best

Sdence.

We

supply glasses

absolutely
in any ease

A. Allen

Ellsworth.

Main Street,

position

to

course

to

[

con-

j

You can consult us with

take.

range or a fur-

“Clarion”, it is

to meet every requirement
by the Wood Bishop CoH
Bangor. Sold by

eighteen years’ experience in eyesight testing and the fitting of corwe

a

a

sure

>ur

rect

Whether it's

nace—i£ it is
Made

Automobile
Service

refuse to i
that does

Optical Co., By

the

Day

or

Hour.

APPLY AT

28 Main Street, Bangor, Me.
Telephone 200.

P.,W. Alley’s Livery Stable,
Franklin st, Ellsworth.

I PLUM BI NG,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

Prafraaiona! tarfia.

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

X\LICE

Twenty Years’ Experience.

IS YOUR

Summer

♦

♦ i» i ♦ nnnumn

not need them.

Dr.H.W.OSGOOD

buyer and seller.

Others in

H. P. CARTER.

: Main St.
i

$3,50

and

♦

?1

SATURDAY SALES

«*«»•
weeks

some

id vise as to the

HOlz, Baker.

^

These are just suggestions of what I am offering in other lines—
Groceries, Boots and Shoes, Clothing for men and boys.
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Doing what?
bread
Holz’s
cream
“New Process” made with Lynn
Human
Superior Machinery.
hands do not come in contact
with the mixture; therefore it is
more sanitary -as well as a better
product. Every loaf wrapped in
germ-proof paper when hot, and

High Living

6c per lb.
Corn, Meal and Cracked Corn, 81.72 per bag.
Cocoa (Runkel Bros), 'j tt>, 20c;'■* lb, 10c.

Sugar

>

Everybody’s
Doing it!

f

of

by making your purchases at my store in the Joy building.
For instance, you can buy

>

to take

in two years.

count

YOU OSU1

Reduce the Cost

9.
Telephone
Personal attention to all de*
or mall orders promptly attended to.

SCOTT

H.

SPECIALTY MADE OF

!

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
v. Telephone 5-5.

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of Portland, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Dru*
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

! MRS- JULIA A
IRA B. HAGAN, Jr.,
SURRY,
EAST

Civil Engineer,
Land Surveyor.
CsfTOSMdmct Solicit**.

ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.

CHATTO

MAINE.

AGENT POE

! PREVENTION OF

CRUELTY TO

CHILDREN.

P. 0 Box 7.
1

/

|

r

COUNTY NEWS.

He

John G. Allen and wife, of Wintfcrop,
Mass., are with Mrs. Allen’s mother, Mrs.
Julia A. Dyer.
Dr. G. A. Patten and wife are spending
their vacation with Mrs. Patten’s mother,
Mrs. Lydia Smith.

spending

the

a

summer

teacher in Boston,
with her cousin,

Mrs. Frank Smith, at Mrs. Amanda Simpson’9.

home and other friends of Mrs.
Johnson are grieved to hear
that she suffered a second shock of paralysis on Saturday.
The

Henrietta

being made by the pastor,
to raise money to put
metal ceiling in the union meeting-hoaac.
one of the oldest churches in this section,
and a landmark for miles around. The
necessity for a new ceiling is manifest.
Efforts

Rev.

are

Wood,

Mr.

decidedly quiet; the
only excitment was a hold-up under the
mountain. Frank Smith, with the evening mail, in spite of all the rule9 concerning the perference given to “Uncle Sam’s”
mails, was delayed by two moose, who
took the right-of-way.
Fourth of

July

The

was

follows:

Welcome....... Arthur Urann, Merle Kenney.
Phyllis Havey, Rena Urann. Dorothy
Wilbur, Flora Havey and Elsie Joy
School
Bong.
As Usual. Arthur Urann
The Robin.Rena Urann

Song.School
Shopping.Phyllis Havey
Winter and Summer.Joseph Urann
Message of the Flowers.Elsie Joy
Song.School
The Boys We Need.Merle Kenney
Put Down One and Carry One.
Dorothy Wilbur
Bong .School
Anxious Mother.Florice Havey
Sunny Susie.Elsie Joy
Evening song.Two boys and two girls
Busy Bees.Melvin Havey
Making Box.••••Annie Martin
Song.Dorothy Wilbur. Rena Urann
The Child in the Glass.Jessie Havey
Little Kitiy.Ruth Martin
School
Song.
Golden Keys
Phyllis Havey,
Florice Havey, Elsie Joy
.Rena Urann
Closing address..
a

Pupils perfect

Rena
Havey,

attendance:

Phyllis Havey, Florice
Melvin Havey, Merle Kenney and Arthur
Urann.
H.
July 8.
Urann,

SULLIVAN HARBOR.
Dr. Chandler, of Boston, has opened his
summer home, “Dalkeith.”

House,” Dwight Braman’s-sumresidence, is opened for the season.
Bessie L'arleton was a recent guest of
her sister, Mrs. Dallas Ashe, in Gouldsboro.
“Manor

mer

Richard Martin and daughter Elizabeth,
Mil bridge, spent the Fourth at C. H.

of

Preble's.

dent^of

this

Whiting, Mrs. Childs
daughters, of Waltham, Mass.,

and

two

are

at C.

summer.

Harry B. Meynell, of Cambridge, Mass.,
was a week-end guest of his father, James
Meynell. He returned to Boston Sunday-

place, and

where they

have

been

guests

Cleaves.
Guests at

Pine Brook farm

Robertson and family, of
Mass., and Charles and Edward
Newton, Mass.

B^con,

of

C. A. Stinson gave

in honor of her

Mrs. Dunell has been In town a few weeks,
and left Friday, to the regret of many admiring friends here.
Rev.

H. H. Saunderson and wife, of
Cambridge, Mass., have arrived for the
season.
Mr. Saunderson will preach for
the Liberal Christian society alternate
Sundays afternoon and evening, and Rev.
E. F. Wood for the Methodist service.

This community
not

surprised,

to

was

saddened, though

learn

of the

death of

Mrs. Helen (Preble) Foster, which occurred Monday, July 1, at Pasadena, Cal.
She was the only child of the late Moses
Henry and Mary Jane Preble, and was a
favorite with old and young.
Some

eight

years ago she was married to
Frank Foster, of Bar Harbor, and went to

California for a home, which she enjoyed
very much till her health failed. For the
last two or three years she had been an invalid, confined to a wheel chair, but

bright,

cheerful

and

hopefnl.

She

brave fight for life, and to the last
felt sure of her recovery. Until the very
Last, she anticipated her return to her
early home hereto see her motherland her
early friends.
He husband, with her body, is on the
•way here. She will be buried beside her
father at York Hill cemetery.
Funeral
services will be held at her .early home
here, conducted by Rev. H. H. Saunderson, who married them.
Mrs. Preble and her sister, Miss Hodgkins, have the sympathy of hosts of
friends.
H.
July 8.
made

a

NORTH SULLIVAN.
iUbert Murray was in Ellsworth Saturon business.
In the notice of the death of James

menHey worth, published last week,
tion was made of the relatives besides the
foster-parents, William Wooster and w ife.
no

Happiest Girl in Lincoln.
A Lincoln, Neb., girl writes: “I had
been ailing for some time with chronic
beconstipation and stomach trouble. I and
Stomach
gan taking Chamberlain’s
was
able
1
in
three
and
days
Liver Tablets
I am the
to be up and got right along.
such a
proudest girl in Lincoln to find
all dealers.
sale
For
by
medicine.
£ood

from Boston, where
the pasL four or

is home

Sidney Treat and children and
Hassell, uf Malden, Mass., are

Miss Hazel
here for

The

the

summer.

and

hotels

summer

cottages

are

weather is

rapidly filling now, as the hot
driving people from the cities.

John Lynch, of Boston, and William
and wife, of Atlantic, were guests of
Mrs. A. A. Gross over the Fourth.

in

Burns

week.

Beatrice Pickering has returned from
Stonington, where she has been visiting
her sister, Mrs. Pbilih W. Small.

who has been visit-

McFarland,

Notwithstanding the heat,

the citizens

this town showed great enthusiasm in
their patriotic celebration of the Fourth.

Mrs. Mary R. Butler, who has spent the
winter in Brunswick, Dr. Harris Taylor
znd wife, of New York, Clarence Manning, of Philadelphia, Pa., aud Miss A. H.
Pybas, of Scranton, are at the Butler home

of

for the

surrounding towns and villages was present during the entire day.
At 9 o'clock the parade started on
Church street. The procession was headed
by A. A. Gross, the marshal, and the Stonington band. There was a long line of

July

on the principal
prettily decorated with flags

street*
and

^UMAC.

EASTBROOK.
Harold Kingman>nd wife have gone to
Northeast Harbor for the summer.

were

banting.

A

large crowd from

Mrs. Ralph Page, who has been ill a
time with consumption, died Sunday.
She leaves a husband, five children, an

Some of the most comic of the
teams

aged father and mother and several brothShe was the daughter of
ers and sisters.
Washington Abbott and wife.

the

were

pond.
Clemmons,
Camp Penob*oot, came first,
and Roy Joyoe second. This was followed by a potato race, won by Master
Harold Carman, of South Deer Isle. Then
a baseball game was called between Deer
Isle and Stonington, in which Stonington
of

Gem.
_

WEST STONINGTON.
Rockland

horse.

Gott, who had a serious operation
performed last week, is seriously ill.
Ezra

was

victorious.

At 12

served

the

o’clock

ladies’
its

fleh dinner at

a

aid society
rooms.

At 1

the square,
Hon. E. P.
was the winner of this.
Mrs. Mary Weldon, of Everett, Mass., Spofford
At 3 o’clock a game was called between
is spending a few weeks with her parents,
Deer Isle and Camp Penobscot boys, Deer
J. A. Hamblen and wife.
Isle losing, 6-3. There was dancing in the
Mrs. Ernest Perry and daughters Clara town hall
during the afternoon. At 5.3C
and Thelma,
of Sorrento, are visiting
the ladies' aid aqciety served supper in iti
Josiah Stinson and wife.
rooms.
These meals served by the ladiet
Mrs. Elmer Calley and daughter Leah were thoroughly enjoyed, and their good
went to Bar Harbor Tuesday, returning cooking and nice manner of serving wen
the same day accompanied by Mrs. Rosie highly complimented.
At 9 o'clock there were fire works, folPerry and two little daughters.
Mum.
lowed by a grand ball lasting till the earl;
July 5.
hours of the morning.
SOUTH HANCOCK.
July 8.
Rex.
there

by

a

launch

race.

_

CAPE ROZIER.

Word has been received here of the
death on J one 20 at Saak Rapids, Minn.,
of Judson W. Watson, a native of Hancock, aged eighty years. He had been in
failing health for about two years.
Mr. Watson left Maine for Minnesota
about fifty years ago, locating after
a

Norman Gray has employment at Ialesboro.

Stanley

Gray

is

working (or Orrin

Wentworth.
William Dyer, who has been seriously
is better.

ill,

con-

ducted a general merchandise business.
Later he engaged in banking. He became
interested in many business enterprises,

Alvarado
is

repairing

Gray

has

employed

a

diver and

hia weir.

Meiburn Dorr, of Boston, is visiting his
grandmother, Mrs. Martha Mitchell.

and accumulated

a competency.
He retired from active business some years ago.
He leaves, besides a widow, two daughters —Mrs. E. G. Allen and Miss Florence,
and one son —Richard; also one brother—
Frank M., of New York.

a

Fred Blake, of New Haven, is spending
few days with his parents, John Blake

and wife.

price.preferred

this tobacco.
If _you try the
sample we will
send you free, you will see why.
mail the coupon.
nave

i

George Dyer and wife, of Isleaboro,
spent the Fourth with his mother, Mrs.
B. H. Dyer.

few

July

Miss Ruby Hooper, of East Franklin, is
working at Jack McGregor’s.

6.

Q.

waa

served.

July

1.

INDIAN POINT.

pleasing event recently in this place
daughters Lotie was a surprise party at “Uncle Toma’
visit to her par- Cabin”, given by relativea and friends
from Bar Harbor to Postmaster

Gladys Hooper has returned from B. H. Higgins and T. C. Higgins, a native
the Bangor hospital, where she was suc- of this place but now a merchant of Bar
Harbor, in honor of the sixty-fourth
cessfully operated upon for appendicitis.
H.
Julyl.
Miss

_____

Sprains require careful treatment. Keep
juiet and apply Chamberlain’s Liniment
freely, it will remove the soreness and
juickiy restore the parts to a healthy coalition. For sale by all dealers.

j

What Makds a Woman?
One hundred and twenty pounds, more or
less, of bone and muscles don't make a woman.
It's a good foundation.
Put into it
health and strength and she may rule a kingdom. Bat that's Just what Electric Bitters
give her. Thousands bless them for overcoming fainting anddlssy spells and fordlspelling
weakness, nervousness, backache and tired,
listless, worn-oat feeling. "Electric Bitters
have done me s world of good,” writes Elisa
Pool, Depew, Okla., "and I thank you, wltn
all mv heart, for making such a good medicine.” Only SOc. Guaranteed by all dealera.

of

Boston,

is the

guest

George Pitts left

Mrs. L. A. Clark.

this week to Join the
survey at Block island.
Miss Lora Thurston, a teacher at Porto
Rico, is hnma for the summer.

Miss Rena Reed bas gone to work at
hotel Dirigo, Southwest Harbor.

are

Rena Lunt

is

employed

at

Manset for

Robert McGrifHe and Annie McKensie
borne from Colby college.
Ralph Thurlow Is in Bangor vialting his
sister, Mrs. Horace B. Haskell.

W. A. Clark, ar., came home Sunday, it
being the end of the year in government
work.

Mise Ethel Thurlow ie employed at
Northeaet Harbor for the summer.

Gilbert L. D. Leonard, of New York, is
visiting his cousin, A. A. Pomroy. Mr.
Leonard left here a boy thirty-nine years
ago, when hia father. Orange Leonard,
moved to South Carolina.* Mr. Leonard,
ar., and hia wife hare been dead several
years.
July »•
__

Mr. sud Mrs. Shaw, of Waabington, D.
the gueste of Mrs. Samuel Goes.

C., are

Granville Barbour, of Eaat Boeton- is
a
couple of weeks at hi* old

spending
home.

The graduates of the Stonington high
wen; on a trip to Portland
and Boston, report a Sue time.

_Thelma.

school, who

OCEAN VILLK.
Mrs. Freda Hatch ia vieiting her parent*
at Detroit.

Mra. Stephen Barbour, who is in poor
health, has gone (0 Hebron to canitarium.
Capt. Barbour accompanied her.

Miss Schmieder, who has been in France
several years, is occupying her cottage
here.

Jardine and wife, who have been in
the winter, are here again.
Mr. Jardine ie employed at the Settlement
quarry.
Capt. Reuben Cousins has his motor
yacht, Dorothy M., in fine order, with a
new engine.
He will take out excursion
parties.
L.

Virginia for

Mies E. C. Blowey, of New York, came
Tuesday to spend the summer at “Owa

Lodge”.
Henry Buckminster
cation

with

is

spending

hia

va-

his

Mrs.
Bister,
Walter
He is accompanied by friends
from Lewiston.

Stanley,
July

6.

Galen C. Noyes and Miss Lillian May,
who were married in Attleboro, Mess.,
June 22, will, after their wedding trip,
make their home here.

A.
_

BASS HARBOR.
E. F. Moore, of Portland, ia visiting relatives here.
Cora Berry, who has employment in the
Waltham watch factory, is borne on a vacation.

Haverford, Penn., who
the

There is

at

Sunset for

an

epidemic

Ora
of

measles in

For summer diarrhoea in children always give Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
Diarrhoea Remedy and cantor oil, and
a speedy cure is certain.
For sale by all
dealer*.

8CRHY
Fannie 8., wife of Augo-tu- H. Andrews, died at her home in 8a!, m, Man..
June 24. Mr*. Andrew a was born in Sorry,
the daughter of the late Newell and Saraii

lFloyd) Treworgy.

Ann

She had Seen in

poor health for about two year* Betide*
her husband, she laavea on, son-Hernrotberbert C., of Oakland, Cal., anil
HemssN. Treworgy, ol Ellsworth. The
funeral was bald at ber Isle home June 31
Rev. Frederick W. Bins, of ibe First Baptist church, officiating. Tin ions* *•*
lilted with friends, snd beautiful rto«*n
The burial »•*11
were in abundance.
Waterside cemetery, Merbieb-a t

NORTH DEEK IF'
evenin*
Tbs sociable last Wedm- lay
suoumt.

was a

George Knight arrived bow* Sunday
from Boston, quite ill.
Miss Leah Spofford baa been viaiting
Mias Grace Lowe

a

tew days.
and

Arthur Haviland, wile
Atlantic city, N. J., have
cottage here.

July

ol
their

»on.

o)iened

^

1.
home

from

occupied

by»

Mont ford Haskell arrived
New York Sunday.
The White

cottage ia

family from MaaaacbusettArtbur Haviland, wife and son
from Atlantic City, N. J., last
for F'*
Capt. Delaaont Torrey will sail
*■

on

Froat went to Bar Harbor Monday

business.

Orburn

Frcet, Pearl Froat

EGYPT.
Mr*. Lula Weat Jordan closed
tul term ol school last week.

i

a

niece*-

Coomb*, ol Bangor,
with his family bare.
Mr*. Carl Stratton, of Hancock,
ber mother, Mrs. Mary G. Weat.lait

tM

and

Ralph

week-end

Master Barton 8oammon -pent
day* at Hancock last week with hi*
Mrs. Fink P. Goodwin.

Mail Carriers Will Fly.
This is an age of great discoveries. Progrides on the sir. Boon we may see
Uncle Barn's mail carriers flying in all directions, transporting mail. People, take a
wonderful interest in a discovery that benefit* them.
That'a why Dr. King's New Discovery lor Ooughs, Colds and other throat
and lung diaeaaea is the most popular medicine in America. “It cured ma of a dreadful
cough," writea Mrs. J, P. Davis, Btlckney
Corner. Me, “niter doctor’s treatment and nfl
other remedira had failed." For coughs,
colds or any bronehical aflection It’a unequaled. Price 50c and tlJM. Trial bottle
fsse at nil Druggists.

»«“■
*

■'

«*

Mrs. Hutchins, Mrs. Wlnterbothiia«
ill
Mrs. Hardison, who have been
y

long time,
their

ress

H

8._

Hold*

C. Jordan went to Bar Harbor Saturday to visit his son Joseph.
Luther Garland, of Utis, was a guest at
the home of G. A. Frost and wife Sunday.
Mrs. Bertha Richardson, of Bangor,
visited her uncle, John Jordan, last week.
Daniel Young and wife, of Otis, visited
Mrs. Young s father, Frank Froat, Sunday.
N.

;

L
week In the schooner
himWhitmore. Mr*. Torrey will go with

_Nihil.

—..

quite

lit

Mr*. Julia Stuart, with ber two Will
cbitdren, of Corea, is spending Ibe sumMr-. <Jeorg« A
mer with her mother,
Uarr,
9.
July 8.

July
MARLA VXLLE.

Herman Farlev has had eight cases
in his family,'live ill at the same time.
July 1X. Y. Z.

and

are

summer.

July 1.

Standard Oil Co.’s tank boat Deliverer wa* here twice last week with

gasoline.

Foster, who have been peelm* hark,
borne.

Capt. Stephen Sellers with his sloop
Marian, is employed by S. B. Knowlton to
take out the boys from his school at York this

The

A Sustaining Diet.
These are the enervating days when, aa
somebody bas said, men drop by the sunstroke as If the Day of Fire bad dawned.
They are fraught with danger to people whose
system# are poorly austatnedi aud this leads
us to say, in the interest of the less robust
of
our readers, that the full effect of Hood’s
is
such
as
to suggest the proSarsparilla
priety of calling this medicine something besides a blood-purifier and tonic—nay, a sustaining diet. It mmkea it much easier to bear
the heat, assures refreshing sleep, and will
witbont any doubt avert much sickness at
this time of year.—Adel.

A

Judkins,

coast

here.

Regulates the bowels, promotes easy, natural
bctio*. and cures constipation—Doan’s Regulets. Ask your druggist for them. 25 cents a
yox.—Advt.

Charles

of Reuel B. Judkins.

WEST TRKMONT.

town.

here and

STON1SGTON.
Mis. A. A. Frink is visiting friends st
North Hsvan.

Harding.

Sargent recently visited her
The cottage at Highfaead is finished and
son, Nathan Bunker, in Eastbrook.
the owner, Mr. Bowlker, has taken possesLuther Smith,
wife
and
daughter sion. Mrs. Bowlker, who is in Europe,
Therma, of Steuben, were recent guests will come later.
Mrs. Sarah

Mrs. Sybil Stanley and
Edna have been on a
ents at Stanley’s Point.

COUNTY NEWS.

birth. A line dinner
The birthday cake, presented
by Mrs. Setb Harding, waa decorated with
the oames, “Bennie and Tom’’. A delicious fish chowder was served. A poem
composed and read by Mrs. r. C. Higgins,
of Bar Harbor, was much appreciated.
aniversarv of tbeir

Mrs.

Arthur Howard was quite badly injured
in the hand by the explosion of a giant
fire cracker.

SOUTH GOULD6BORO.
a

band concert in

was a

followed

at home.

Mrs. Margaret Bunker is spending
days with her mother.

prejudice

custody of F. A. Gross and an able
assistant, the “Newly-Weds”, represented
by Fred Eaton and Mr. Henderschot, and

also served refreshments.

be

5 cents,
you. It is the
in
the
which
makes
saving
package
possible the
For 37 years hard-to-please smokers

comic

a grand disother
certain
dusky couples, whose
bungalow on
it was hard to discover.
the Fourth. About 200 people were pres- identity
Nest on the program was the marathon
ent from the adjoining towns.
They race around the
In this Mr.
mill

where

only

“pickaninny team”, under

fireworks at tbeir

Rapids,

A

the

K. Thayer and wife gave

few years at Saak

^^^smoke it.

and Nellie B. Haskell.

long

to

to

Star team, whose points were represented
by Missee Hazel Greenlaw, Clermont
Knowiton, Merle Small, Kachel Haskell

Mrs. Cora Kingman iajiome from Carl
Butler's, where she has been working.

Ji*ly

costs

of various characters. The prettiest of these were the daisy chariot of
Helen
Mias
Mrs. Thomas Gray and
Haskett, the teams of Misses Dorothy Lufkin and Hazel Marshall, and the Eastern

the week of the Fourth.

play of

It

the

teams

Q. Blake and wife, of Bar Harbor, are spending a few days here.
George Newey and wife were in town
Simeon

judge tobacco is

Mayo’s Cut Plug
but don’t let that

The bouses and stores

summer.
_

to

fancy package makes it cost more but doesn’t make it
taste any better. You can’t buy a sweeter, richer, more
delicious smoke than

FOURTH OF JULY.

Milliken and wife.

7.

The way

M iss Brets Haskell is home from t visit
to Boston. She has just closed a successful term of school in Winter Harbor.

Henry Milliken, wife and two children,
Enfield, were recent guests of H. C.

and

day

Haxry Towers ahd
guests of Mrs. E. 8.

months.

DEATH OF JUD0ON W. WATSON.
OBITUAKY.

are

employed

been

Mrs.

Rev. S. P.

a delightful tea
sister, Mrs. O. H. Dunell,
of Cambridge, Mass., on Wednesday.

Mrs.

five

George Hamblen, who is employed at
Townsend, Sullivan, spent Tuesday and Wednesday

are

Boston,

of

he has

•ently.

Mrs. Ellen
of Mrs.

short

Mrs. P. A. Keegal and son, of Los
Angeles, Cal., are guests of Mrs. Fred

past
Miss Alice Butler, of New York, visited
jer grandmother, Mrs. M. R. Butler, re-

of

a

Powers.

w'hooping

employed

ng her sister, Mrs. Sherman
bas returned to Boston.

the

ot

Calumet, ia at home for

Clyde Smith

has been at home the

Achorn,

I

Norman Powers and

wife,

Sinclair, who has been very ill of
►carlet fever, is much improved.
Mrs. Pearl Miles and two children are
risiting relatives at Steep Falls. |

Carrie

are

stay.

Leon

.Mrs.

Merle have

son

Richardson,

A.

Ed.

Capt.
schooner

in town.

Montreal,

H

Greenlsw.

of

who is

Miss Kills staples, of Atlantic,
ihiting friends here.

has been

Mrs. George Saunders and Mrs. Walter
are spending a week in Camden.

Johnson is employed in Bau-

Sinclair,

I

and about Boston.

Haskell

jror.

Herman

short

Hiram Libby and wife, of Warren,
guests ot E. W. Haskell and wife.

WEST HANCOCK,

cases

a

the

Mrs. E. H. Butterfield is very ill.

several

at

Mrs. E. A. Greene and

_

are

is

returned from Newark, N. Y.
Mrs. David Eaton, of East Boston, baa
opened her summer cottage here.
Mias Grace Haskell, of Everett, Mass., Is
visiting friends and relatives here.

M.

Sterling Barbour went
Georgia Lynam
Dyer have returned from Prospect Harbor, Wednesday and purchased a
and

v

and two small grandchildren who will
miss his care and devotion.

There

borne tor

I

two

K. Knowlton is visiting relatives

Karl
in

ers

night.
Mrs.

George Conant

the same to him, and he had since been
failing gradually. He leaves two broth-

J uly 8.

for

visit.

respected by

was

borne

at

is

weeks.

all who knew him. He was a hard-working, honorable citizen. Since the death of
his only child last fall, life had uot been

E.

Mrs.

H. Preble’s for the

DEER ISI.E.
Robert Hsskell

The death of Stillman Kandall in Ellsworth, June 30, was a surprise to friends
here. Although in poor health for some
time, no one realized the end was near.
Mr. Kandall was for several years a resi-

*ougb

in

for

congratulations.

Miss Vera

dosing exercises of the Sullivan
school, Mrs. Effie Baker, teacher,

were as

==S5=S=i±i=—safe======zs

and was devoted to her brothers and
other relatives, who reside in England.
George Bunker and wife. Walter Bunker
and sister Ethel and Howard Bunker and
wife, of Franklin, visited relatives in
Bangor Sunday, miking the trip by automobile.
Friends of Arthur Keif will be interested
to learn of his marriage June 20 to Miss
Josie Dyer, of Wellesley, Miss. They are
at present at Hancock Point, where Mr.
Kief is employed for Mrs. Julia B^artin
Friends extend
building a bungalow.

SCHOOL EXERCISES.
Centre

COUNTY NEWS.

brother in

one

Hose, who has been
by Arno Bowden and

sister

wife

Edward A. Smith is home from teaching
in Stamford, Conn.

Miss Clio M. Chilcott,

and

sister

a

Jay, the
tenderly cared

EAST SULLIVAN.

is

leaves

North

are

not

improving

a*

friends would like.

July

8.

CASTOR IA
For Infiuita And ChJ<ire!1

Til KM Yn Hava Always BougM

roUNTY NEWS.
|

ba* rooTetl b,a ,amily t0 bls
Harry Pert
home.

lain Bluebill, cook
Mr,. L. W.Guptlli
Hno-e’i.
„ J. U.
has his garage finished.
Hr Hugerthy
car haa arrived.
new
Hj,
of Brooksville, ia
«i93 i thel Sanborn,
.1 Mrs. U. D. line’s.

ampioyed

Small, Who baa been visiting his
W. Googine, In Steuben, is
Mrs.
,unt.
home.
a new
Arthur Pority haa purchased
Frank Day la running hla
j,v F

automobile.

other machine.
and Abble Sanderson
jjis8CJ Belle Smith
Mlaa
home from Colby.
arrived
have
the claea ode.
wrote
smith
who epent the winter in
jjr„. s. H. Cole,
and her daughter Harrietts,
Paris Me.,
are home
Who teaches in Needham, Maas.,
the summer.
and wife, with hi*
Harol i Winchester

tor

James A.

grandfather,

Dodge,

are

visiting

This I* Mr. Dodge’* natit*
rrist iv.- here.
last visited here fourteen yeera
He
pl„v
friends are glad to greet
ago. His many
him.

COUNTY NEWS.

accompanied by Mrs. Sylves-

was

ter, who
July 1.

SEDGWICK.
lather’s

be

tnrn

has

been

visiting

triends here.
C.

EAST BLCEHILL.

town

Mrs. Newell, of Bar Harbor, spent a few
days of last week with Mrs. LorLada
Farmer.

Miss Ethel White Is home from Waltham, Masa.
Miaaea Floyd Trask and Harriet Goddard, of New York, are guests at the Mil-

of

ANNUAL STATEMENT

Are You Run Down?

Swan’s Island, is in.

business.

on

A. L. Shorey is attending
school in Orono.

a

teachers’

Boott Treworgy, who has been
visiting in Brooksville, is home.
Mrs. Hannah Jordan, of Bar Harbor, is
with her aunt, Mrs. C. E. Billington,

Awaken to the Danger and Cure
the Weakened Kidneys.

Mrs.

Rev. A. W. Archibald, D. D., and wife
again at the Fiske cottage. Nearly all
the other members of the cottage colony
are established for the season.

OF THE

Vermont Mutual Fire

Insurance Co*

OF MONTPELIER VERMONT,

for the year ending December 81, 1911.
ORGANIZED 1828
Insurance in force Jan. 1,1911
$89,880,207 00
Written in 1911
32,223,290 00
....

summer

are

liken cottage.
Mrs. Fred Williamson and children and
Mra. Hartley Tufta, of Waltham, Mass.,

Withee,

Elmer

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Enffuranrr statement*.

atrorrUscmnn*

worgy returned to Bangor Sunday.
Miae Curtis will remain for a short visit.

Farnum and

Kidney sickness runs you down to
verge of collapse before you know

the

Policies terminated
year.
In force Jan.

$122,103,197 00
dnring the
26.908.816 00

1.1912.$95,194,681 00
ASSETS.
1,1912.

the

daughter
Mrs. L. Jean
January
cause.
When you seera unable to pin Deposit notes.
Thelma, daughter of William Murphy
$8,393 893 00
Real
came Saturday.
and wife, has been critically Ml for two returned to their home in Brooksville.
50 000 00
your mind to any task, your back aches Cash estate
in
bank.
deposited
71,368 97
Mr. Leighton, with wife and son, of and you cannot do an ordinary day’s Cash in office...
Mra. Sargent and daughter Louise, of weeks, a relapse following measles. Grave
200 00
receivable.
165,923 47
Bangor, are occupying Mise E, M. Adams’ fears are entertained of the little girl's Hamilton, O., is visiting his sister, Mrs. work, it is time to ask yourself this ques- Bills
Ronds.
00
10,260
Frank Jellison.
tion: “Are my kidneys working right?”
recovery.
cottage this summer.
Total assets Jan. 1. 1912.
$8,691,626 44
The
answer is in your condition.
Albert
Withee
and
wife
a
have
returned
Mrs.
C.
from
E.
Cook
has
returned
Mrs. Charles Alley and children, ot
LIABILITIES.
Sick kidneys slacken their filtering Re-insurance reserve-$53,822 43
Frankfort, are visiting Mra. Alley's sister, three-weeks' visit to her daughter, Mr*. from Bangor and are keeping house in the
work and the uric acid circulates with Losses adjusted not
Mrs. Lin wood Leach.
George Bewail, of Medford, Mass., the Ed. Withee house.
yet due.
3,610 00
mother of a second daughter, born on
Kev. Mr. Matterson, of Dixmont, is in : the blood, attacking brain, nerves, mus- I.oases reported. 8,968 70
Miss Susie Long, of Wakefield, Maas.,
Commission and brokerv
cles
and
vital
Don’t
wait
for
the
June 25.
organs.
I
town. He will supply the Methodist
and Ernest Stsnsfleld, of Springfield,
age. 12,000 00
9 500 CO
Several friends of Mrs. Mary G. Lurvey pulpit for the remainder of the year. His | serious trouble—begin using Doan’s Kid- Taxes.
Mast., came Wednesday.
87.891 18
feel
the
Pills
when
first
backache
ney
you
her with a little picnic party on family is expected soon.
Assets to protect policy holders $8 603.734 81
Gaston Dethier, wife and Mr. Bostel- surprised
/
I or first notice urinary disorders. This
her birthday one day last week. A pleas8.
Anon.
July
of
New York, with guests, will ocmaun,
$8,691,626 44
remedy has given new life and strength to
ant afternoon was spent.
SUMMARY FOB THE YEAR 1911.
cupy Prof. Pender’s cottage for the presNORm HANCOCK.
Total admitted assets. $8,691,625 44
thousands.
Mrs. l>. L. Mayo spent two weeks in
Net
ent.
surplus, not including deLeslie Tripp and wife were week-end : Proof of merit in an Ellsworth citizen’s
posit notes
Boston with her daughter Gladys, who
209,840 81
Mrs. Kichard Boardman and children, of
statement.
Losses paid in 1911..
389.426 59
guests at Nicolin.
was completing a course of music at the
Losses
8,280,164 74
E. J. Clark, Surry Road, Ellsworth, Gain inpaid since organization
Plainfield, N. J„ and Mra. S. M. Milliken
assets in 1911.
M.
B.
was home from Beal
Harbor
297.366 23
Joy
and
relatives
there
conservatory,
visiting
| Me., says: “Doan’s Kidney Pills are
and children, ot New York, are here for
F. H. & C. C. PLUMMER,
for the week-end.
at Attleboro, both returning home to en121 Exchange Street. Portland, Maine,
the summer.
an effective kidney medicine and
certainly
General Agents for the State of Maine.
Miss Grace McKenne.v has gone to Bar I cannot recommend
joy the Fourth.
R.
them too Btrongly.
July 1.
Agents wanted.
At the Methodist church, Sunday morn- Harbor, where she has employment.
Some years ago I was annoyed by attacks
NORTH LAMOINE.
Mrs. Jellison and Miss Beth Jellison of kidney complaint. There were sharp,
ing, Rev. Charles H. Cutler, of Andover,
fiartkmg.
~
Roy Smith, who has been employed in Mass., preached an interesting sermon on were recent guests of Mrs. George Pf shooting pains across the small of my
“Prayer”. Sunday morning, July 14, Rev. Cline.
Franklin, ia home.
back, and the k idney secretions were irE. E. Higgins and family spent Wed- A. B. McAlister, of the Btonington MethoForrest Fogg, wife and young son, of regular in passage* Doan’s Kidney PillB
dist church, will preach at Southwest
nesday and Thursday at Otis.
Mitlinocket, are guests of E. A. Googins had been recommended' to me, and I
Is what your money will earn if
Harbor Methodist church in the morning, and wife.
finally began their use. 1 could soon see
Edward Uilpatrick, of New Haven,
invested in shares of the
and at Manset at 2 p. m., in exchange with
were helping me, and I conthat
they
Mrs. Charles Googins, son Merle and
Conn., la here tor the summer,
Rev. George O. Richardson.
Mrs. J. D. Springer spent the Fourth tinued taking them until I was better in
Mise Eunice Coggins spent several days
Southwest Harbor celebrated the Fourth with friends in Franklin.
every way. Since then I have used Doan’s
laat week with Capt. Fred Hodgkins and
in a pleasant way, with no mishaps or
Kidney Pills occasionally, and the best of
Miss Gertrude Carroll, who has been
A NEW SERIES
wife on bis yacht, Zaraiel, cruising along
results have always followed.”
special sensations. A good-sized crowd
Mrs. Effie Googins, was called
the coast as far as Rockland and Camden,
visiting
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents. is now open. Shares, 81 each; monthly pay
watched the various races and other diverhome by the serious illness of her father.
and np Penobscot hay as far as Belfast.
merits, 81 per share.
sions arranged by the busy committee.
Fo8ter-Miiburn Co., Buffalo, New York,
Anon.
Y.
July 8.
July 8.
The Methodist aid society furnished dinner
sole agents for the United States.
have

..

________

_

juiyi-

_-

REACH ROAD.
from PhilHenry Harding la at home
lips-Exeter academy.
for two weeks
Lester Grent is at home
Alden.
from the steamer Betty

Smith and wite,
H. O.

Bee. Arthur Warren

with her parents, are occupying
Young'- house for the season.

George Roberta and wife arrived this
spend July with Mrs. Roberts’

week to

mother, Mr*. Mary Schiliiuger.
Imogens Grant cloaed ;her school in
Albion Isst week, and left Monday for the
summer term of school at the University
of Maine.
Mrs. Nellie Swett, of Cambridge, Mass.,
brought her little daughter Dorothy Saturday to spend the summer with her
mother, Mrs. F. D. Parker.
Mrs. Abbie Hyard
two-weeks’ visit with

ha*

returned from

her

son

a

Carl'and

daughter, Mr*. Bessie Wltbee, in Connecticut. Mrs. Withee and two children
came home with her for the summer.
M. E.
July 8.

6

%

Hisvortli Loan and Buildioc Ass'n.

The band was Very liberal
with stirring music. A ball game- in the
afternoon was a rather tame affair, the
Beal Harbor team defeating Southwest
Harbor. In the evening the Seal Harbor
dramatic companv presented their play at
Masonic hall, and a dance followed.
Spray.
July 8.
and supper.

PARTRIDGE COVE.
A. H. Mears is at home tor

short time.

a

Francis Eaton, who has been at Northeast

Harbor,

is borne.

James Walton and son Willieapent Sunat Joseph Carter’s.

day

Mrs. Alice Burkhart entertained
friends Saturday evening.

a

no

Miss Lena King is at home for the

W. F. Hutchings, of Gouldsboro,
here with his family over the Fourth.

neighborhood picnic

A

grove

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Miss Susie Over has
trip to Portland.

Kingston

E. A.

Mass.,

are

and

wife,

the
Fourth.

Mass., are occupying their summer home.
Watson Young and wife and Mr. Banks,
of Webster City, Iowa, are guests of rela-

a

Melrose,

of

the

guests of the W. F. Bruce’s.

you

can

borrow

t,u

your

will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
will

Attention! Butchers and Farmers
You will get highest cash market price for
cow and beef hides, calfskins, horsehldes and
sheep pelts by selling direct to the tannery
and cutting out dealers’ profits. We offer to
return all consignments free of expense, if
prices allowed are not entirely satisfactory.
The Bernard Tannery, Whltefleld, N. H.

PAY RENT

when

shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthl>
payments ana interest together

YOU CANNOT STANS TO LOSE

held in

was
on

was

T. Whitaker and wife, of Everett,

A.

returned from

the town hall

near

WHY

other.

sum-

mer.

few

Mrs. Joseph Leighton and two children
are spending a few days with her mother,
Mrs. William Emery.
Hubbard.
July 8.

Remember the name—Doan’s-and take

LAMOINE.

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

particulars Inquire of
O. W. TAPtEY, Sec’y,
First|Nat’i;Bank_ Bldg,

A. W. Kino. President.

Urgal ^oticr*.

tives here.

_

The Misses Given, of Philadelphia,
at “Allenhurst” for the summer.

CROOK UN.

GOTra ISLAND.

Mrs. Johanns Dority returned |to East
Boston Tuesday.

M. V. Babbidge was at Atlantic and
Swan’s Island Wednesday, calling on old
friends.

Luetta

Mi

Bridges|bas employment

at

Mis» Cole's sumroer.hotel.
Mi'S Edith Cousins, of Boston, is visiting her parents, C. C. CcMsains and wife.
John Allen and wife, *of Brookline,
few
are at the Policy cottage for a
Ms
—

.,

weeks.

Charles. Staples has purchased Arthur
automobile.
Mr. Dority has a

Harbor, is home.
Miss Mary Sparks,

wee-.8

for the
of

New York, has

July

5.

__Chips.

marriage

Hon. William Morris and wife and
William Morris, jr., and family, of New
York, are at tneir cottage at Haven for the

of their

Capt.

the

Frances,
on Tues-

Nellie

for

Harold Sherburne Board man
at Bucksport. Mr. and Mrs.

day, July 2,

Oct. 1, at Orono. Capt. Mann and
family were former residents here. AH

congratulation.
_

BIRCH HARBOR.

Mrs. Edward Farnsworth andflittle son
George went to Lewiston Saturday. They
ha
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. E.
Farnsworth.
John Blake and family came from their
in Bedford, Mass., In their automobile last week. They will spend the
summer at Htven.
horm

Charles Wakefield and wife and Thomas

and daughter spent
last week at Sprague’s Falls.
W. O. Lindsey, of Steuben, visited his
M. H. Winslow,

mother here last
Edmond

w

ife

week.

by the death of
brother, Albert W. Marks.
last

week

Brooklin

had

very little

Fourth, with
In the morning there

q me

noi**.

their

a sane

was a

parade of horribles which was followed by different contests, in the after-

as

spent several days here last week with

Sargent’s brother, Anton Bunker.
July 8._C.

Mrs.

an

object

leav-

showing how
so delightfully

lesson in

_._

from

SURRY.

Southwest Harbor.
Mm. Bragg was called home from Port*
land by the illness of her brother, Heman
Gott. who is severely ill of typhoid fever.
Miss Ida Norwood is bis nurse.
P. M.
July 8.

exciting game of baseball between
Bargentvllfts and Brooklin was enjoyed.

usual.

an old house can be made
Mr. and Mrs. VanNess and
attractive.
their charming daughter dispensed a
generous hospitality. Miss Genevieve
Cole and Miss Gladys Hutchings, of the
village, and Miss Margaret Wood, of West
Gouldsboro, helped serve.
C.
July 8.

M’KINLEY.

here

few weeks

and is

Sargent and wife, of Franklin,

Forbes, of Hom.*rville, Maas., and ^Irs.
George Lopaus, Miss Helen and Master
The train mail commenced July 1,
Earlr Lopaus of New York, ‘were called ing at 8.45 and arriving about noon

a

The happiest occasion for the summer
was the
home-coming reception to the
neighborhood given by Rev. and Mrs.
Thomas VanNess, of Boston, on the afterTheir home, so delightnoon of July 5.
fully situated, was the old Johns estate,

C.

8.

summer.

a

observed

concert in the

July

F. F. Larrabee. of Washburn, joined
his wife and son here for a few days, making the trip from Aroostook in his automobile.

Board man will be at home to their friends

Join
July

and

Cole’s house

Dr.

after

in

Eddie

summer.

The newspaper
uniform
rate for advertising space, and is satis*

as

no

Children’s

evening.
K.

8.

H.

iJailroabs anfi Steamboats.

&fcbcrttsnnntt*c

Eastern Steamship

Miss Margaret Wood, of West Gouldsboro, was a recent guest of her aunt, Mrs.
George W.‘ Allen.
Mrs. Alzina Cate and A. S. Locke, of
Waltham, Mass., are at M. C. Stanley’s

and

announcing

daughter,

taken

are

which has

for several weeks.

EAST SURRY.
Mrs. Alden H. Mann,

have

sons

/led to take what it can get for it, is a
Sunday
day eheap advertising medium, and the adat the church. There was an appropriate vertiser need expect nothing but cheap
and family, of Phila- Bermon and special music in the morning, results.—Law re nee burg (Ind.) Press.
was

Mrs/Frank Wakefield and children have
gone to Steuben with Mrs. Joan Wakefield,

arrived at “Old Farm” accompanied by
Miss Bowkerand Miss Miller.

to

in town.

Mrs. Cbarlena Lowe, who has been the
guest of Mrs. H*rJlj Frecthey, has returned to her home at Dser isle.

Rev. C. E. Bronson

delphia,

Bar

Cards have been received from

Harold liracy and wife returned to
Avon. M les., Saturday, after spending two

mer.

Hannah

Dority'a

new car.

Ernest Paine and family, of Providence,
R. I., are at C. C. Hutchings’ for the sum-

E. Joyce, who has been
visiting her brother, Capt. A. J. Gott, at
Mrs.

Dr. H G. Hodgkins,
wife fand
Herbert and Harold, of Waterville,
here for the summer.

are

Mabelle

Miss

Clark

visiting

is

in

Bernard.
Mrs.

j

Martena

Treworgy

son and
spent the

aud

Florence Curtis, of Bangor,
Fourth with their parents.

Corporation.

|

Bar Harbor and Boston $4.75
One Way. $8.50 Bound

Long Hair?

Sedgwick and Boston $4.00
One Way. $7.00 Bound
Trip.

here to help you.
Ayer’s Hair Vigor is a great
aid" to nature in producing
just the kind of hair you desire. Do not be afraid to
No danger of its coluse it.
oring your hair. The ingredients are all given on each
label, thus enabling your
doctor to wisely advise you
concerning its use. Consult
him freely.
He knows.
we

are

Undo

t > the

J.

C.

AYER CO.. Lowell.

Steamer J. T. Morse leaves Bar Harbor 2 00
dally except Monday for Seal Harbor,
irtheast Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Stonlngton, North Haven and Rockland, connecting
with steamer for Boston.
Steamer Booth bay leaves Bluehlll 1 CO p m
daily except Monday for South Bluehlll, llrooklln, Deer isle, Sargeutvllle, Dark Harbor and
Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.
Steamer Catherine leaves Sedgwick 3 00 p m
for Herrick’s Landing, South BrookavlUe, Eggemoggln, Dlrlgo and Rockland, connecting with
steamer for Boston.
RETURNING
Turbine Steel Steamship Belfast or
Camden
Leaves Boston 5p m dally except Sunday
for Rockland, connecting with steamer leaving
Rockland, ft.15 a m. dally except Monday for Bar
Harbor. Bluehlll, Sedgwick and Intermediate
landings. K. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. M. Hkrkick, Agent, Hluehlll.
E. J. Eaton, Agent, Sedgwick.

Lm

Mum

Mrs. Tre-

noon an

Store 11 to 12

In

A ball

at

favor of Brooklin.
1. O. O. F. halt in the
given
evening, with music by Weeks’ orchestra,
of Kockland.
Une Femme.
July 8.
was

SOUTH BLUE MILL.

Edgar Bowden has gone to Bangor to
learn the plumbing trade.
Albert Uott, of Woburn, Mass., is
•pending the summer at his home here.
Eugene Johnson is visiting his aunt,
Mra. Wallace Hiuckley, in Brooksville.

BAR

MICHEUN
Quick Detachable
Clincher

Mrs. William Eaton and children, of
are guests of Mrs. Sarah Eaton.
Mrs. W. J. Johnson and daughter
Frances are visiting her parents at Seavilie.
the

guests of Oscar Bowden and

Waukeag (Sullivan ferry )

Hanctck’..
Franklin Road.
Washington Junction.
Ellsworth.
Ellsworth Falls.
Nicolin.
Green Lake.
Phillips Lake.i
Edgery’s Mills.
Holden.
Brewer Junction.
Bangor.ar

t7

00

PM

wife and children, of
N. H., have opened their cotseason.

**90

*4 35
:8 40 *5 00
t3 471 5 07
5
5 19
.i f5 28
J4 111 5 35
.1
5 40
6 00
6 12
f8 20
f6 23
6 27
6 44
J5 10 *6 50
PM
AM
f9 25 *12 50

«6
*7
*7
*8
*9

J6

56

25

AM

PM

..

.1.

40'..
00
00
§5 20.

39,.

..

*9

50

9

57

..I.
§6 05.

10.j.
....

.It 11

0C

10 21
e 10 25
elO S8
el0 46
elO 53

6 12
6 16.
8 23;.
f6 32,§10 00
6 39 lo 07
6 47 10 12
f7 00 f 10 25
f7 08 10 34
f7 14 flO 41

11 07
11 12
fll 25
11 34
fll 41
.!..
ell 00 11 48 f7 20 10 41
ell 18 12 M
7 37 il 08
*11 25 ri2 15 §7 42 §11 15

PM
AM
*3 45
t5 55
9 00
t9 05 .| *5 15 *7 00
..
115 35
f7 40
| f5 80i
pm
amam

AM

1T4 60
118 30
f5

PM
AM
§12 20 *3 45
§3 40.
§8 40 *7 00

30|.I......

pm

or on

AM'
PM
AM
30
t3 20 t5 10 §8 00
36.
5 1C
8 07
5 35
10 56 .!
8 27
59,.!•♦-•*• 18 30
Edgery’s Mills...1. ...... flO
fll 03. f5 42 f8 34
f6 42
Phillips Lake.
6 50
11 121. f5 5<
8 42
Green
fll 21. f6 00
8 51
7 00
Nicolin.
6 12
7 12. 11 86|.
9 05
Ellsworth Falls.
6 18
9 11
8 65
7 18 ITU 16 11 43j 4 21
Ellsworth.
11 521 4 83! (6 24 f9 18
7 25
Washington Junction .....
......
12
02
16
82
9 26
Franklin Road.
AM

Bangor 1...IV
Brewer Junction.• ..
Holden.

Mrs. Oscar Bowden.
Clifton Day, wife and two children, of
Somerville, Maas., are guests of his
bother, Mrs. Charles Ferrln.

aU*d’6e**m*»

M 15 *2 05
-1 25
12 15
*1 40 f2 50;
*2 00
f3 10
*3 00 ||f4 10

PM

Boston
Boston

Harvey Friend, wife and two children,
°f
Button, Maas., are visiting his sister,

„T*S"**J*

Sundays
PM

PM

P M | P M I A M
I P M
PM
PM
PM
[PM
New York. .lv 1.|. +8 00 +8 00 GO 50.GO 50
9 10
via Dover.i.1 +8 00 t8 55.
9 00
*10 00 *10 00 .tlO 0€ GO 00
via Portsmouth
Portland.lv G 20 *1 20 ^6 20 116 20 G1 00 G2 45 *1 20 12 60

Harry Hamilton,

Insect Bite Costs Leg*
A Boston man lost bis
leg from the bite of
two years before. To avert such
from stings and bites of insects
Arnica Salve promptly to bill
*®d prevent inflammation, swell*
and pain. Heals
burns, boils, ulcers,
c®ta, bruises. Only 26 cents at

05
45

11 52
7 07
7 15 fll 55
f7 22
12 15
7 80
12 22
7 87
7 42 fl2 27
17 65 f 12 4©
8 04 fl2 49
f8 11 fl2 57
18 14
8 18 fl 05
1 24
8 38
f8 46 fl 30

am

William Eaton, of Boston, spent s few*
days recently with his mother, Mrs. Sarah
Raton, before going to Ellsworth, where
Be has
employment.
R- E.
Sylvester, sr„ spent a few days in
Brookline, Mass., last week. On his re-

til
fll

PM

notice to conductor. § Sundays only, e Stops only to leave passenf Stops
signal
n Except Monday.
‘Daily, Sundays ingers from east of Washington Junction Sundays,
cluded. t Dally, except Saturday. || Sundays leave Bar Harbor 4.15 p m.
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

Harriet Cushing.

tage for the

Sullivan.
Mt Desert Ferry.

on

Ralph Mayo, of Boston, is visiting his
•isters, Mrs. Melvin Henderson and Mrs.

Greenville,

AM

.I +8 4h
Manset
'8 50
8outtawe.tH.rbor.
Northeast Harbor.,.! t9 06
T9 25
Seal Harbor.
t8 10 tlO 50
Bar Harbor.
Sorrento. 110 30

Portland.ar I fS 25
Boston via Dover.ar ’8 55
Boston via Portsmouth...ar
New York.ar | H5 85

Clarence Friend and wife, of Brockton,
are

HARBOR TO BANGOR.
AM

Bwton

wife.

Schedule in Effect June 24, 1012.

atOrrtiBrmtnta.

*5 60

AM
*6 10
6 16
6 36

AM

111015 tlO
18

Lake.!.

1.1

Hancock..

No Tools Req

IN STOCI
& Macnme Works,’
Ellsworth FoundrySTREET.
WATER

Waukeag (Sullivan ferry).

7 18
25
60

ar
*7
Mt Desert Ferry.
Sullivan..... t7
t*
Hancock Point.
Sorrento. t8
*8
ar
Bar Harbor.
Seal Harbor. *8
Northeast Harbor. *9
Southwest Harbor .. *9
Manset. *9
f Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.

Sunday.

*

.,111188

««.
4C
12 14 4 50 6 42
fl2 20 t5 00 fS 5C

9 85
9 38

§5 86
5 40

6 58
f6 04
f6 12
16 21
6 34
6 40

f6 47
6 56
7 05
7 08
§7 15

i’ll 45
§9 45
.,G2 46 jl2 45(.•
10 .!tl2 05 tl 10 t5 15.§10 00
20 tl 20 t5
25
fl
10
t7
§10 10 §7 35
.j *12 40 t2 00 r5 25;
45 t7 4C §10 45 §8 05
15
56
*1 30. *6 25j *8 86. §8 55
*1 50. r8 4«| *8 W
15
§9 15
*2 10
*7 00; t9 0C. §9 30
80
96 .i *2 05
f6 651 t9
§9 85
*
Daily, Sundays included, t Daily, except

Daily, except Monday. § Sundays only.

WHEREAS

Ernest
rpHE subscriber,
in the state

Trip.
Blueliill and Boston $4.50 One
Way. $8.00 Bound Trip.

And you would like long
hair? Rich, heavy hair?
Beautiful, luxuriant hair?
That is perfectly natural, and

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Charles A. Stone, of Surry,
county of Hancock. State of Maine, by
his mortgage deed dated the 26th day of November, a. d. 1907, and recorded in the registry
of deeds for said Hancock county, in book 445,
to
the undersigned,
page 204, conveyed
Phronia L. Hagerthy, of Ellsworth, county of
Hancock, State of Maine, a certain lot or parcel of land with all buildings thereon, situate
in said Surry, on both sides of the county
road leading from Bluehill to Ellsworth,
bounded southerly by Union river bay; westerly by land of M. D. Cbatto; northerly by
land of the Jarvis heirs and easterly by land
of D. W. Winchester, and being the same
to the said Charles A. Stone
premises deeded
by Fanny C. Davis, July 18, 1906, and recorded
in the Hancock counly registry of deeds m
vol. 432, page 180; and whereas the condition
of said mortgage has been and now remains
broken, this notice is therefore,' hereby ^given
for the purpose of foreclosing the same as rePhronia L. Hagerthy,
quired by law.
By her attorney Edmond J. Walsh.
Ellsworth, Maine, June 29, 1912.

0f|.

WALDKON,
General Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice-President & General Manager.
Portland, Maine.

G. Adams, of Wor-

of Massachusetts,
X cester,
hereby gives notice that he has been duly
appointed executor of the last will and testa-

ment of
JANE R. WITHERLE, late of CASTINE,
in the county of Hancock deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. Said subscriber not
residing in the State of Maine, has appointed
Anna C. Witberle, of Castine, in the county of
Hancock and State of Maine, whose address i»
Castine, Maine, his agent for the purposes
specified in section 43, chapter 66 of the
of Maine.
All persons
revised
statutes
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Ernest G. Adams. "ZZ
July 3,1912.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
JOSEPH G. WALKER, late of SWAN’S

THE

ISLAND,
in

the county

of

Hancock, deceased, and
All perthe estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imOlive E. Walker.
mediately.
Swan’s Island, May 14,1912.

given bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against

rriHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
X he has been duly appointed administrator, C. T. A., of the estate of
ANNIE G. DAVIS, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons bavins
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired t-o preseut the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Charles B. Pineo.
Bar Harbor, June 20, 1912.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
8EWALL GRAY, late of PENOBSCOT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs.
All persons
aving demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
S. B. Condox.
Penobscot, June 20,1912.

THE

given

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
ROWLAND A. MILLS, late of CA8TINE,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Ina V. Cressey.
Glenburn, Me., June20.1912.

THE

subsonber

gives notice that

nereby
he has been duly appointed
THE
of the last will and testament of

executor

JOHN W. LEIGHTON, late of BUCKSPORT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imPearl H. Wardwell.
mediately.
Bucksport, June 20, 1912.

2ttn.crt:snnnil8.

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ellsworth to support and
for those who
HAVING
need assistance
the
five
care

next
may
daring
llsworth, I
years and are legal residents
forbid all persons trusting them on my acconut, as there is plenty of room and accomodations to care for them at the City Farm
bouse.
M. J. Drcmmky

H. D.

WEAR ml

'I

,/•*

RUBBERS
Thi, Winter

! Annie E. Gray Gets

E&bbrrtsnnntts.
I

«■—

“Be Sure You’re Right,” etc.
in

pranks

transposing

play?

figures your

for

Now dismiss them from your mind
then try to recall them.
and
minute,
How easily you wonder whether it wasn’t
“1648,” or “1456,” or “6248!”
for

example.
a

but

are

an

disturbed; they

Mrs. Vera G. Holt.

not

merely

an

of the person thus
consume (instead of

caller;

and

they burden

the

with

Another

a

issues

previous

in tbia

July 9,

office would be closed at 8 p. m. on
lor the second count in the voting

Accordingly at ".30 o’clock p. m.,
tbe judges took possession ot the ballotbox and promptly started the count. The

annoy-

They
needlessly
save) the
Telephone

by Messrs. McGown
out ot
town), assisted by the editor and a
representative ot the Publishers Music
Co.
Many thousand votes came to tbe polls
during the last day, and during the count
it seemed that lher» would be ,a tie, or
nearly so, as there'were several ladies who
apparently had about the same amount of
auditing

and

999 instances oat of 1000 you will get the correct
connection.
»

The New England Telephone and Telegraph
Company is one link In the chain of the great “Ball
System”, and in the states of Maine. New Hampshire, Vermont and Massachusetts is-connected
with 420,000 telephones.

done

was

Dunleavy (Mr. Tapley being

coupons.
The winner shown below observed that
tbe bonus votes were what counted, and
voted every possible vote so that she
should secure the extra votes as specified
in our bonus offer.
The contest promises to be very lively,

she

nobody

wbo

will be tbe winner of the

priae,

aa

can

lady

the

position

Everard
on

Noyes, of East Sullivan,

is in

business.

Charlotte Wilbur is here from
Northeast Harbor, visiting relatives.
Miss Katherine Banker is visiting her
sister, Mrs. H. L. Springer, at Foxcroft.
Little

Miss

Gilley,

Foss

and

Music
March

at Bar Harbor last week.

Hazel Bragdon, who left Friday
for Oakland, is with Mrs, Henry French.

Prayer

Miss

The

on

plauded.

Mamie Blaisdell visited her sister,

Mrs. Lena

the

stage where were seated
the assistant. Miss
with town officials.
The stage
was a bower of cedar with flags and bunting, and pennants lettered F. H. 8. in class
colors, pink and silver. The class motto,
“Thus ends our first lesson,” was over
the front of the stage.
The following
well-rendered program was frequently ap-

Principal
Haycock,

FRANKLIN.
town

clam marched to

Music

Salutatory.Hester Ann Clarke
Oration....Everard Arlington Wentworth
Cla«« WiU.Edna Mae Clarke
Piano Solo, Napeli-Ethelbert Serin,
Evelyn Elizabeth Dwelley
Class History.Josie Vicola Abbott

ladies’ aid society will meet with
W. Blaisdell Tuesday after-

jVlrs, John
noon.

Misses Geneva and Marjorie Bragdon
Hancock Point for the
are employed at

.*.Theodora Woodworth

season.

-Prophecy...... rtazvi Lorens Clarke

say

who is

lying

capital
back

on

laurels may make a complete surprise
to all and take awey the honors as well as
tbe tWO Obermeyer A Sons piano.
We thank all contestants lor the result*
they have obtained, and any information
her

supply
gladly render,
which the

with any accuracy

and

we can

by

ot Th* American it

announced that the ballot box

contest.

double

centre aisle

25,426
13.100

10.735
O.5,5

Marcia Beilatty.
5.1T5
10 Mr*. James L. Floyd.
8,960
11 Bessie A. Haines
9.075
12 'Helen Cousin*...
13 Nallle Trewergy.v...*.*.750
^O®*
14 Christina Doyle.
9^®®
15 Marion Donnell.

In

reason

COUNTY NEWS.

75
1,700
2.3TO

25,350
11,400

7 Mrs. Barrv Maddocks...
8 Gertrude Dorigan...

has been

operating expense.
why the directory should
be consulted is found in fact that telephone
numbers oceassionally are changed.
If you take pains to ascertain the correct number desired, and then pronounce it distinctly, in
Company

6

28,275

without
as

we

partiality
are

we

will

interested in

candidate.
Tbe voting contest is well on its way,
and the ballot-box will be opened only
once more before the close, and as well as
making this special count for the contestants we make another special prize of
$10.00 in Gold
every

to be awarded

on

July

30 to the contest-

increase between the secondhand third counts. Bemember it goes to tbe one who makes the
greatest increase, and not to the one having the largest grand total, which gives
all an equal chance.
Try hard and win this last special prize
we offer, and you will be in a good position to make tbe high vote on tbe piano
Count about tbe middle of August.
The following bonus offer will continue
and remain unchanged up to July 30. at
6 p. m.; so take advantage of this splendid
ant

receiving the greatest

opportunity

to

secure

votes:

j

13,100

l.1*®
250
^O®0
l.060

tfili
no

longer

a

Magic

raa

ke this contest

a

big

success are as

fol-

E Moore, J A McGown, J P Eldridge, C H Leland, 8 K Whiting, 8 P,
E G Moore, E F Robinson, H C Auatir. A
Co, H P Weecott, Smith A Hsgertby.
Remember to have your triends trade
with merchant* wbo are giving coupons.
Remember tbe next prize of flO In gold
lows:

A

goes to the one who makes tbe
number of votes.

greatest

10 years

new

subscriptions,

30 years

new

subscriptions,

dollars’# cash

purchase.

Those who don’t fully understand the
rule* and regulations ot Ibis contest can
call at this ofHce, or write ns, and we will
be pleased logo over the proposition with
them.

Remember to have your friends trade
with merchants giving coupons. Tbeir
advertisements appesr in this issue in
connection with

our

offer.

At the bead of this column is the result
the second count; also the previous
standing ol the first fifteen contestsnts.
The other contestants in tbeir order are:

The Following Merchants Give Valuable Prizes and Coupons.
!

j

21

27
2$

Annie Jordan.5(1

28

Carrie P.

30

Mrs. Minnie McFarland.#.....50
Louise Alley.50
Mrs. Geo. Wl Whiting.50
Mildred I Moore.50
Winnie F Falls.26

23
24
26
28

31
32

...

PRIZE:

VALVE, fS.GO
DONATED BY

Estey.50

Combination Manicure, and Toilet Set.
VALUE, fUt
DONATED BY

A. E. Moore,

Dry and Fancy Goods, Milli-;

E. G.

We

give
cash

25-vote coupon with each fl.00
Aak lor coupons.

a

We give

purchase.

|

|

c**b

25-vote coupon with
pwrebme.
Ask/

a

DIAMOND RING.

c

;oh *1.00

:

coupon*.

VALUE,

DONATED BY

DONATED BY

J. A. McGown,
Harnesses, Boots and Shoes.

E. F. Robinson,

We give a 25-vote coupon with each fl.00
Aak tor coupons.
cash purchase.

We give a 26-vote coupon with ra :h fl.flO
cavb purebate.
Aak for ccupona.

JEWELER,
a

OIL STOVE,

PRIZE:

PRIZE:

VALUE, fS.OO

fl

DONATED BY

I J. P. Eldridge,

H. C. Austin & Co.

Plumbing. Heating, Stoves.
fVe give
cash

Furniture and Undertaking.
We give

25-vote coupon with each fl.00
Aak (or coupons.

a

caah

purchase.

To be announced. VALUE, fS.OO. PRIZE:

PRIZE:

25-vote coupon with each p.CO
Aak lor coupon*.

a

purchase.

CARVING SET.

H. F. Wescott,

C. H. Leland,
Confectionery, Periodicals,

HARDWARE.
We give

25-rote coupon with each fl.00
Aak lor coupons.

a

caah

cash.purchase.

—-!---

PRIZE:

|

BA REEL FLOUR. VALUE, |6.00
DONATED BY

a

25* vote

coupon with each fl.00

e^ph purchase, except grain and sugar.
Aak for coupons.

a

an

indication

or some
soon de-

serious sickness that will
velop unless the right remedy is used.
There is one sure, safe remedy for
Dyspepsia, Biliousness, Siek Headache, Constipation aud Colds in the
first stages.
The True “L. F”, Atwood's Medicine, used and proved for over 60 years.
Here is one of the proofs:
“I owe my existence here the

VALUE P2-

Smith &
I
;

Hagerthy.

Clothing and Men's
Furnishings.
We give

a

25-vote coupon with

purch^ae.

earn

Aak lor

fl.00

coupon*.

SAVED HER

Common Kxprewilon.

usually

25-vote coupon with each fl-W
Aak for coupon*.

purchaee.'

PRIZEf SUIT OK CLOTHES.

caah

“AILING”
Is
and is

*

DONATED BY

S. K. Whiting, S. P.
GROCERIES, MEATS.
We give

VALUE, fo.00

DONATED BY

DONATED BY

Wc give

ft. Round Pedestal fable.

VALUE, P»

DONATED BY

i

Moore,

DRUGGIST.

Myrtle Monaghan.1,425 —-Ruth Treworgy....200
VALUE, fS.OO PRIZE:
Mary Holmes...125 PRIZE: PU SH ROBE.
Heleu Shute.
125
Hazel Giles.
.......125
Bessie L. Patten.100
Lena G. Camber ....78
Frances heed*.,.80
Cbsrlotte Whitcomb..50

22

»

To be announced.

PRIZE:

nery, Boots and Shoes.

16 Anna Clark Salisbury....3,475
17 Mrs. Frank E. Gray......1,575
18

»n
which will be furu!*hed you,
30,000 votes 30.00 !I sealenvelope
it and put seme in ballot box. Thu
Results aa to I will give every one a fair and * nare deal.

INSTRUCTIONS

.....—.---1-

ot

18

con-

are voting for, plare your caah for subscriptions, together with your coupons.in

12,500 votes 15.00

8.

suspended during

JSesnre you know whom vou «regom.
to vote for before coming to the ballot
bo*
as the editor or any other
person
wlU not give you any information on
th,
subject. The keys of the ballot bo* ,h,u
be in poeaessioo ol the
awarding
tee during the contest.
Contest to run not leas than as
day*
Closing of contest will be announced 25
in
advance
ol
days
dosing. The right t«
postpone date of closing is reserved it
sufficient cause should occur.
The contest shall dose on a
day which
will he announced later. Ten day.
pm*,
to dosing contest, the Judge* win
Mn_
lock
or
seal ballot box and take sainfully
to a bank, where the as me wit] be
iat
place where voting can be done during
business boon; and locked in a vault at
night until clots of conteet, w hen the
Judges will Uks charge and count the
votes and announce the nam-aof the ladiet
winning in their tarn.
The last ten days til voting must be
done in a sealed bo* at the bank, if
you
do not wish anyone to know whom
you

New Bobecrlptions, 800 votes.| 1-50
Renewals, 500 votes... 1-50
Renewals,
1.50
more t ban one year,800 votes
Back Subscriptions.400 votes 1.60
6 years oew subscriptions, 5,000 votes 750

Remember that ten of our leading merchants an interested in this contest, aDd
give twenty-five vote coupons with every

are

test.

—

_’_

_

commissions

With the above
all concernad.
it Is an assured success.

gain in

j,

u r«on»,
candidate in this oontest or work
for ten
tesUnts. Vote, after being voted
ian J
be transferred to another.
Ail ng™,,

4. TIE VOTEH-Hhould any of the contestants tie in votes. The Publishers’
Music Company will award e similar
prise according to standings at final count.
Votes will be
5. VOTES CLASHED
issued in the following denominations:

j

ot tbe mercbanta wbo are
giving handsome prises and helping to
names

No one connected

publication wiU be allowed

and adjoining towns ere eligible to enter
the conteat, end the party receiving the
largest number of votes itsII receive the
beautiful fWO Obermeyer A Hone-piano,
and additional premium's will be distributed in accordance with the contestants’
standing at the final count.

Do not forget tbe prises tbe merchant*
giviDg. It not fortunate enough to
secure the piano, you may receive one ol
tbe mercbaate’ prises, and they are all
well worth working (or.
These coupons may be collected from
any and all mercbanta wbo are is (be conare

COUNTY NEWS.

j

this contest.

principles,

votes.

Tbe

OUt

.J"'*"*

■i. PRIZES—The capital prise will be in
Also other
Obermeyer A Hons piano.
pons we increaae the bonus from 500 to valuable prizes to the amount of many
1,000 extra votes, making a total of 2.000 dollars which are announced herewith.
votes:' Now la tbe time to rush In tbe
3. CANDIDATES—Young ladiee in thi*

test.

IX

standing ol vou. willbeiMU(Ml,(t
d.y«. No vou. accepted ,t taw
lar price ol the newspaper
coocsmX

BI LKS AND REGULATIONS

13'075
VlfiTh Governing The American’* Plano
Voting Conteat.
10,875
The piano and
8,328
1. ANNOUNCEMENT
4800 popular ladies’ voting contest will be
on business
3’100 conducted fairly end honestly
5,536 principles strictly, with Justice and fair-

For every seven (") new one-year sub- 33
scriptions 10,000 extra bonus votes, mak- 31
Address to Undergraduates,
35 Sophie Walker.25
ing a total of 14,200 votes:
Estella Byron Dyer
For every seven (7) one-year renewal 36 Mrs David C Linnehan .....25
Mrs. Hannah Doyle has returned from a Preaentation of Gift,.Freda Mae Brandon
extra bonus votes, 37 Hazel Moore.25
visit with her sister, Mrs. Sadie Small, of Valedictory.Mary Muriel DeBeck subscriptions 8,000
38
Mrs. Grace Smith.25
making a total of 11.500 votes.
Mil bridge.
Music
For every seven (7) one-year back subNo coupons on subscription
O®8
account,
was
event
of
who
the
the
Miss Bettie Chiicott,
guest j
evening was a surprise
scriptions 6,000 extra bonus votes, making whether back, new or renewals, will be
of Miss Vida Springer, left for Phillips to Miss Muriel DeBeck, of the class, whose
a total ot 8,800 votes.
I name
given unless application ts made tat them
was called before the
Lake July 4.
i
closing music,
For every bunch of W merchants’ cou- at tbe time the money is
paid.
Miss Mary A. Bragdon left for Hancock j by Principal Foss, and who, on arising,
presented with a pretiy locket from
Point Wednesday; she will be employed |
mons are at borne from Monument
Mr. Foss and the school board in
Beach,
at the Tarraiine.
recogniMass.
tion of her constant attendance and no
Robert Evans, who was the guest of
I.
Bowden
and*
tardy marking daring the four years.
George
SEAL COVE.
family, of West
Miss Geneva Bragdon last week, returned
The token was as gratifying to friends of
Medford, Mast, are at their cottage for
to Monson Monday.
Joseph Stanley, of Seal Harbor, visited the etimmer,
Miss DeBeck as to herself.
his uncle, E. F. Robbins, recently.
Miss Cassilena Perry has joined her
Copies of The Voice the school paper,
w. E. Holmes and family, of
Cambridge,
Mrs. S. D. Harper, who has been visiting
mother here. They are soon to move to are
sold
and contain the essays of
being
Mass., are spending the summer with
relatives here, returned to Opeechee la st
Bar Harbor, where Mr. Perry has work.
the graduating
Mrs. Josephine Banker.
class; also a very good week.
The missionary program Sunday even- ! group picture of them. It is
hoped every
Albert H. Urindal and wife, of Thomasan
audience
Mrs.
E.
L.
to
with
was
listened
little
filling
McLean,
by
find
daughter
a purchaser, and so
ing
! copy may
help
ton, Conn., are spending a few weeks with
the house. Pastor Brown is unremitting them financiallyAngela, of Augu-ta, is here to spend the
George W. Grindal and wife.
summer.
in his labors.
July 8.
B.
Prof. Herbert B. Roberta and wife and
Mrs. Hannah Heath and niece, Miss
The choir of eight voices at the MethoMiss Aletha, of North fie id, Vt., are
spenddist church was again pleasingly heard
Gladys Ober, arrived last week from BanWALTHAM.
ing the summer with Mrs. Sargent’s pargor, and are at their summer home here.
Sunday in anthems “Rest in the Lord”,
Miss Sadie Hayes, of
Waltham, Mass.,
ents.
and “Lift up Thine Eyes”. Mrs. L. T. is the
Mrs. Abbie Norwood and niece. Miss
guest of Mrs. Alden K. Haslem.
Sim.
Bunker was soloist.
_
The dance at the town hall the night of Greenlaw, of Calais, are guests of Mrs.
Norwood’s slater, Mrs. Bertha Robbins,
BAB
HARBOR.
the Fourth was well
attended, and enjoyed at
SCHOOL NOTES.
Bayside.
T. G. Hersom, a veteran atage-driver,
by all.
The junior exhibition, class of 1913, at
Rev. O. D. Smith was the guest of H. S. died Sunday at the hospital, where he had
the Baptist church Monday evening, July i Schools have closed, after successful
Mitchell and wife on Tinker’s island on been for treatment. Mr. Hersom hsd
j terms taught by Misses Isabel and Bessie
1, was well attended. The program:
the Fourth. C. M. Reed and daughters, driven the stage between Bar Harbor and
Jordan.
Music
Mrs. Lucy Pervear and Miss Sylvia Reed, the upper part of the island for
many
Mrs. Mertie Rhodes and children, of
March
and several others also spent the Fourth years, ontil compelled to give it
up last
Prayer
Somerville, Mass., are with Mrs. Rhodes’ on the island.
winter
on
account of advancing age snd
Music
parents, Willard Haslem and wife.
.Marvel Wentworth
C
Mias Joaie A. Billings was married to ill health.
Making au Orator..
Haslem
and wife, of Machias,
Raymond
|
Uncle Chatterton’s Gingerbread,
Elmer Stanley June 25. The ceremony
Patrick Haley, one of the town's bestBeulah Hardison j were here over the Fourth. On their re- was
performed at the reaidence of Rev. O. known citizens, died Sunday at his home
: turn home Mr. Haslem purchased a tourMusic
I*. Smith, the Episcopal rector.
Both on Second South street. He had been ill
School Girls’ Declaration of Independence,
ing car.
young people are well known and popular. since spring, and bad been confined to the
Beatrice Gordon
A pleasant time was given the people of Mrs.
Stanley is one of Tremont’s most suc- house lor the last lew days, but his death
Lecture by one of the Six.Beulah Hooper
this town by Mr. and Mrs.
Thayer on the cessful teachers, and Mr. 8tanley has was entirely unexpected. He had been enMusic
Fourth
at
their
bungalow. There was a been tor several years manager of the gaged in the trucking and
How Randa Went Over the River.
atreet-cleasing
Lorene Ryder beautiful display of fireworks, and re-< 1 Rogers estate at Southwest Harbor. They
business many years and was highly esfreahments
were
Smith
served.
A School Boy’s Apples......Ola
Their kindness have the hearty good wishes of their many teemed. He was a Civil war
veteran. He
friends.
Music
is greatly appreciated.
bad made hia home at Bar Harbor tor
8.
July
3,
9.
of
July
H.
1912, all
By invitation of the class
many years. He was sixty-seven yesrs ol
age. Heleavee besides a wile, two brograduates of the Franklin high school met
8AHGENTVILLE.
thers-Dennis and Frank Haley, and a sisNORTH BLl’EHILL.
at the town hall Wednesday afternoon,
Edward E. Snow and wife have returned ter -Mrs. Theresa Cobb.
July 3, to form an alumni association. The
Carroll Dunbar has commenced houseto their home in Bangor.
following officers were elected: President, keeping in Charles Dahlqnist's house.
EAST BLUER ILL.
Everard Wentworth, ’12; vice-president,
Phillips Bradley and two friends are at
Mrs. Clara D. Urindle returned Saturday
Mrs. L. B. Grlndle is home from Wintheir camp tor a few daya.
Dallas Tracy, ’08; secretary and treasurer, from a two- weeks’
visit at Seal Harbor.
Frances Dyer, T1; executive committee,
Miss Ruth Kimball, of Bangor, joined terport.
David R. Black and wife, of North
her mother here last week.
Daley Gordon, ’08, and Mary Mayo, ’ll.
Hartley Tufta, of Waltham, Maas, is
It was decided to meet Sept. 14 at Mo- BrooksviUe, spent Sunday at H, 8. DunMiss Bertha Turner, of Bangor, spent vtifing hit parents, John Tafts and wile.
bar’s.
lasses pond, to which all the graduates are
Edwin Conary, who worka in Brewer,
last week with her parents.
Edwin Sanborn and family were weekcordially invited.
John F. Gray has purchased a fine house spent last wsek with his parents, E. E.
end
of
Mrs.
guests
Sanborn’s parents, -V.
Principal M. C. Foss and the high school
Conary and wife.
1
of Harry E. Staples, of Brooks.
graduation claaa are to be congratulated Bowden and wife.
Harry Dolbearand wife, of Waltham,
Walter
H.
of
is
efforts
which
terSargent,
on the success of their
Boston,
spendHarvey J. Cunningham died this mornMass., are guest! of Mrs. Dolbear’s mother
his vacation with his parents.
A ing, after a lingering illness.
minated Tuesday evening, July 2.
He leaves ing
Mrs. Nora Wight.
Frank Patten, wife and daughter, of
large audience completely Oiled the hall, beside his wife a son—Harland, and a
J. F. Risley and aiatere, Mary Louise
and when the opening strains of music by daughter—Mrs. Ora Oetehell, who have Brewer, are guests of Charles Foster and
snd Augusta, of Naw York, are at W. M.
the Mil bridge band announced the en- the sincere sympathy of the community. wife.
Wardwell’a for the summer.
trance of the class, all eyes turned to the
July 8.
D.
Walter M. Nevells and William H. SimJuly 8.
r.
Mrs. Eugene Bunker and two children,
of Seal Harbor, are guests of Mrs/Sarah
Bunker.

PRIZE OFFERED

Prize Voting Contest.

31,960

7.400

Cousins, having become an employee in The Americas office, ia
contestant, and request* that herealter no votes be cast lor her.

economic waste.

patience

time of the

Kdytbe Joy...

one reason

Such calls
abuse the

5

46,025

22,175
13,900

Miss

is almost certain to lead to “wrong number” calls.
ance

Alice

Total
119,525
53.800

nets to

why telephone subscribers
are asked to consult the directory before giving a
number—because this peculiar psychological trait
That’s

9,775
15,375

Clow.

4

IS THE GREAT

■-

STANDING OF LEADING CONTESTANTS AT COUNT JULY 9.
2d count
hi count
(4.836
} Annie E. Gnj...
24,700
20.000
1 Elaluf Donovan...
35,800
17,575
38,450
3 Susie Jordan. ..

9

numbers—1468, 1546, 6428,

Take three

A $400 Piano

Here Soon—Who Will Get it?

*

--

the $15 in Gold.

Who Will Get the Next $io?—Next Count July 30
Interest Growing—The Piano Will be

The Ear of the business and
social world is attuned to the
sound of the “Bell”.
If you
would command the
world’s attention—RING!

Ever notice what queer
mind will

abbtrti*rmrnt».

past

HUSBAND
IN THREE DAYS

**
MMjr husband Isn’t loaded with
*
more—he doesn’t want it iu*d won t !•*«*
a »
I cannot express my gratitude." From
in* letter among the soores we can *u°w *
proving absolutely that the

J
*

DRINK HABIT

eight years to this wonderful combination of roots, barks and herbs, the tu b* orereome by the SEAL SrJjj,,
THE ATM ENT. No IlMbndS-SSforbl**
>
True “L. F”. Atwood's Medicine.'’
„,
abeolutely certain Call upon. ador« *
The Neal Inelllute. «S Plea**”'
Mrs. O. M. Harrison,
Portland. Me. Tel. 4*1#.
Brewer, Me.
T„
Treat*
If
you have never used “L. F". At- Drug Habits Specially
wood’s Medicine, write to-day for a with Great Success.
free sample.
F.” MEDICINE Co., Portland,
ELLSWORTH

^L.

Steam laundry and Bath Rooms.
*MO PAT, NO WAbHKK'
All Unde of lanndry wort done at «S°r’
Ooode called tur and deiuoao-

AMERICAN ADS
PAY BEST

M. S. SSTSY *
Tatey Building. State at..

WEAR

S|

OO-w
gib
worm.

